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Abstract

The first essay in Julia Kristeva's Tales of Love begins by daiming the
writer's speechlessness in the face of a lover's discoune: '[nlo matter how far

back my love mernories go, l find it difficult to talk about themn(1). In the face of
this daim to 'speechlessnessnI am interested in finding a language adequate to
articulate a discourse of passion in twentieth century poetics. as represented in
the works of six Canadian women pets. Tracing some potential models for

aiüculating desire, passion anNor longing in the work of Julia Kristeva, Roland
Barthes, and Jacques Denida. I suggest that these models are effective precisely

because they are not definitive, but rather venture a tentative and highly
subjective response to these affects. I cansider how the writer positions herself in
just such a precanous and subjecüve position in Kristjana Gunnars' The Prowier,

and suggest that the figure of the narratorlprowler might be an effective entry into
the amatory discourse.
I consider how Elizabeth Srnart's desinng narrator in By Grand Central

Station I Sat Down and Wept uses her lacking and longing state to produce a
rnetaphofically overdetennined narrative, thereby confiating the distinction
between absence and exœss. Ithen examine Dionne Brand's deployment of
poetics as a marker of difference and resistance, her identity as a Black lesbian
M e r integral to her expression of political and erotic passion. I trace this politics
of difference in Dorothy Livesay's erotic poetry, and wnsider how this explicitly

sensual M i n g about an older woman's romance with a younger man is
constmcted both by the poet and by her critical audience.
Reading Krïstjana Gunnars' Camivai of Longing alongside Nicole
Markotic's prose poem sequence, 'No Goodbye, Just:." 1 discuss how
confessional practice and amorous discourse are perfomed through two
markedly different narrative structures: Gunnars' performance of abandonment

and Markotic's language of revenge. Finally, I explore how Daphne MarlaWs
engagement with language as a network of textual, intertextual. and extra-textual
conversations creates an amatory discourse that listens for an answefing touch.
Throughout. I suggest that the structure and language of arnatory discourse is

always addressed to the reader, always engaged in seducing the reader and the
wrtier

through the illusory promise of representing the unrepresentable. the

promise of an unknowable secret of desire.
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One

The Lanauaae of Love: an OMiaue Beoinning

And is there any wone violence than that which consists in calling
for the response, demanding that one give an accounf of everything
and presumably thematically.
Passionsn
Jacques Demda

In his essay 'On Love,' Adam Phillips observes that since the language of
love borrows its referents from the discourse of theology and episternology, it is
both relentlessly redemptive and insistently enlightening (40). The lover, like the

mystic or the paranoiac, is a reader of signs and wonders, al1 are terrorized and
bewitched by the expenenœ wtiich, in the absence of a transcendental signifier,
cornes to stand in for our conternporary version of the sublime. If this is to be a

true analogy, then it is possible to say that we have, in the late twentieth century,

enshnned literature in the place of religion, making an endless proliferation of

discourses possible because of an absence in the centre. an abandonment. In
asking the question, is the discourse of love merely a linguistic sign under which

certain actions can be perfomied, we have to take into account narratives of

abandonment and seduction, narratives that are essentially unrepresentable

since the desire of which they are ainstructed cannot survive the achievement of
its object
In reading, we are asked to abandon any resistanœ to the erotics of the
text We are beguiled by the promise. long withheld, of an untold and deferred
secret hidden somewhere between the thetic space and the depth mode1of
perception. We do not, we have never had, the courage to stop reading.
As a reader, any reader, but one more particularly of love poetry, I was
stmck by the paradox of producing a detached and lucid account of a subject
that, by ail accounts, demands a passionate response. In thinking through this
problem, I began to envisage alternatives to producing an acadernic yet
passionless discourse on passion. What does it mean to write about love? Is one
required, 1 found rnyself asking, to fall in love?
At the same time I began to be increasingly aware of my discornfort in

jwctaposing what is popularly called 'literature" with what is gnidgingly called
'theory." It seemed to me that in such an arrangement one is obliged to ptivilege
one or the other of these categories by their position in space; one text is always
positioned above or over the other. ln this arrangement it is often "theorynthat is

imposed like a grid on the text(s) in question, reminding one of Durer's famous
drawing on perspective,

'Draughtsman Drawing a Nude.' where the artist looks

through a geometrical grille at the body of the woman he is studying.' Such an
arrangement began to seem increasingly violent and violating; the male subject
dissecüng the object under scruüny - in this case the female-body-as-object

- in

an effort to gain perspective. In this metaphor i am not trying to align 'theory" wiai

the masculine gaze nor am I attempting to replace 'literature" with the fernale
body. Gender binaries aside, what seems important in this analogy is the spatial
position of one text vis-&vis the other. I began to wonder if there was any way to

juxtapose texts, or realign them to m a t e fndion or conflict rather than

dominance.
The biblical theorist Mieke Bal speaks of reading 'dissyrnetrically" or
reading towards the idea of 'counter coherenœn(Death and Dissymmetry 17). In
her transgressive reading of The Book of Judges, Bal chooses dissyrnmetry over
ngour as a way of acknowledging what she mlls 'the repressive and oppressive
bearing of the endlessly repeated political coherencs" (20). In choosing to read a
variety of idiosyncratically chasen texts in conjuncüon with one another, she

parenthetically recalls the idea of pleasure in writing. Can one M t e criticism for
pleasure. I found myself thinking while reading her argument.

It may be observed, at this point, that the present writer has spent no little
time talking to heneif, but that, as Iwill suggest, is one

- and by no means the

most serious - of the consequences of engaging in the lover's discourse. In many

ways then.
n
gitw
ir

on the subject of love is not without consequence. My own

writing, no l e s than the wnting I have chosen to study in the course of this

project, inevitably falls prey to the effects of a discoune that has, sinœ Ovid.
posed a challenge to M a t Linda Kauffman has called 'traditional concepts of
authority and authorship. referentiality and representation" (Discourses of Desire
20). Part of my project. then. is to fiame a language in which to speak of passion

as well as of the inevitable exdusions that any such enterprise involves. Iwill
begin, in the spirit of Mieke Bal. by proposing to look at a number of relateû but

necessarily dissymetrical texts, each of which. to a greater or lesser extent,
interrogates the amatory discourse: Julia fisteva's essays in Tales of Love,
Roland Barthes' A Lovefs Discourse, and an essay by Jacques Derrida
fortuitously called 'Passions: An Oblique ûffenng."

1.1 Tales of Love

In the first sentence of Tales of Love. in an essay provocatively entitled "In
Praise of Love," Kristeva begins by claiming her own speechlessness in the face
of the lover's discourse: 'No matter how far back my love mernories go, I find it

difficult to talk about themn (1). When she does talk about 'them" Kristeva uses
words Iike 'exaltationn and 'eroticism," 'miraculousa and 'delirium." words that tum
into passion because the language that we use to fix the amatory relationship is
inadequate. a 'flight of metaphon" (1). Literary but not fiterate, it is a discoune
that can only be spoken in the past tense and frorn the site of the first person.

The discourse of love is received. then. through a language that is
overdetemined, discursive, metaphoncal and connotative, in which contradiction

and misunderstanding becorne the most significant figures by which we read the
text, and enors, hallucination and deception are a requirernent for the candition of

jouissance.

What Kristeva calls 'the ordeal of loven(Z), what she r e m to as
'vulnerability hidden under a rnask of vigilance' (l),
is characteristic of a
dismutse that inteqates the denotative. referential function of language. Both
identity and meaning are implicated in this process and the precision of both is

compromised. Kristeva's Tales of Love is presented. then. as an archeology of

the diverse images of love in the West. and what she calls 'the consequences for
discourse' of the amorous interaction of open systems (17). In this statement of
her methodology she ckariy privileges psychoanalysis as the instrument for this

Analysis is not the supposedly detached, subdued writing of a book
conceming the love life of men; it is an integral part of it ... It is then not a
love Iife of men, of women that will issue from the pen of an analyst. No
more than a complete or objective history of ideas on love. But there will
be selectïons. insights, symptoms. (12)

What Vien of the consequences in this discourse for the analyst, the

subjed à lacan Mwhois supposed to know?" Kristeva has to become other than
analyst in this process. Even more radicaliy, she has to become lover. I want to
suggest here that Kristeva is wnting 'in love," and that her wrïting is, in part, a

performance of rapture, the rapture of the amatory subject wfio has lost control
both of the univocality of language and the singularity of her own body. At the

same time she is a skillful stylist engaged in a precise and ethical dissection of
the lover's discourse. a process that mocks the naiveté of the engulfed subject
that she is alx, trying to represent.

Each discourse transgresses the other. A double masking takes place: at
the moment m e n the subject discovers herself to be most subjective bemuse 'in

love,' she is represented as losing the power to construct this subjectivity
because laquage has been fiooded with meaning. metaphor, and
oversignification. At the moment when she loses the power of speech, the subject
falls under the impression of speaking 'at last, for the first time. for realn(3). In
this figure love is constnicted as an affliction, a wound that makes it possible to

speak of love, since pain

- and only pain, the suffering body - bears witness to

the experience. Of course, since Kristeva is both lover and therapist, her position
is curiously doubled; both wound and cure, love in her discourse contains its own
antidote.
This is not an unexpected construction. Since Freud the love relationship

has been valorized as a model of correct psychic functioning. As a fiction
invented to prove the subject's health, the discourse of love provides Kristeva
with the talking cure that, in tum, ftees her to reconstitute her desire in diswurse.
In the context of Tales of Love, love is constructecl via the relationship of
transference.* Knsteva identifies herself as analyst. further confessing that love is
what allows her to cure her patients through 'deeting moments of identificationn
(11). an intense allegiance, provided, of course, that it is accompanied by

recognition, insight, and renunciation.
Through transferenœ love3the patient is induced to fall in love with the
therapist whose function it is to detect love-as-symptom in the lovesick diswurse.
Through her formulation of love as sickness, Kristeva demarcates the role of the
analystlwnter as the one who cures through deliberately establishing the precise
site of the disorder within the body, whether that body be defined as text,

discourse. or flesh. But Kristeva's position is more radical still. In Tales of Love
she is not content merely to analyze the state of love or to cure those who have
fallen il1 tram its effects. lnstead she immerses herself as subject in and of the
lover's discourse; at the same time that she positions herself as theorkt she
performs her role as lover. As such. she presents herself as a doubled subject

writing

about a tradition frorn her contaminated position within it.
What can the above reveal to us of the problems connecteci with the

lover's discourse? Or, to put it another way, what is the fate of the tale-teller when
the tales she tells are love stones? What Kristeva demonstrates to us. through

her performance as lover, no less than through the testimony of her work as an
analyst, is the contagious nature of the amorous relation when translated into
discourse. It is not possible, it would seem. to relate love stories wi-thoutoneself
falling in love and, if we are to believe the testimony of her tales, 1 is not possible

to write about love without in sorne way replicating its effects in language. The
example of Danté's Paolo and Francesca - those Florentine lovers whose eyes

met while reading of Lancelot's love for the Queen, and who 'read no more that
dayln4- illustrates Knsteva's predicarnent. one that will becorne increasingly
important in rny reading of the poems that follow.
Speechlessness, Vie doubled subject, and an immersion in discourse these are the figures that Kristeva's text has so far brought to bear upon the

subject of love. Yet we are still lefi with the question as to why the amorous
discourse, unlike others, leaves neither narrator nor reader intact. Dante, on
hearing Francesca's story, tells us that he swmned in pity and 'as a dead man

falling. down I fell' (101). His dramatic fall anticipates a more metaphoric one. The
speaking subject in Tales of Love falls as well, but in this post-Lapsanan world.
hers is not a fall from grace but into love and language.

Kristeva's construction of passionate love is articulated as a structural
problern. Since love is the exarnple par excellence of an experience in which
identity boundanes irreparably break down, the amatory discourse is governed by

the a prion condition of metaphoncal instability. Quoting Barthes' A Lovefs
Discourse, Kristeva asks plaintively: "Do we speak of the same thing when we
speak of love? And of which thing? The ordeal of love puts the univocity of

language and its referentiai and communicative power to the testn(Tales of Love
2). The four hundred pages that follow are an attempt by Kristeva

- and one that

is already under erasure - of articulating and defining the various and diverse
amatory discoumes of the Western tradition: courtly, matemal, Christian, erotic,
Platonic. oedipal. mystic. biblical, narcissistic, secular. carnal, psychoanalytic.
sacred, adulterous, and extraterrestrial. These discourses are marked both by the

confines of the condition of love and the powerlessness of language to express
love. sinœ the amatory discourse. 'a M o l e imaginary, uncontrollable,
undecidable flood" (3) is addressed - vide Barthes - to an unknowable and

sometimes perverse Other. Indeed, Kristeva's position is even more radical.
When in love. she seems to imply, the subject is the Other via narcissistic
identification. transference, and a 'delirium' that breaches al! lirnits (4).
In the esçay that follows her introductwy 'ln Praise of Love," entitled

'Freud and Love: Treatment and its Disaintents," Knsteva cleariy postulates a

syrnbiotic relationship between love and narcÎssismand implies that if we can

name the conditions of narcissistic emergence, we will be doser to understanding
the cornplex structure of the amatory relationship. In this she follows the iacanian
paradigrn in recognizing self-deception as the basis of the subject's relationship to
real-ity. For Kristeva. the gesture of misrecognition is what enthrones narcissism

as the basis of the subject's choie of a love object.
Kn'steva constnicts nadssism as mimetic play that promises to establish
psychic identities but which reveak itself only as a screen over emptiness. She
emphasizes this ernptiness which, she daims, is at the root of the formulation of
subjectivity. paradoxically filling this ''ernpty" space w
hti

significance at the

moment that she claims it as container. There is. consequently, a misrecognition
at the centre of her narcissistic formulation that establishes an 'emptiness' that is
simultaneously generative of multiple metaphors and configurations. This
narcissism is constnicted as a defense against emptiness, specifically the
emptiness occasioned by the subject's separation from an imaginary unity with
the mother. At the same time the narcissistic subject attempts to exorcise
emptiness through the confivance of irnagery and representation. For Kristeva,
the narcissist is nothing if not a subject of representation. As for the lover. sfhe is

a narcissist with an objecf.
Knsteva's formulation of love as irnprinting - the subject's identification
pflmanly with a pattern that can be imitated, instead of with an object - implies
that the condition of loving is a condition fundarnentally without object What

Kristeva implies by her formulation of the symbolic matrix of the amatory

relationship. is an identification previous to any object. an identification that sets
up love as pattern and repetition for the sake of an objed to corne. What is

pnvileged in this transaction is discourse, and the space of discourse, which is
what Kristeva demarcates as tran~ference.~
For Knsteva. then. love is an objectl e s transaction. so that desire is constituted. not as psychoanalysts would have

it. by the loss of the object, but by the failure of the object in the signifying field to
begin with. Moreover. this desire is negotiated by the analyst who situates
hirnlherself at the seam of the materna! and patemal positions - thereby
gratÏfying needs and establishing prohibitions variously, in a discourse that

produces both meaning and a b s ~ r d i tThe
~ . ~language of psychoanalytic

discourse, like amatory discourse, is therefore (over)loadedwith pre-verbal
significance, non-representable meaning, as well as the apparently more precise

articulations of figurative language - in other words, the entire grammar of the
unconscious, accessible only through such devices as fantasy and parapraxis.
The other subject of representation in Kristeva's text is the writer, and it is
in this construction that her a m doubled persona most dearly emerges. The

narrative of Tales of Love consists of at least two distinctly calibrated voices that
correspond to the figurative structure of language. The firçt is the metaphoncal
voice of the lover. at once jubilant and sacramental. and the other is the

metonymic trajectory of the analyst in control of a scandalous narrative. For
Kristeva. the metaphor is a movernent toward the visible, in the sense that the
amatory quest is a metaphor for the subject as it wnstitutes the literary or
figurative nature of the lover's discourse through an ovedow of semantic

featum. In contrast. rnetonymy structures the trajectory of desire that controls

the narrative. Neither 'voice" is privileged s i n e both are neœssary to the
doubled narrative of Tales of Love. In constnicting herself as ôoth theorist of love

and as lover, Knsteva perfoms the apparent irnpossibility of the lovefs discourse
without erasing that discourse's insolubility. 'The language of love is impossible,

inadequate." she begins, and in her ensuing 'philosophy of lovewshe attempts to
catalogue the occasions of this impossibility (1).
In this text. Kristeva repeateâly defines herself as a psychoanalyst.

generalizing that term to include one who analyzes amatory discourse: 'The

=acier will find here, interspersed with amatory t M e s and myths, banal tales of
contemporery loves as told by analysands" (17 Kristeva's emphasis). Her

distinction between what is banal and what is presumably less so. seems less
significant than her decision to combine the two narrative strands white
neveftheless marking their difference through italics and the frarne of the casehistory. After a minute analysis of the Freudian narcissist, for example, in which

she indudes in her discussion such literary examples as Romeo and Juliet, and
such philosophical figures as Hegel and Heidegger, Kristeva concludes with an
italicized analysis of three patients. 'John," 'Marie," and 'Matthew.' This
'heterogeneous confrontationn(17) is neither an effort to endow the discourses of
patients w'th philosophic dignity nor an insolent attempt to demystify their lives by
drawing parallels between cultural formations and 'real life." Rather, Kristeva

defines her project as one in which al1 discourses - banal and unusual.
philosophical, Iiterate and Iiteml - are allowed free and equal play in the context

in which love may be praised. 'In Praise of Love," then, is Kristeva's opening
statement of intent, and one in which her anxiety as an analyst of amatory
discourse cleady surfaces.
In her opening chapter. Knsteva seems to be irnpiying that it is not solely
as an analyst that she writes, but as a lover. The first sentence privileges the

personal. the confessional, as much as it insists that these emotions are
unrepresentable: 'No matter how far back my love mernories go, 1 find it dificult
to talk about themn(1). This phrase. with its confession of intimacy and its

waming of impoçsibility, rings through the text that follows, dividing the speaking
subject into the analyst
know

- what Lacan would cal1 the subjed who is supposed to

- and the lover. who knows only the subjective nature of her condition. Of

course the word 'dividen is reductive, even inaccurate, since the amatory
discourse is one of excess and the Kfistevan narrator is as over-determined as

her narrative. All things to al1 readers, she constructs herself both as a subject of
and in love.

In a transaction in midi each subject is constmcted only by her relation to
the other, the only way that the erotic pact can be broken is through a moment of
recognlion, the naming of the subject by the Other (of the analyst by the lover. or
the lover by the writer). Yet it is evident in Kristeva's Tales that no naming of the
desired subject is suffident to contain the object of desire; there is always a

surplus, an exces at the border. This doubled (rather than divided) narrative is
charectefistic of amatory discourse despite the equally characteristic figunng of

love-astnangular in structure. Indeed, in a text that proclaims the impossibility of

the couple7it is ironic to noüœ the effect of doubling which is nowhere more

evident than in Knsteva's essay 'Stabat Mater." Iwould like to proceed with a
detailed reading of 'Stabat Mater' since. like the amatory discourse. it is a text

that contains its own other, and as such, may provide valuable insights into the
effects of the doubled nanative position.

1.2 Mothers and Other Lovers

In 'Stabat Mater,"first included in Teles of Love, Knsteva isolates the

condition of motherhood as the variable that functionally defines the female
integer. In this way she privileges reproduction as the means by which the woman
inscribes her difference, at the same time implicating the female body as locus of
subjectivity and writing. The paradox of her position is that while maternity

wnstitutes a consecrateci representation of femininity, at least in the western

worid, it cannot escape its illusory status, what Knsteva calls a 'fantasy of a lost
continentn(133). because of a prevailing idealization of primary narcissism: the
belief in an unbroken dyad of infant and rnother. Kn'steva's point is that in

resisüng this image, feminists have becorne immune !O the experience that the
fantasy obscures. 'Stabat Matef is a poetic and analytic attempt to represent this

experience, and as such,Kristeva's writing presents itself as the revelation of a

secret. This secret, once decoded, promises to reveal not only a new discourse
of matemal love, but also whatever it is that the prior discourse has concealeci.

The matemal, defined simultaneously as biological category and as
attribute of identity. largeiy situates the female as symbolic constnict in the
context of Christianity, which in tum sanctifies the fernale body by constituting it

as virginal-matemal body. Kristeva asks what it is about the representation of this
anomalous body that satisfies both male and fernale, what it is that supplies to the

male what he lacks, and hides h m the woman what it is she provides to
complete his lack. In an examination of the history of the Marian doctrine situated

on the right hand side of Kristeva's split page, site of reason and teleology, she
examines the potency of the construcüons of virginity while at the same time

providing a creative left-hand gloss on the experience of matemity.
Kristeva concludes her analytic argument by invoking the mother's body as

a 'strange fold which turns nature into culture, and the speaking subject into
biology" (149 Kristeva's ernphasis). The implication for this fold of nature is that

no signifier can represent it cornpletely; it is a body located on the boundary of
nature and culture, a body that explodes with pregnancy, a body both unique and
amxlyrnous. masochistic and jubilant. profligate and ethical. It is a body that
represents desire as desire for continuity. and it is a body that finally encodes

perversion in the transaction of patriarchal law in which the mother's share is the
offering up of her own masochism.
If the materna1 body cannot be represented entirely or in its entirety by the
signifier. then we must read Knsteva's split text as a refusal to confine
representation to signification. Consequenffy, the lefi-hand margin speaks
allusively of conception, gestation. diildbirth, carMaking and separation, of the

relationship of the mother to the child she has produced and the child once
reproduced by her own mother. This site of memory and desire expresses

Knsteva's need to constwct an ethics appropriate to women, to bring to the Law
the resonanœ of a ferninine discoune, a jouissance. In this way, the lefbhand

margin contains the other text, the matemal text that has been disallowed in the

acadernic I paternaII cntical narrative of the right-hand margin, the acoustic text
that bnngs the body to sound, to Ming.
For Knsteva, the dialogic stream-of-conçciousness discourse of the lefthand side approximates what she calls the serniotic, the mark or trace in
language of the unconscious other. This is the language of the pre-oedipal where

matemal rhythms, anarchic meaning, parapraxis and silence, al1 the oral and
instinctual aspects of language precede the symbolic order, the language of
signification. In this way, the maternai body is situated at the intersection of
nature and culture; it is the threshold that resists the patemal order. In an
interview
ht iv

Mary Jacobus. Kristeva confirrns this image: "I didn't want to give

an impression of coherence, on the contrary, I wanted to give an impression of a
sort of wound, a scar" (Reading Woman 167). In this reading, the text of 'Stabat
Mater" presents itself as scar, divided like the matemal body at conception and

parturition, a metaphor for original division, the split between her participation in
the patemal discourse and the puissance of the rnother: "1 desire the Law. And

since it is not made for me alone, I run the risk of desinng outside the law" (143).
What she, the mother, gives birth ta in this language event is herself as other, the

subject in and of language, the 'In interrogated by a discoune dissernbled from
another discourse.
Kristeva's spll text in 'Stabat Matef marks out a space: the space of the
outcast. the exdudecl, the abjected. This catastrophic place represents the

precarious 'casting out" that marks the signifying subject. In this context, the
matemal body is constructed as a threshold, wound, or scar, something about
which narrative arranges itself. In many ways we may read this text as a fantasy
of coherence, a vision of matemal 'wholeness" and love that attempts to heal the
split in language through images of plenitude and imaginary cornpletion.

In The Acoustic Minor, Kaja Silvennan is critical of Kn'steva's text both as
a genealogy of the body and as a poetical representation of rnaternity. She sees

in Kristeva's exaggerated desire to distance the matemal from the symbolic order
through the developrnent of the Kristevan chora, a scene of subjectivity that is
matemally connoted, a utopian figure in which the integration of mother and child

is syrnbolized by the pregnant body of the mother. In this reading. the mother
becornes both receptacle and inhabitant of the receptacle, as Silveman says
'simuttaneously the container and its contents' (107). What is the desire. asks
Silverman, behind Kristeva's desire to enclose the mother within the womb? In
answer to this she proposes a Knstevan fantasy: the desire to fuse daughter with
mother and mother W h her own mother, to relegate al1 rnothen to the interior of
the chorai / womb.
Where Silveman's argument fails is in its assumption that in refbsing one

forrn of representation, Kristeva is substituting another. In reading the left-hand

margin as a subversive narrative of the woman. she is nevertheless presenting a
realized and alternative narrative of representation. Far from trying to represent

an alternative fernale image as an antidote to the masculine fantasy of the
Matemal Virgin, Kristeva in 'Stabat

Mater" is inçcribing the not-woman, the

impossibility. given the essential reductiveness of signification, of any adequate
representation. In this way, the split text is presented as a fiction by which we
must leam to read the semiotics of signifimnce. The implicit chronological
assumptions, in Silveman's view, of the continuum from semiotic to symbolic
language. is thereby questioned because,for Knsteva. the 'Stabat Mater"
constitutes a treatise on the possible positions by which we may read texts
formulateci in a spatial rather than temporal dimension.
M a t is the desire, we must now ask, behind Silveman's desire to read
Knsteva's desire as approximation I substitution / metonymy, the means by which
representation represents itself as other? In ignoring this reading by insisting on
the monologic eitherior position, Silverrnan indicts the consciously split texî in a

text that is unaware of its own split. that excludes its other, and that neurotically
insists on the apparently seamless surface of the right-hand margin.
I want to raise two significant points by means of Knsteva's construction of

matemal love in 'Stabat Mater.' The first is her representation of love as
structural. The second is her demonstration of the limits, indeed even the
impossibility, of representation. In Tales of Love. and more particularly, in 'Stabat
Mater,' Kristeva examines historical myths of love in order to explore the various

and contradictory positions of the subject both in language and in love.8 Her

project is not thematic, s h e does not attempt to catalogue the various modes of

love as did Denis de Rougemont in his 1940 study Love in the Western W o M De
Rougemont characterizes al1 love stories as adultemus and doomed since
passion means suffering, romance inevitably foredoses in death, and 'happy love
has no history' (15).

In his sometimes reductive attempt to trace the thernatic of the love story

from its mythic origins through various religious. mystic and literary incarnations.
de Rougemont seems to characterize these diverse amatory narratives as a
series of containers, while 'loven is the liquid he pours into each. In contrast to de

Rougemont's a priori understanding of the discourse of love, Kristeva indicates.

even in her title. that love is the unknown variable that may only be represented

as structural device. Her title - Taies of Love - frames her subject as itself

subject to representation. to the tale and its possible (mis)representationsof talete~ling.~
In addition. Kristeva does not begin with these tales. or at leaçt does not

allow her argument to conclude at the level of narrative. lnstead she seeks out
the amatory discourse within what she calls 'bordedine esthetics':
It may seem paradoxical to be seeking the discourse of amatory
relationships in bordedine esthetics. It rnay seem strange that.
instead of bringing to the fore the straightfo~lardlanguage of
simple idealization of the love object, one analyzes the painful or
ecstatic states where the object slips away. (267)

If the arnatory experienœ has a linguistic correlative, this, for KrÏsteva, is the

metaphor as wnveyor of meaning that allows us to connect the speaking subject
with the object of hislher love in discourse. And it is the metaphotic transaction

that most neariy approaches the elusive nature of Kristeva's borderfine esthetics.

1-3 The Field of the Meta~hor

Sinœ Freud's use of metaphor and metonymy to account for unconscious

processes in The Interptation of Dreems (1900). the metaphor has undergone
many transformations. For Freud. the symptom was a metaphor, injected with

condensed but overdetemined meaning. In Écrits, Lacan's formulation of the
subject's construction in language - or the unconscious structured Iike a
language - led him tu revise the Freudian grammatical tropes of condensation

and displacement according to the structural tropes of metonymy and metaphor.
While Freud characterized the rnetaphor as a container. Lacan analyzed it as a
screen, a screen moreover, through which one could detect the workings of what
he called signifiante (299). Kristeva. however, charactentes the metaphor as a
primary component of amorouç discourse, an intemalized, resonant. condensed

transfer of meaning from one site of affect (the lover's body) to another (the text).
In her essay "Throes of Love: The Field of the Metaphor,' in Tales of Love,

Knsteva constnids literature as the privileged space where meaning is
elaborated. destroyed, eluded and reviewed via the transfomative effects of the
metaphor. Her essay ends with these words, 'we are al! subjects of the
metaphor" (279), by which she seems to imply that we are all, readers and writers

alike. subjeds in and of love.
In the pages of Tales of Love, through reminiscences. implication and
confession. Knsteva repeatedly declares herself a subject of love. In an eafiier

collection of essays. Desire h Language, she d e s of the predicament that

occurs when the identity of the reading subjed atomizes and loses itself." She
characterizes this crisis as one of jouissance, where 'one diswvers one text
under another, its othef (119). In such a case, she writes, apmpos Roland

Barthes, it is no longer the work we desire but Our own language (Desire in
Language 115). In Tales of Love Knsteva perfoms her own 'atomization," losing

herself in the jouissance of this dispersal and finding, when she recovers the text

beneath the other, the text she has b e n writing or anticipating or desiring.
beneath the diverse texts - philosophical. literary and psychoanalytic - that she
has been reading."

Her transformation. as we are beginning to discover, is not an unusual one
for the readerlwriter of love stones. Like Danté, she swoons

- metaphorically, of

course - in the presence of the love story, and in the process of telling tales of
love; she writes with love, with passion, since the process of writing the love story

is itself a love affair and one in M i d i the writernover begins to desire her own
language. In many ways the arnatory discourse is one in which this narrative

position is privileged, since passion, like death, has traditionally been constructed

as a type of sirnulamm, an image that does not refer back to an original and so
continually narrates its own unnanatabilty. In his book Passion and Excess
Steven Shaviro, quoting Maurice Blanchot, wrïtes of passion as 'the point at
whidi language has been exhausted, and at which Our ability to contain and
appropriate experience, Our powers of comprehension and expression, have

broken down' (113).

If, under the duress of the passionate event, the m e r suffers under the

double burden of being compelled to speak and k i n g unable to speak, if passion

exceeds even our capacity to experience it. then it is irreducible, both to
satisfaction and accomplishment. Blanchot writes of the 'impossibility" of passion,
since, if what he calls its 'violence" cannot be exhausted by any measure of
expression, neither can it find congruency in the language that would represent it:
What is demanded is absolutely beyond my powers as a subject,
something to which nothing in the first person, nothing I say or do, muld
ever adequately correspond. And this is why every thought. every
experknce of passion. in a sense ends in betrayal or failure. (Quoted in
Shaviro 129)
Since the loss of signification is far worse than any loss to which we can assign
significance, the writer of love stories is obliged - as Kristeva does in Tales of

Love - to write herself into the amatory discourse, not rnerely as a privileged

observer,but as a subject herself traversed by the effects of the passionate
event. This narrative of implication, this performative act is in many ways a
precarious position from which to conduct a study of love. Yet a short review of

similar studies indicates that the alternative is an impovedshed one.
In his study of passionate love. Erotsm: Death and SensuaMy, first

published in French in 1957, Georges Bataille suggests that physical eroticism
while in a
necessitates 'a violation bordering on death, bordering on murder" (l?),

later work, Seducfion, Jean Baudrillard maintains that the only and 'irresistiblen

power of femininity is the inverse power of seduction (15). 60th texts speak
knowfedgeably of violence, rebellion. and anarchy. yet neither seem to recognize

their own narrative responsibility in the equation. Their (masculine) judgments

about power. passion, and sexuality place themselves as writers and readers,
outside the jurisdiction of the very systems of knowledge that they seem eager to
deconstzuct. What Foucault. in A History of Sexuality, has called the repressive
hypothesis takes on a particular resonanœ in the context of Bataille and
Bauddllard. neither of whom cal1 attention to their position as Mting subjects, and

so present us with their separate narratives as fait accompli In contrast,
fisteva's narrative stance in Tales of Love is highly self-conscious. It fernains to
be seen whether, and to what extent. self-cunsûousness is a necessary adjunct
to the lover's discourse.

The problem, of course, is one of response. How can we respond to the
amatory discourse without either becoming immersed or estranged? While

Bataille and Baudriliard seem to be the unwitting proponents of this latter
category, Roland Barthes in his 'fragrnentaryn text A Lovefs Discourse presents a
highly self-mnscious narrative reworking of the passionate event in the context of
the lover's inlability to wtite.

1.4 The Lover's Discourse

To know that one does not Mite for the other. to know that these things
I am going to mite will never cause me to be loved by the one I love
(the other), to know that it is precisely there where you are not - that is
A Lover's Discourse
the beginning of writing.
Roland Barthes

The nanator of A Lovefs Dismurse self~onsciouslyconstructs himself as
lover, in the process emerging as writer. Barthes' narrator-lover inscribes within

himself, as discursive site, the body of the absent. silent. other. And since the
figures are no longer private devotions but, in the context of the book. public
declarations, he implicates the reader in this transaction. inserting himlher as third
term in a lover's discourse structured as triangle.

Barthes' double narrative consists of the love-sick figure of the young
Werther. çometimes identifid with Tristan and Pelléas

- whose love is

passionate. heterosexual. and unrequited - along wïththe figure of the unnamed
narrator (named only as 'a lover who speaks") and whose undisdosed but
homosexual lover is available only as textuality (9). Werther's story is told to us
by the first person narrator of Barthes' 'Fragments," so that two narrative codes

are constantly in collision in this text: the heterosexual trajectory of the
mythidromantic Werther and the homosexual and entirely personal love affair
that is told between the interstices of the other ston'es. Both narratives are
punctuated by rneditations on the subject of love taken from the writings of.
amongst others, Freud. Lacan, Plato. Hegel. John of the Cross. Nietzsche. Gide,

Balzac. and Stendhal. The authorities that Barthes quotes are almost entirely
male. yet the male body itself is absent, frarned merely by the edges of clothing

as an erotic space.
The narrative in A Lover's Discourse constlutes a double performance in
which the narrative v o i e moves from subjed to objed in a self-referential,
reRexive trope between the young Werther, the subject made spectacle, and a

controlling discursive voie, the voice of the lover oppressed by his own
discourse. his figure as lover. In his failure to escape the desire of the imagerepertoire, the rnetaphysiml presence that. like discourse, exists prior to writing.
the lover finds he is always de trop, alone, out of place, exciuded.
In his 'Fragments" Barthes suggests that discourse is transfomed into a
lover's discourse when it is addresseci to another. The reader is the one to whom
the lover addresses himself in the consecration of his beloved, but the reader is

also the third terni in a triangular relation, the one in the presenœ of whom the
lover's discourse is enacted. In the selfconscious transformation of these figures

- reader, lover, beloved - from private to public, we rnay even ask if it were
possible to constnict the lover at all except in the scopic field of an observing

other, the witneçç in the presence of whom love is at once artifice and
articulation.
If, as Barthes maintains, absence is the fint premise of desire, then the

love letter is the most perfect agent of its expression because it is the fomi of
writing that transfomis the beloved's absence into what he calls 'an ordeal of

abandonment" (13) through an episode of language. Caught between two

locutions - the loverMer addresses his beloved, absent to him as object, at the
moment when the beloved is most present to him as referent. The absence of the
lover's body, and more specitically of the genitalia, is not unexpected in a text that
purports to present us with a pnmary experience of language. lnstead there is the
lure of penitence and display; 'I want you to know that I am hiding something from

you' (42).

What is being hidden is the body, of course, since Barthes' lover's
discourse is nothing so much as an ekborate strategy for resisting the body.
keeping it at bay. Barthes ~ a k eit.dear that the moment the body is displayed
signals both the death of desire and the end of the amorous text:

A mandarin fell in love with a courtesan. '1 shall be youn.' she told him,
'Men you have spent a hundred nights waiting for me, sitting on a stool,
in my garden, beneath my window.' But on the ninety-ninth night, the
mandafin stood up. put his stml under his am. and went away. (40)

It is dear that for Barthes. writing and the body do not intersect.
Barthes' lover writes to cure the absence of the beloved. In seeking to

transfomi this wound into the originary plaœ of desire, the lover asmbes a
curative quality to the act of wnting. as if in writing the absence, he is able to heal
it. But it is the lover-as-writer who has conferred the wound in the first plaœ,

opening it !O our inspection by invoking the beloved's body at the site of writing. In
A Lover's Discourse Barthes' lover proceeds along a metonymic circuit of

exchange in search of the one thing that mn best stand in for the lost object of

desire, what Lacan has called /'objet petit a (The Four Fundamental Concepts of
Psycho-analysis 76). And what is this object but that which is hallucinated and

destroyed, but always in efigy

- as deferral. as fetish. as writing.

Like Kristeva's narrator, Barthes' narrator is supremely aware of his role as

loverlwnter. In both Tales of Love and A Lover's Discourse, the subject of love is
frarned by textuality. as 'tales" or 'discourse," and both texts testify to the difficulty
of broaching the subject in the first plaœ: Kristeva's essay opens with
speedilessness, while Barthes' narrative presents itself in 'fragments.' In

addition, both texts are deeply concerned wïth the problem of representation with sornething that has been evaded, lost. left behind. substituted by metaphor,

or deferred through metonymy.

1.5 Obliaue Anales

The problern of representation, M i l e central to the amatory discou~e,is

not , of coune, exclusive to it. Yet it is one that has peculiar resonanœ for
Demda in his essay 'Passions: An Oblique Offering."In this examination of the
figure of the oblique Demda speaks of 'frontality" as k i n g both violent and naive
(11). 'Instead of tackling the question or the problern head on. directly,

straightforwardly, which would doubtless be impossible, inappropriate. or
illegitimate." he asks, 'should we proceed obliquely?" (12). The question. of
course, is the question of passion, a passion that proceeds via a named or
unnamed. but always necessary, and necessarily present. secret:
There is in literature, in the exemplary secret of literature, a chance of
saying everything without touching upon the secret ... when there is no
longer even any sense in making decisions about some secret behind
the surface of a textual manifestation (and it is this situation I would cal1
text or trace), when it is the cal1 of this secret, however. which points back
to the other or to sornething else, when it is this itself which keeps our
passion aroused, and holds us to the other, then the secret impassions
us. Even if there is none, even if it does not exist, hidden behind anything
whatever. (29)
Between the ruses of adopting and discarding the figure of the oblique,'2 Demda

introduces passion obliquely. by way of philosophy, ethics. geornetry, and the
secret that is presurned to be obliquely hidden, not 'behind" but within the text.

Derrida instnicts us to read passion obliquely, spatially. as a sideways cut across

- rather than through - the text
In the repeated çtaternent 'there is something secret,' and in his refusal to
reveal this 'secret,' Demda presents us with a secret without content. a secret
inseparable from its perfomative function in the text: "Thereis something secretBut it does not conceal itea (26 Demda's emphasis). Derrida'ssecret is
unrepresentable; it is not even hidden but merely mute and impassive because 1
is foreign to speech. The secret in Demda's 'Passionsn bears witness to the
possibility which exceeds it, and we are left wondering whether the secret is
merely another reason not to cast light upon the subject of Derrida's 'oblique
offering."
If there is 'passion' in this text it has been effectively covered over, which

is perhaps the point. As much as he wants to tell us that there is no secret in

itself, Derrida is seduced by the secret. His text opens us to the failure of
representation not least because the subject he chooses to offer us is absent
except by analogy. Like the secret, passion is unrepresentable. hidden, obscure

and inviolable. Like the secret, passion can only be introduced obliquely, if at all.
The poetic sequences in the chapten that follow represent passion and

the amatory discourse in a variety of perfomative ways. Ail are as preoccupied
with the Iimits of representation as Kristeva, Barthes, and Derrida have shown
themselves to be. It remains to be seen how effectively poetic language re-

frarnes the possibilities of amatory discourse and how. if at ail. love poetry
emerges as passionate, if oblique, offering.

1

Professar D a w e McCanœ of St John's College, University of Manitoba first drew my attention
to Durer's perspedival drawing in the context of reading Weory". As well she suggested that I
wnsult Mieke Bal for a reading of 'dissymmetry" in The Book of Judges.
2
This is not to irnply that transference love is the only construction of the amatory relationship in
Tales of Love. There are at least two further figures by means of w h i d Knsteva introduœs
herseffinto the lover's discourse. The first is through confession, where Kristeva construds
hersetf as a confessing subjed, admitting to nottiing less than her own autobiography. The
second construction is love as transœndence, where the condition of being in love is
experienced as a rnystic communion. fn this case the lover's discourse divides ctironology into a
'before" and 'after,' and necessitatesa subject position that transcends these boundaries.
Freud begins to write about transference as earîy as 1895 in Studies on Hystefia,and The
lnferprefation of Dmams in 1900 deals specifically and at some tength with transference love
from patient to analyst. In tenns of Kristeva's text, transference love is a dynamic involving three
positions: subjed, object idealired or real and a stand in for a potentiat ideal, the Other,the
analyst as subjed who is supposed ta know (in this case,to know haw to love). This third
position is also the position taken by meaning and discourse, the fundion of which is to invoke a
'passion of signifiersm(14) through displacement and defenal, through a serniotic ftow toward
symhlization.
4
The story of Paolo and Francesca is told in Volume One of Dantés Divine Comedy, Canto V,
lines 82-142.The two young people fall in love while reading a famous love story together, thus
y r f u l l y illusMing how the lover's discourse may affect the reader.
Knsteva manipulates transference as the means of creaüng a psychic space for analysis.
Transferenœ is the spaœ wherein the lover's (patient's) desire opens in the interstices of the
analyst's imperfect and failing trajedory of desire. By this means, the analysthriter manipulates
love as a discursive site.
6
Kristeva criticizes Freud's naming of the father as the 'magner for primary identification, since
empincally, the infant's first affedions are directed toward the rnother. The Freudian position,
represented, for example, in his "Three Essays on the Theory of Sexualit)/ (1W5),
that
identificationis a pre-ordained pattern, always already within the symbolic orbit and under the
logic of language, implies that the constitution of subjedivity invofves the subjed's prima1
identificationwith the Father. Wsteva suggests that it is not important to differentiate between
the parents as absolute origin of the capacity for love, but to emphasize rather me place that
love as a discourse occupies in psychoanalysis as a site of transference.
7
Kristeva's point is that the process of identification engenders a triangular structuration of
desire that pursues the subjed in one fom or another through himer amatory history.
Identification is the formation of an archaic unity, made up of the imaginary father and the
desiring mother who, because of her desire for the phallus is not a cornplete but a desinng
subject. This archaic unity is the beginning of the idealized love objed for the subject, what
Knsteva calls the site of the Other. The subject exists in relation to the Other, because it belongs
to the Other, and it is the subject's alliance to this non-representable ideal that causes himkier to
be subject to love.
8
This was certainly not a new diredion for Kristeva. The essays collectecl in DeSie in Language:
a Semiofic A p p w c h ta Literafure and Art, published in English in 1980 seven years earlier
than Tales of Love - address the question of fernale identity through an analysis of tfie subject in
language.
Kristeva's original French title, Histoires GAmwq plays on the idea both of history and of
fiction.
'O The essay in question is entitled 'How does one Speak to Literaturenand is a review o
f Roland
Barthes' place in literary theory and of Kristeva's own subjective displacement when reading his
work
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" This underlover imagery is ubiquitws, both in Kristeva's language and in aitical d i s a w r s in
general, and I use it imnically here to indime what I earlier called our 'violenr tendency to
privilege one text over another. ln this case Kristeva seems to be deliberateiy vague as to which
f ~ x t her own or Vie one she is reading is to be placed like a transfer over the other.
'On refledion, the oblique does not seem to offer the best figure for ail the moves that l have
trïed to describe in that wa)r (13).
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Love and Other Unofficial Stoies: Occu~iedCountries and Narrative Prowlinrr in
Kristiana Gunnars' The Pmwler,

If there are scats they are al1 on the inside.
Only occasionally do they surface. but when that
happens it is a shattering experience. (The Pmwler 149)
Kristjana Gunnars' text The Prowler begins with an epigraph. taken from
Marguerite Duras's novel The Lover, in which the narrator is in the process of
disowning and erasing her love story:
The story of my Iife doesn't exist. Does not exist.
There's never any enter to 1.No path, no line.
There are great spaces where you pretend there used
to be sorneone, but it's not tnie, there was no one.
Duras's novel is central to Gunnarç' enterprise in The Pmwlerfor many
reasons, not least the way in which the wnting subject is dually constructed as

lover and prowier. writer and reader. In both cases the 'story' as plot-deviœ or
narrative strategy is problematic; Gunnars' choie of Duras's epigraph and its

announcement of maplessness and indeterminacy makes this dear. For
Gunnars. however, the problem begins at the level of fom.

The Pmwler is divided into 167 sections that may equally well be describeci
as stanzas if we take this work to be a long poem. or as paragraphs if we choose

to consider it a piece of prose.' In fact. Gunnars conflates the proselpoetry binary
very eariy in her wrk. In the section numbered '3,"her narrator writes that it is a

relief not to be plotüng a story 'imprisoned by character and setting.' Equally, it is

a relief not to be creating a poern in which questions of pmsody interfere with the
process of writing. In her insistence that what she is wn
itrg

is neither poetry nor

prose, she seems to be disrnissing genre in favour of immediate and unstructureci
content. The implication is that only through such direct and spontaneous means
may the love story be communicated. It will become necessary to establish the

extent to which the amatory discourse requires or resists form.
The indeterminacy that Duras's epigraph announœs is prompfly taken up
by Gunnars' namator: '[s]omewhere in al1 this, the story begins. It is not my story.

If there is a God, it is God's story" (11). In disowning the story, the m.ting subject
implicitly vacates her position as writer. In a later section she accomplishes this
somewhat more explicitly: '[ilt is not my story. The author is unknown. I am the
reader' (119). In the process of erasing herseif from the story as wtiter, the
namator takes up the role of reader, a position that she is show to have
occupied from a precociously early age and one in which she is unusually
proficient.2 Not only does she know how to read. apparently without having been
taught, but her fascination with books results in hours of silent reading %th a

total la& of cornprehension* (159). Since she is 'reading" books in German,
Spanish, and Italian, languages that she has not leamed, Gunnars implies that
the act of reading itseif is pleasurable. What can the act of reading, as a
rnetaphotical adivity phenornenologically bracketed off frorn considerations of
rneaning. imply about the status of the l o v e r M e r in this text?

Gunnars' nanator. quoting James Joyce. speculates that the reader is a
thief (59). If this is so, the writer must attempt to evade the reader so as to

prolong the transaction. The writer is the prowler who skirts the edges of the text.
the lover consigned to the condition of outsider. Again and again in the amatory
discourse. the figure of the lover is rnetonymically displaœd along an exchange
circuit in wtiich one action is substiMed for another. Gunnars' text is particularly
interesting in light of this proposition, sin-

her 'lover" is a consistently unstable

figure. constnicted altemately as prowler. writer. and reader. In the rapid

fluctuation from one role to another. any attempt to fix the status and function of
the lover is cursorily undermined. lnstead we are presented with an array of
possible identifications. any one of which may at any time be appropriate to a
reading of the sign 'lover.' The question remains as to whether Gunnars' lover
exists as anything but an empty sign capable of k i n g filleâ by the desire of the
Other, whether that Other masquerades as prowling reader or as selfdeprecatory
writer.
Of course The Pmwler is particularly suited to this figure of displacement,
since stnicturally it defines itself as a shuffle te*. In a centrally located section,
the nanator reçists chronological time in favour of a metaphor that figures the

past as a deck of cards. in this image. memory is neither parücular nor intentional
but merely a series of arbitrary scenes that altemate in accordance with the way
the deck is shuffied as the game is played:
The same game may be played several times.
Each tirne the garne is played the configurations are
different, and a new text emerges.
I imagine a text that refuses to play Ïts own
game. (81)

In one of the final sections. the narrator relates how a text constructed as a house

of cards inevitably collapses: 'ail memories corne turnbling d o m . scattering at
random over the tilting Roof (165). In its construction of memory as arbitrary.
precarious, and subject to chance. the narrative further emphasizes the rapid
transition from one identification to another that is so characteristic of amatory
discourse.

2.1 Nothinq to Sav

Love seeks refuge in figurative langwge. (101)

Like Ouras's lover, Gunnars' narrator seems unable to imagine 'a story
that is not a romance" (53). If it is not a romance, she considers in a later section.
'it is a nothingness. A staring at snowfiakes coming down" (55). This failure of
imagination seems to owe much to the paradoxical position of the lover who
cannot speak because she is so full of love. K~steva's'speechlessnessn in the

face of the love story reminds os that love proceeds out of a profound failure of
language, a predicament that is edioed by Gunnan'narrator:
It is possible to be so full of love that the
voice that is inundated with words is unable to speak.

The simplest words damour to get out. but ail that
emerges is silence. (101)
The frequency with which silence gives rÏse both to love and writing is
apparent in this text. When faced with the evidence of her sister's illness, the
narrator retreats into a 'non-voice," an occurrence that is irnmediately followed by
her first fictional enterprise: 'at this time 1 wrote my first story' (88). The
connection between speechlessness and creativity in this 'first story' mns parallei
to the larger project that begins with an audacious denial of the presupposition
that the one who m e s is a writer, and that what we are reading is wnting:
It is
not wnting. Not poetry, not prose. I am not a Miter.
Yet it is, in my throat, stomach, amis. This book that
I am not able to write. (1)
In addition to the accusation that there are words that betray her is the inference
that 'he," the beloved, does not want her to wnte this book. All things seem to
conspire to render the writer 'voiceless," not least her overwhelrning suspicion
that the experience of love empties words of their referentiality:
If 1 laugh at myself, it is
because I have nothing to say and I am full of love.
Because nothing I can say says anything. There will be
mere words.

It is because I am full of love that rny words
have no meaning. (4)3

Although Gunnars' namtor refuses the position of Miter. the book that she
dedares herself unable to wdte takes up residenœ in her body, in her 'throat,
stomach. amis." By this means she sets up a Cartesian binary that threatens to
essentialize what she will later cal1 'the female stoqï (25). Yet I do not think
Gunnars is here attempting that fraught impossibility, to uwite the female body
'directly" in écriture ferninine. lnstead she is emphasizing the priority of presence.
In much the same way that Derrida. in Of Grammatology, has distinguished
between metaphysical presence. M a t he calls 'the tirne of a breath" and the
semndary fall into Wting (18). Gunnars, in this perambulatory love story, recalts
the prior daims of presenœ whenever speechlessness threatens to becorne
intolerable. In two separate instances her narrator makes an almost identical
statement when brought up against an apparently unspeakable los: 'perhaps,
even though I say nothing, just k i n g there is enoughn(19). The first utterance of
this phrase takes place at the bedside of her sister who is slowiy starving herself

to death. the other in the presence of her friand, Sigrun. who has lost her entire
family. In both cases the namtor is rendered speechless by the enormiiy of los;
in both cases words are replaced by the consolation that is offered by her

presence.
On a similar occasion the narrator visits an expatriate Russian couple in
their adopted home in California, where she is curiously drawn to a doll that
stands on the mantelpiece. When the Russian woman notices her guest's
preoccupation. she takes the doll down and hands it to her as a gift. This
transaction becornes enormously important to the narrator, not only because of

the significanœ of the gift that she treasures for 'thirty yearsubut also because of
the silence in which the exchange is effMed:

I detected the aura, which I have since
identified as love. in the elderly woman's silence. It was
an ethereal substance, I had noticed, that was oddly
charged A t h wamiUi, sorrow and regret. It occurred
most often among those who did not speak. (143)
Once again the nanator's definition of love coincides with speechlessness, once
again it is replaced by presence, this time in the fom of a gift.4
Iwant to retum to the image of the nanator sitting at her dying sister's

hospital bed because it is at this moment that the relation created between

speechlessness and love wi-densto inciude al1 the disenfranchised, powertess
voices that 'speakn in this text precisely because they have k e n refused speech.
Commenting on her incapacity to influence her sister, the narrator repudiates this
attempt as one that produces 'no voiœ at all" because 'it has nothing to sayn
(19). In the context of the arnatory discourse, such a statement is duplicitous

without being deceptive. Since we are in the process of reading this text. nothing

that it communicates to us about the pracess of silencing itself can sucœed in
convincing us that 1 has been effedively silenced. Any consideration of the
manner in which The Pmwier replicates a fom of amatory discourse must include
a consideration both of the processes of textual dislempowerment, as this relates

to personal and political speechlessness. and an account of the self-conscious
tropes that allow this text to wnstrmt itself as doubled.

An Ocaided Country

Love is ashamed of itself, of its own transparency. It
is vulnerable tenitory. A people without its own amy.
easily ocwpied by aned forces of other nations. (101)

The love story as told by Gunnars' namator is the story of an occupied
country, inhabited by the successive amies of encroaching nations, colonized by

European culture and language, and preoccupied with narratives of the Russian
steppes, the Hungarian plains and the Chinese mountains: 'But for us way up
here in the North there never would be a story" (83). The child who calls herself a
'white Inuitn(7)' partakes of a family history of appropriation in which mamage

becomes the 'vulnerable temtory" that is occupied by 'armed forces of other
nations.' The woman frorn Copenhagen that her father, an Icelander, marries is
perceived as çomething of a trophy insofar as Denmark is figured as the country
of higher eâucation, culture and prosperity. The child's first love story, then. is a
nanative of colonization in which the new, virile nation is fertilized by exports from

an older, more evolved. but necessarily diminished, country. In this new country
'whose most notable product was love" (1 15), the child grows up divided by the

effects of a nation whose borden are decidedly unstable.
The child - who is the product of a love story that is divided between two

-

cornpeting nationalisms is an outsider to both. in her father's country she is

branded a monarchist, a Dane, while the children of her mother's country whisper
that she is a white Inuit and a shark-eater (16). Her sister does not care for this

injustice and begins the long p r o c e s of starving herself to death, but the narrator

mets by reading herself out of both cultures and into an entirely alien one. In

order to spread the nimour that she is indeed 'the little Russian girl" (19) that she

resembles, she begins to read Pasternak. Yevtushenko and Pushkin: ' If
familiarity wiai a language detemines a person's identity. I considered. I would

leam Russian m y s M (133). Her attempt at evading identification through

language - a process that increasingly aligns her wi-th the unnamed prowler who
slopes through this narraüve - is unsuccessful precisely because the country in

which she lives seems to allaw for an apparently unending succession of
occupiers, each enforcing their own tongue. If she were to becorne fluent in
Russian, she thinks, this would only mark her as a colonist should the Russian
army corne to occupy this srnall island. In order to avoid k i n g identified with an
occupying force, she resolves to study many languages: French, Geman,

Faeroese and Inuit. In this way, through dialogism and a deliberete retum to
Babel. she will 'confuse them all" (133).
In this story love is the shortest distance between two points. The mother
bom in Denmark and the father bom in lceland both lay their daims upon the
child whose tnie home começ to be the ship, Gullfoss,on which she travels

behnreen places where "people paraded in streets with srnall paper fIags on flimsy
sticks" (106). Reacting to these occupied land masses, the child conœives of 'a
desire to belong to the sea;" in other words. to occupy a place and a time

unmarked by the gnosis of conflicüng ideologies:

Of being in a world without expectations, where the body
was simply k i n g camed ibward in an environment
where forward and backward did not exist. (106)

Predictably for the child, the sea becornes the no-man's-land between temporality
and telos. an attempt at rewriting history that of necessity acknowledges that
'[alnything that came fmm far away was good. Life elsewhere was magicalw(21).
Although the child receives the love story via the divided allegiances of her

parent's mamage. the narrative of national identity is one that pre-dates her. And.
as we shall see in the chapters that follow, such figures as colonialism,
appropriation and occupation will be significant to my definition of the love story.
In a previous meditation on writing. Gunnars' narrator imagines a story written by

God in which there would be many 'false cornersnand 'ironic twistsn (28). This
story would be labyrinthine in its challenge to the reader. who could only
approach the centre after taking proper precautions and making due provision.
What is striking about such a configuration is the idea of a master narrative -

what she has called "the God story" - against which al1 other fictional endeavors

may be rneasured. The hierarchical structure thus established between the
master narrative and the transgressive story that Gunnars' narrator attempts (not)
to tell mns parallel to the narrative of colonial expansion and appropriation by

means of mich the much beset leelanders are positioned between the forces of
aggressive Arnerican nationalism on the one hand, and a dominating Eumpean
ideology on the other. More irnportantly, the narrator's concem with Iœlandic selfdefinition contains within it many of the elements that seem to define the
conventional love story: desire, unfulfilled longing, melancholy and abjection. As

such,it would not be ivelevant to recapitulate çome of these elements as they
figure and are transfigured in The Prowlerwhich, I will venture to assert. is initially

and predominantly a love story, and one in which love as transforrnative

expenence is aiways in question whatever else appears to be under discussion.

In this text Arnerica is repeatedly presented not rnerdy as a land of plenty,
but as one of surplus, while the home place is always pictured in the light of
extreme privation.6 '1 do not think this is the story of a starving nation." the
narrator ventures, but her evident prevarication proves that this is precisely such
a story, although what exady is being withheld

is ubiquitous in this text

- the conflation of food and love

- is always in question (9).' Indeed. the defining

characteristic of lceland as a country seems to be that it is the country 'where
people died of starvation" (39). Although historical reasons are offered to explain

this (the Danish trade monopoly has prevented the 'white Inuitnfrom leaving the
island or trading with other nations) nothing is suffident to justify the enormity of
the question the distraught nanator asks her principal: 'Why has there been such

a long history of starvation?"(44).
The phrase "us in the Northnthat is repeatedly used to disünguish between

surplus and privation, between excess and subsistence, between abundance and

starvation, is not even an accurate opposition. as the narrator rnakes clear. For
despite eleven hundred yean of malnutrition and disease, one plentiful source of

food rernains untapped:
Yet the shores were filled with mussels. All
along the water. the black and blue dosed shells lay
by the thousands. People refused to eat the mussels. (39)

The arnorous discourse is characterized by indeterminate or overdetermined

meanings, and so the word mussel does not simply represent a source of food

that the lcelanders have enigmatically denied themselves, but is instead a
cornplex metaphotic trope that both reifies and resists meaning:
Where there is no h o p , the dream is all.
The end is contained in the aspiration. Dreams are the
closed mussels lying among the stones in the fjord. The
shells are dam@ tightly around a smalf bit of life. (38)
In refusing the rnussels. the lcelanders refuse to be nounshed by dreams that

appear to be nonindigenous and therefore suspect to a country in which disease

and starvation are claimed as 'the national inheritance' (36).
Who inherits the love story? The narrator of The Prowlerwrites herçelf into
a long line of r e a d e M t e r s who take up the (banknipt) narrative out of a sense

of familial duty:
Who are the people looking over my shoulder,
writing stones in my name? 1s it my great-greatgrandfather from the remote North of Thingeyjarsysla
...
Or
is it my great-grandfather fmm the Danish island of Fyn,
who gambled away his entire estate? If that man ever
wrote a will, there could have been nothing in 1.(15)

Even the story-teller's inheritance, her story, is divided between the rival daims of
Denmark and the remote North. More to the point, however, it is a 'gÏftn from the
patemal lineage, and one that can neither be owned nor passed on, since 'there
oould have been nothing in it.' The ferninine narrative is no less banknipt: from

her mother she inherits a pathetic story of privation and shame,* from her sister a
belief in the transfiguring power of star~ation.~
The sister who goes on a hunger

stnke against God, the sister whose body is progressively erased in this text until

she is 'no larger than her own skeleton" (92), becornes the physical sign of a
national debt from wtiich no one, least of al1 the narrator, is exduded:
There was much illness. Large patches of
rnonths and yean were blotched out. A kind of ink stain
appeared in the text. where the consciousness became
obliterated. It was not exadly unconsciousness that took
over, but a state of exhausted ennui. A desire to forget. (103)
The contîation of illness with textuality, consciousness with illegibility, and

forgeffulness with desire, is characteristic of an amorous discourse where the
sign of 'love" is at once overdetemined and empty, and capable, consequently.

of endless metonyrnic signification.

It should not be assumed, however, that in this text Gunnars' narrator is

unaware of the many inexact or indeteminate tropes that purposely seem to
confuse the reader, nor that she is impervious to their power. False metaphors
'prowi" through this te*, precisely because the narrator (like the tnie reader or
the true lover) is only able to recognize through acts of méconnaissan~e.'~
One

aftemoon, in her guise as prowler, she breaks into the home of an old couple,

and, in wandering through the rooms, pauses to glance out of the window:

The picture it portrayed was a map of the
North: Greenland, lœland and the Polar Cap.
Much later I read in a medieval love sonnet
that the lovets eyes are windows to the sou!. (59)

The glib conventionality of the latter observation casts doubt on the fonner sa that
it is the map of the North that is in question here no less than the spurious cliché

from courtly love. However, it would be precipitate to condude that the narrator is
herself foded by fallacious cornparisons and the consolations of a figurative

language. As an lcelander she knows that logic is the domain of the God story.

the master narrative:
Some lœlandic novels make no sense. They
are not meant to make sense. They go nowhere, refuse
to grasp reality, say there is no reality. Potentially there
is no reality. My father's people have aiways known that
potentially they do not exist. (30)

Her position as a woman and as an lcelander doubly dispiaces her from
unrestncted access to a rnaster narrative handed down from European stories of
colonialism via North American narratives of appropriation.11 The Prowîer alrnost
obsessively refers back to the 'Great Tradition' through the mention of writers like

Joyce, Lawrence, H.D., Malraux, Hans Christian Anderson, and the Brothers
Grimm. Versions and anti-versions of fairy tales like 'Goldilocks and the Three

Bears,"'Hansel and Gretel,' and 'The Ugly Duckling" abound, not merely as a

nod to a pre-existing tradition but as a constant reminder that many versions of
any one story axist. 'That was certainly a story,"exclaims the nanator after
reading Malraux's Man's Fate (86), but the irony of the tlle - both in its
designation of gender and in its invocation of destiny - does not escape us.
In the story-les North, where a m e r 'gets a certain amount of

amusement out of rewriting old stoties," the narrator is in the position of the ugly
duckling who abandons her sister to her fate in 'yet another version' of the story

she tells (151). In this story there are two ugly ducklings and they are sisters.

When the swans fly off for the winter the younger wants to join them. but the
older sister stubbomly refuses. In the end the younger duckling aies off with the

swans because she knows that she cannot suMve another winter on the ground.

As she Ries away leaving her sister alone, she looks back often 'in a perturbed

manner." This amount combines elements of the love story

sexual maturity. abandonment. the backward glance

- the promise of

- as it is transposeci upon a

nanative of cultural oppression and immigration. The 'duckling" who leaves the
barren island, but who remanis bachard looking and constrained by her past,
and the 'duckling" who chooses to die rather than migrate. are more similar than

we might suppose. Both are detemined by a choice that is totalizing, immediate
and unalterable in its effects, and both remain caught in a perversely dual
identification that owes much to the duplicity of the amorous discourse.
All the love stories told in The Prowler are structured as narratives of
obstmcted borders. The narrator's father is bom to a woman who would have
benefited from the medical treatment available in Copenhagen. But. as the

narrator makes clear, the border between lceland and Denmark is perceived as
visible, impermeable, and difficult to navigate. Before they can set sail. her
grandmother becornes too il1 to cross the channel and she gives birth to a child

(the narrator's father) whom she never sees since she is, by this time. blind and
an invalid (152). Typically. the story is recounted as a non-story: 'This area of my

father's life was never spoken of. It was never allowed to becurne a story' (153).
The storyness of the narrative is denied for two reasons: firstly because it takes
place in the North where there are no stories. and secondly because it is a love
stoiy and, as such,incapable of being articulated.
The other love story that is contained within this text is somewhat more
personal to the nanator, but is similarly govemed by the stringent requirements of

the border. The narrator speaks of her own lover, 'the one who I think would not

want me to write this book" (60),at the same time that she denies that she is, in

fact. wdting a baok about him. The amorous discourse is often characterized by

narratives of dupliuty and an attempt to conceal its own textual impulses. More to
the point, the namator's 'non-story" centres on her lover's rnovement across

borden, a highly significant act s i n e it is almost the only one that we are allowed
to witness. Despite her avowals that what we are reading is a love story, despite
her positioning of this text vis-d-vis Duras's novel, Gunnars' narrator evades the

conventional trajectory of the romance plot. so that we are only allowed into the

love story at an oblique angle. We do not, for example, wïtnesstheir romance
either as it is occumng in the continuous present or as it has already occurred in
some unspecified past. In this way Gunnars' lover is doubly absent - absent in

the sense that he is constnicted as textual lack, the beloved other whose
elsewhere-ness is a recognizable device for prolonging desire; but, more
signifcantly, absent inçofar as he is never present to us within the context of the

romance itself. lnstead of k i n g constnicted as protagonist within the love story,
his life is given in bnef glimpses, excursions into the areas that border the period
during which he and the narrator were lovers.

One of these moments

early on, when the namator relates her

account of his escape from Hungary in 1956, after the Russian invasion. In this
story the lover, as a young boy, is led across a large open field by a peasant who

points towarà the Austrian border before leaving the boy alone to walk into his
future:

Did he know when there was a border? Can
borders be felt? Is there perhaps a change of air. a different
dimate. when you go from one country to anotheO(60)

This story. the nanator explains, has bearing on her book 'only insofar as one is
contained in the things one loves" (60). But if we are not to be fooled by her
denial. neither should we be misled by her attempt to change the subject, as it
were. In this text love is always a matter of uncertain borders. of semi-permeable
and fiuctuating boundaries.
In this story, a young boy (the one who will later becorne 'the lover")
leaves his embattled country to find refuge in another place, a new language. The
narrator undergoes a similar series of displacements; from her ambiguous
position as a half-Dane in lceland she travels frequently to Copenhagen and

eventually to Arnerica. In the process she leams many languages but never
leams to trust meaning since "words are not what they signify" (52). Instead:
Words are suitcases crammed with culture.
I imagine a story emptied of containers. Bottles drained
of their contents. Travel bags overturned, old dothes,
medicine bottles, walking shoes falling al1 over the airport
floor. To corne to your destination with nothing
in hand. To come to no destination at all. (52)
To mach the end of the joumey in this narrative is to reach the moment when

words lose their meaning, when culture as container is emptied out. This
configuration of the empty signifier will becorne increasingly significant in my

exploration of an arnorous discourse wtiere the structure of desire as lack is a
m u e n t and recognizable figure since. as the nanator makes dear, what is

beloved is 'aspiration,' 'fantasy" and mdesiren
!23),and not least of dl the
Kilfillment [that] is containecl in the desire" (24).

The construction of desire in this text is wholly cammitted to the Freudian
model of love as the repetition of a prior object identification:

There was an impnnt in those early years.
1 was looking far that irnprint already in childhood. It
was a face. I did not know whose it was, but someone
looked at me and lefi an irnpnnt. (121)
The narrator is nothing if not selfconscious in her evaluation of the glanœ's
imprint. It is necessary, for example, to undergo the loss of the first face. she

points out. Later, when she retells the story of her fathets birth to a wornan

already blind, she makes the tenuous connection between a failure of the glance
and inherited pathology: 'It is possible, I thought, that if the first face you see
cannot see you back, then one of your daughters will refuse to eat" (1 53). There

is, no doubt. a hint of irony in Gunnan' genetic figuring of the etiology of desire.
yet the model of desire as lack remains unchallenged. In other words. the
unretumed glance leads to the unrequited experience of love. And sinœ the
longing to retrieve the firçt image mn never be satisfied, the subject must be
content with 'the lover's unfulfilled desire" (122).
UnfuHïlled desire is perhaps the most recognizable and conventional figure

in amomus discourse. In this case, as we have seen, it is stnictured by the
narratives of appropriation, colonization and obstnicted borders that situate the
nanator in a cornplex hierarchical system in which she characteristically occupies

a posiüon of ambiguity." In what follows. I shall show that such arnbiguity is a

fundion of the many selfconscious tropes that proliferate in this text, and which
serve to distinguish M e r from reader, lover from beloved.

2.3 The Lover

Who are the people looking m e r my shoulder,
wnting stones in my name? (15)

Beginning with the epigraph, the word 'lover" is always set at an oblique
angle in this te*, since we are never entirely sure to whom it refers: to the one
who loves or to the one who is beloved. In asking who is the lover in this story,

we are perhaps also opening the question as to who is the storyteller. Gunnars'

narrator is at pains to conflate the function of lover with tale-teller insofar as they
are both committed to a version of tnith telling that is highly suspidous of its own
motives:

The text is detemined to act like a demanding
lover. The text demands of its author a nithles
honesty, which the author is unwilling to give. The
author knows that once a quest for truth is begun it
rnay possibly never end. Truth does not yield itself to
its seeker. There is a suspicion that tmth rnay not exist.
Yet there is a certainty that what is being told is not
a lie. (156)
The tnith. when it does appear, is not unexpectedly 'a paltry thing in rags,"

something small and bony, dressed in hand-medown dothes and infected by

skin disease and hopelessness (156). Speechless and wiethoutagency, the
namator's personfication of 'truthn is a necessary preface to her attempt to create

a dialogic text in which many versions of truth. many stories of love, exist equally:
I imagine a story that allows al1 speakers to speak at once. claiming that none of

the versions is exactly a lie" (68).

In response to those 'theoristsmwho daim that everything that is M e n is
a lie and that there is 'no such thing as truthn (68). Gunnan' narrator sets up a
complex systern of correspondences to take into account true stones that have
never happened and false stories that are also true:

There is a tacit acknowledgment in writing
that stories that are true and stories that are false mirror
each ather. That in the business of stones, it is
impossible to fie. (162)
Prophetic. selfdeceiving, and unmly, the text is always curiously doubled in the
narrator's story. so much so that she eventually creates a second readerhvriter.
the one who stands behind 'the official author."the one who reads over her
shoulder and diastires her: 'that is not what you intended to saym(63). In the
place of the story that is k i n g told, another story. 'an unexpected story," appeafs

(63).What is this story, this 'great surprise," but the love story - the story that is
always 'somewhere else":
I imagine
a book that pretends to tell an official story. In the margins
there is another story. It is incidental, it has little
bearing on the official story, but that is where the real
book is. (47)
If the story is always about something (somewhere) else, why is this intertext. this

second story, a love story? And why is it necessary to disguise the love story with

narratives of detection, tmancy, and nationalism? These questions.although

precipitated by a reading of The Prowler, have resonance beyond the boundaries
of this text since they throw into question many assurnptions about the love story.

Gum a n ' construction of writer and reader lays down certain paradigms for
understanding how these figures are represented in amorous discourse.

Gunnan'writing subject does not entirely coincide with her narrator - in
this construction too there is a subtle doubling that allows us to read one v o i e
between the lines of the other. In her esay 'Avoidance and Confrontation" in the
anthology aptly entitled Trace. Gunnars refines her contrapuntal technique
through what she calls 'Double Counterpoint," an atternpt to m a t e a dualistic
narrative pair of voices that ' c m easily be inverted, taking tums being primary
and secondary' (1 83).Taking her cue from the earîy ~odernists,'~
Gunnan'

poetic technique is evasive and indirect, sinœ she constnicts her writing as both
an escape from, and an atternpt at, meaning. And. as the narrator of The Pmwler

in her guise as reader makes clear, such an enterprise is as pleasurable as it is
frightening:
Reading in a language I knew, on the other
hand, was a ditferent matter. The added dimension of
meaning appeared. Meaning was not ahvays evident and
aiways potentially terrîfying. (160)

The 'peculiar pleasure to be had from meaningless words" that the narrator
eariier confesses henelf prey to (159). gives way to the displaced pleasure of

'meaning' in a narrative that appears to be divided between the functions of

reader and writer.

Who am the people looking over my shoulder, the narrator asks. writing
storieç in my name? Such an oblique and protean narrative (the readerlwriter
readingEwnting over the shoulder of the writerlreader) is signifiant in my account
of the lover's discourse. since both activities

- reading and writing - are highly

eroticized mnstructs. both in the context of contemporary reading strategied4

and in ternis of Gunnars' agenda in The Pmwler. I am thinking of Demda's envoi
to the lover/reader in The Post Cad, a text in which the motive and the means of
these love letters to an undisclosed other is initiated by the reproduction of a post
card portraying Socrates writing vuhile Plato reads over his shoulder. As Derrida

makes clear. however, the apparent sequentiality of this image - Socrates writing
in front of Plato - is both historically and strategicaliy deceptive: 'Socrates tums
his back to plato, (sic)who has made him wrÏte whatever he wanted while
pretending to receive it from him" (12 Demda's emphasis). In this construction.
Plato. while appearing to be a passive reader, is really the agent who preaepitates
writing in much the same way that Plato has traditionally been seen to represent

Socrates in his dialogues, giving him voice and then putting this v o i e to the

service of his own wnting. In the alternative configuration, taking dictation from
the Other, Plato performs the function of ghost-writer.
In allowing us to fluctuate between these two figures. ûemda

problematizes the idea of historical sequence apparent in our privileging of Platoas-uniter over Plato-as-reader through his construction of the post card as a fom

of reversiMe inscription:
What I prefer, about post cards, is that one does not know what is in front
or what is in back, here or there, near or fart the Plato or the Socrates,

recto or verso. Nor what is the most important. the picture or the text. and
in the text, the message or the caption. or the address. (13)

We are never entirely sure, in other words, if what Derrida has called "this
incredible representation' (15) is an image of Plato as a ventriloquist standing
behind his dummy, or Socrates tuming his badc on a distraction in order to write.
Moreover. Derrida does not neglect the sexuality contingent in their redolverso

positions, thus implying that the activity of readinglwriting is a metaphor that can
accommodate a variety of functions, both erotic and amorous, sinœ in all cases
what is sent is 'an impossible messagenbetween what he calls two 'addressesn

(25).

The openended, reversible positions of Demda's wnting lovers is a useful
constnidion for the writing subject in The Prowler- To begin v~Aththere is no clear
boundary between text and author, or indeed between inside and outside. The
text, says Gunnars' narrator, is the writer'ç prison, but it is an imprisonment that,
far from containing the author within the writing, hstead locks himiher out:

'Before there is a text the wrïter is impnsoned inside. After the text appears the
wrtier

is exiled from it. On both sides there are viofationsn(96). What is perhaps

most transgressive in this statement is the assumption of a period 'beforen and

'aftei' textuality, sinœ Gunnarç' nanator is nothing if not supremely selfconsciou of her construction through writing. In her assumed position that there
is an outside to Ianguage. we may perhaps accuse her of disingenuity, but it
seems more likely that she is concerned here *th the innately reversible

structure of containment What appears to be the agent of dosure and

imprisonment in her text (the figure of the M e r ) is precisely what is endosed and
imprisoned by writing. And this writing subject, represented first as prisoner. then

as exile, has important resonances for her textual construction both of the reader
and of the lover.

Who then is the writedreader not of but in this nanative? She is both the
sister who sits beside hospital beds 'not knowing what to sayn(18) and the lover
who suffen fmm an overabundance of stories and metastories (55). She is the
thief whom Joyce accuses of having the unslakable desire 'to steai from the texf
(59 Gunnan' emphasis) and the detective following the footprints of the thief in

the text: 'There are stories where everything that is M e n is a due* (51). She is

a spiritualist 'on the tmil of ghostsn(17) and a censor in pursuit of 'dead-end
stories" (129). She is in all things dual. contrary, and perverse, since the act of
M i n g is itself nothing short of divisive: '[ilt is in the nature of wnting to contain a

note of defiance. To confront its opposite, to stare it down' (105).
The reversible Demdean figure of the reader leaning over the m e r ' s
shoulder has rnuch in common with Gunnars' dualistic construction of reading
and wrïting in this narrative, not least because it forces us to confmnt the act of

perception as one that is divided between the viewer and the viewed. In this case
what has b e n rendered passive through representation. unexpectedly acquires

the energy to look back. To illustrate this point Gunnars' narraor tells the story of
her instruction in self-portraiture. A mirror is fixed to her easel, and she is required
to move from mirror to canvas during which tirne. and apparently wi.thout effort. 'a
picture emerged of a disinterested face* (109). Later. having lost interest in the

project, she anceives of another such exercise. This tirne, however, the painter

paints her image directly onto the mimc 'The viewer sees not the image of the
artist, but his own face through the lines of oit paint. The face looking back at the
viewer will have an expression of helpless concem" (111).
A number of things emerge from the juxtaposition of these two accounts of

self-portraiture. an activity that is not unlike the autobiographical enterprise that
the nanator has embarked upon. The artist decides to paint directly ont0 the
mirrot, thus foregoing the mediated image at the same tirne that the viewer's own
self-image is mediated by 'the lines of oil paint.'15 An exchange of faces seems to
take place that recalls the narratofs Freudian account of love as a fom of
imprinting, an allusion that, in tum, suggests that issues of identity are never far
from a reappraisal of amorous discourse. The viewer's perception of himself at
the moment when he is engaged in ve
i vvn
ig

her portrait is a supremely narcissistic

moment, and it would do well to recall in this context Kristeva's account of the
lover as a narcissist with an object (Tales of Love 25). l6
AS well, the pronouns
that Gunnars' narrator chooses designate the viewer as masculine, the viewed as

feminine, despite the fact that up until this point she has been engaged in a
process of self-representation. The act of viewing is itself split at this moment into

the self-referential gaze and the glanœ of the (masculine, heterosexual) other. It

seems dear that, for Gunnan' narrator at least, every attempt at selfdefinition
becomes an entranœ into a potentially amorous transaction, with a consequent
heightening of affect, as when in this case her 'disinterested facenacquires 'an
expression of helpless concem.'

If the writer and reader are, as they seem to be, almost indistinguishable

or at least helplessly enmeshed

-

- perhaps it would be useful to attempt a simpler

question: what is it that is being sent between them, what, in effect, is the function

of the textual body that structures itself, to use Derrida's word. as an envoi? The
narrator tells the story of the childless couple, Hanna and Palli, who visit an
orphanage to adopt a child of their own. While they are there a rd-haired boy
mns up to Hanna and calls her 'mother.' Although the couple decides not to
adopt. they always remember 'that image of the red-haired boy" (100). The
narrator is lefl searching for red hairs in the mimor since she finds herseIf longing
'to occupy the space lefi open by regretn(100). Clearly what is being told here is
yet another love story that relies for its impact upon the loss of a face. The image
of the red-haired boy opens a space for regret in the Iives of the childless couple
just as the retelling of the story opens, for the narrator, a textual space that

accommodates her personal image-repertoire of loss, abandonment. love, and
regret." This textual spaœ is, of course. the book that we know as The Pmwler,

in which an unnamed narrator w.th dark blonde hair prowfs metaphorically
through her narrative, searching in vain for the red hairs that will prove that she is
both the object of hallucinatory desire and the subject of loss upon which such
desire is inaugurated.
The allegory of the red-haired boy is one way in which the text defines

itself as a mode1 of desireas-loss. However we should not neglect the many selfconsdous tropes in which the narrator addresses her text directly, beginning aptly
enough with her admonition that '[tlhere is too much knowledge. Too much self-

consciousness"(55). In the pages that follow the text is personified as a thinking
subject, a cogito that, among other things, acknowiedges its own s

o m (80).

admits its desire (69). suppresses its happiness (99). attempts to rewrtie

itself

(95). imagines its erasure (135),talks back (96). repeats itself (1ZS), makes

defisive comments (164). overfiows (105). conspires (153). kills (go), and
ultimately participates in its own sdfconstruction: 'The text admits: this is how I

am sewn together' (74). Again and again, the story repeats the atternpt at telling
itself because 'it knows that what is written is not exactly true" (69). and it is
precisely in this desire for a selfdefinition that is simultaneously renewed and
fnistrated at every point that the text displays its most intimate allegiance to the

lover's dismurse.
In a certain sense determining what the text is (in ternis of structure or

genre). like defining who the reader is, is an and enterprise in The Prowler since
Gunnars seems determineci to conflate protagonist with reader, narrator with
author. and story with Me:
It is possible to imagine a story where the protagonist
is a reader, who is therefore also the author.
It is a story where the boundary between that which
is written and that which is lived remains undear. (146)

Given this refusal to be wnstrained by a monologic discourse that values
'objedivity" and 'pointof-view" (141), Gunnars' insistenœ on the figure of the

prowler as an extended metaphor for her characteristic concerns of loss,
displacement, alienation and estrangement seems contradidory. If the trope of
the prowler is to be viewed in the Iight of a transcendental signifier. as that which

guarantees the structure of the whole by its presence, then this grandiose
function is undercut by her text's selfconscious refusal to sustain any such

It was a long time M o r e I understood that
the point is an illusion. That portraits occur without
œnter. In a puzzle every piece is Ïts own center, and
when compiled the work is either made up entirely of
centers or of no center at all.
In the metastory there are figurative prowlen
looking for something. But there is very Iittle for them
to find. (1I O )
The narrator goes on to recall a riddle that she once knew: where is the

best place to put something you don? want a person to find? The answer, of

course, is on top of one's head! Like Poe's Prefect of Police, Gunnars' prowler
does not know she already has what is being sought. The predominance in this
narrative of jigsaw puzzles, riddles. clues, portraits, mrdgames and
(red)herrings. each of which - if correctly assembled - could explain the whole. is

clearly another way of decenteting the fictional enterprise since every attempt to
create an artifact that is self-explanatory and complete fails; the house of cards
tumbles down and the jigsaw punle is disassembled by rough seas.
Nevertheless, in this fiction as in Poe's short story, the mystery of the missing
piece (the purloined letter) that will solve the whole is also, or perhaps entirely. a
rnystery of wrongful identification. of misre~o~nition.'~
There is. first of all and

finaby, the need to find out the identity of the prowler.

2.4 The Prowler

The question of the murder remained. (116)

There are two main prowier figures in this text. The fiist is the shadowy

figure who wanders along the beach in Rungsted. Denmark, where the narrator
visits her mother's family. ln one story the narrator and her sister lie in silence in
the dark as they heu the prowfer climbing ont0 their balcony (56). In another

version of the story, the narrator identifies with this figure and joins the prowler 'in
his imagined activities' (59). In yet another version. she relates how she, together
with her friend Siggi, roamed the streets of the old Danish town and, as a result,

were 'pasçively adopted as the prowiers of these courtyardsa(127). Apparently
defined from the age of twelve by these scenes, the narrator's prowling marks her

as outsider in a hierarchical social order in which each person occupies a
designated place and in which rnovement from one level to another is actively

Prowling was an act of tniancy. The more you prowled.

the more useless you becarne. It was possible to work
your way down to the bottom of al1 public estimation
simply by prowling. (158)
The second prowler figure is the 'anonymous peson on board' who
begins to assemble a jigsaw puzzle in the public lounge of the ship Gullfoss
(107). Aithough if never becornes dear what the picture represents, progress is

made on the jigsaw puzzle during the night and when the nanator and her sister
corne down in the moming they discover whole new sections of the pidure. Since

they never see the man who has set hirnseif this task they assume that he is a
'night walkef and cal1 him 'the prowler.' Later, in a characteristic act of

identification, the narrator decides to join the pro*

in his compilation of the

p w t l e pieces. For some time she puzzles over 'the impossible la& of clarity"
(108). then after due deliberation makes her contribution. 'A kind of

communication' exists between the prowler who works during the night and the
narrator who works during the day: 'The project was to clarify the picture. To

make the patterns emerge out of a random sef (108). The project. of course, is ,
has aiways been, to create order out of chaos, design from disorder, and

narrative from fragmented versions of storytelling. Predictably enough, the puzzle

is never cumpleted; dunng a night of rough seas it falfs to the floor 'in shambles"
and no one has the indination to begin again.
In the first representation of the prowler, an undisclosed crime has been
committed, the responsibility for which seems to lie at the door of the unnamed
burglar. He prowls through the narrative. and although we are never witness to

any crime he has cornmitteci, the act of prowling in the context of a static social
system marks hirn as transgressive. In the second representation of this figure, it

is the detedive rather than the criminal who has becorne the prowler, the one
who is able to see the pattern in the pieces and who works patiently towards the
solution of the

Sinœ the narrator identifies with the figure of the prowler

both as law-breaker and as law-giver, it is the narrative of detection itself. rather

than any particular figure within Ît, that seems to be at stake here. Yet, as we
have seen befure in this text, generic categories function as overdetenined

tropes that diftise narrative over its broadest spectmrn rather than providing any
one 'reading" that is more signifiant than any other. As the narrator makes clear,
there are prowiers everywhere: 'They prowl about, looking for dialogue. They

look for threadsn(74).

Of coune the identity of the prowler is not entirely irrelevant to the
narrative. But, as with most of the elernents in this highly self-reflexive text, the
prowler proves to be al1 things to al1 people. The prowler is the writer in a story
that lacks any other protagonists:

The writer is a prowier in a given story that
There
are no protagonists in the given story. Any subject is
a contrived subject. The point of view is uncertain. The
writer is necessar-ily part of the story. (120)

ernerges in time ...

At the same time the prowler is the text reading itself in the absence of a wnter.

We are required to understand '[tlhat the text has been prowfing in the reader's
dornain. Telling itself and then interpreting itselP (164). The potential answer to
the question of the prowler's identity is multiple, contradictory and perverse. The

prowler is m e r , reader, lover, thief; the proMer is the criminal who wmmits the

crime and the detective who solves it. And ultirnately, the prowler is none other
than The Pmwier. the text in which al1 such constructions of identity and mis-

identity circulate.

In the end we are left with one incontrovertible fact: a M m e has k e n
cornmitted. a body found. It is difficult to escape the condusion that the 'crime" in
this case is love since the nanator displays herself as one who has been
profoundly wounded by the presence of the Otherl' in much the same way that

the nanator of Gunnars' long poem Carnival of Longing is wounded by the

absence of the beloved. In both narratives love is perceived as the repository of

al1 spintual and aesthetic longings, the moment when 'the story cornes together,'
and the picture becornes discemible. In The Pmwler, the narrator describes this
praxis as one in which the recognition of the beloved face that has existed as an
imprinted memory leads to narrative and aesthetic recognition:

m e nI
got to the bottom of the stairs, I saw to my surprise
a face I recognized.
Some people have to wait for a long time
for stones to corne together. For pieces to fit. And there
is always a chance, 1 thought just then, that the entire
picture will slide off and shatter before the final pieces
are in.
That face belonged to the Hungarian boy
much later in life. (163)
The potential for the violent destruction of the work of art or of the relation

with the love object is always already present and looms most especially at this
moment of recognition. It is not insignificant that the 'noveln ends with a retum to
the inaugural moment, the 'fintWjoumey in which the young people

- who are

studying in Copenhagen when war breaks out - are retumed to lceland on the
ship named Esja. The captain of the ship is aware of his responsibility for he
knows that he has on board the Mure of lceland 'and one mine could shatter that
future to pieces' (167). In the chapter that follows it will becorne clear that. for
Elizabeth Smart as for Gunnars, the moment that shatters the structure, even if it
exists only as potential, is what precipitates the love story as criminal act.

1

These numbered sections take the place of page nurnbers which mates a slight logisticat
ptoblem since page references cannot be give after quotati~ns.Insteadof the page, l provide the
section nurnber in the parentheses that follows the quotation.
We are told that Gunnars' narrator is able to read befae she attends schwl at the age of five.
In a later section the principal places a book on her lap and tells her to read from it: 'Whm I was
done he looked at me very calmIy and said: well, what shall we do with you? You already know
how to read' (132).
3
Of course this text is too duplicitous to aliow such a univocal statement of intention to remain
uncontradicted. In a much later section the narrator makes the opposite daim, that, in fad the
experience of love is what precipitates writing: "If 1 were not fufl of love there would be no words
on the page. There would be no text, no book' (89).
4
As a citizen of a country without adequate resources to feed and dothe its inhabitants, the
narrator is &en in the position of one who receives 'gifts' in the fom of absurdly useless CARE
packages from the United States and from Chuck, the visiting American service-man. She
discards these packages since she knavs mat she is not the deserving beneficiary of such
riches: 'Even at that time Iknew you must not keep that which does not belong to you" (40). It is
only much later, after the elderly Russian waman's gift, that she is able to see herself as
deserving, not only of the gift but also of what the gift has corne to represent to her - love:
'There are gifts that are gifts and other gifts that are bribes. It later occurred to me that children
aiways know the difference" (144).
S
The first mention of this term cornes in the fonn of an invocation or Biblical naming: "vue are the
white Inuit. We eat fish. And in surnmers we graze like sheep among the rnountain grasses' (7).
The effedof this trope is to locôte the home place as an Edenic pre-Lapsarian country whose
inhabitants find thernselves placed in its landscape by Divine right, as opposed to the more
hospitably habitua1 mode of occupation which requires a definition of nationality in wfiich
cofonization is the strudufing principle. Of course mis 'naive" construction of the country in
wt-tich she is bom does not remain idyllic for the narrator, whose growth into rnaturity includes the
realization that 'for us in the North dreams never did corne me*(38).
6
In one significant scene, the narrator tells of the time in Arnerica when she finds herself with
money in her walfet: '1 went into one of the thousands of stores filled to the bn'm with dothes and
began to buy them' (10). The evident la& of restraint both in the adion and in the exaggerated
recounting of this scene speaks to a breakdown of restraint on the part of the narrator that is
total but not without consequences. When she has bought "a carloacf' of these ctothes, she
returns home feeling 'like a criminal.'
7
The same figure of reversal is used later when the nanator asserts: 'It was not a country where
murders twk place'(48). The denial ironically prepares us for the murder that will, in fact, take
glace.
When the narrator eats al1 the greenhouse tomatoes her mother has carefully saved up for the
family, she is shamed by her gluttony. Her mother begins to cry because she has remembered a
similar story from her own Iife. When she was a girl she workeâ al1 summer picking strawbemes
in order to eam the money to buy a record. She eventually buys the record, but on the way home
she falb and the record breaks. The stories, involving as they do a fall from graœ (in one case
Iiteral), the greedy temptâtion of fruit, and a descent into shame, not only reçemble each other
but also the arçhetypal myth of Eve's temptation and fall.
O
In a sûangely oblique sene, the namator vis- the family dodor where she removes her older
sister's 'hand-rne-dm clottiing" (37). As she takes off jacket, rnittens, sweater, and undershirt,
she is revealed to him naked and diseased: 'There was nothing to say. He muld see for himeK.
My skin. Something had happened to al1 of my skÏnm(37). The transferenœ from borowed
clathing to diseased body is implicit in what the narrator feets she has received from her sister.
'O The word is a neologism wined by Jacques Lacan to designate a failure of recognition or
misconstmcüon. In his seminar 'The mirror stage as formative of the fundion of the I as revealed

in psyctioanalyticexperienœPLacan uses this word to express the child's incoherent subjectivity,
6).
its (mis)recagnition ofits own image in the mimr (&t?k
In distinguishing betwean 'male M n g nor 'ttia male fine" and 'the female s t o v (25) the
narrator makes the distinction - cornmon to éCritue femini'iie of tinear narrative versus an
unfolding of layers. The female story she imagines is sensual and Iush:
1 imagine a story that has no diredion. That
is Iike a seed. Once planted, the seed goes nowhete.
It sbys in one place, yet it grows in itself. It blossoms
from inside, imperceptibly. If it is a vegetable, it
noun'shes. (24)
Such a feminine construction of 'story' no less than her position as an outsider to European and
later, North American culture, sewes to displace her vis4-vis the narrative she is attempting to
relate.
Significantly, in the master nanative of cotonimtion that is being told, wamen are perceived as
traitors. During the Second World War when the country finds that they have k e n occupied by
the British to preempt the a h a l of the Germans, and later, after the war when the country is
ocwpied by the Amerimns women are credited as the first to know about the change because
their Gerrnan/British çweettiearts have suddenly becorne American (45). Indeed, the narrator's
great-aunt Sirri enjoys the Amen'can ocwpation since, it is irnplied, it supplies her with oranges
and chocolates from the base. if the Americans were to go, Sim assures her great-niece, they
would be replaoed by the Russians (46). In these sections the wornan is merely a conduit for a
succession of 'ocarpyingmforces, a designation that, more than any other, conflates the amorous
discourse with a narrative of nationalisrn.
l2The narrator frequently ocaipies a position of indeterminacy in her social transactions. She is
neither Dane nor Icelander, and she does not fit into the 'shMer" nor the 'genteet" category at
the sctioot she attends in Copenhagen. ln this cclntext it is interesting to consider Mary Douglas's
correlation of ambiguity with pollution in her anthropological study Pu* and Danger, in which
the danger of crossing forbidderr boundaries is seen as the distinguishing marker of a social
system that is vufnerable to contagion and, as such, demarcated by a complex grille of
prohibitions. In Powers of Honor, Julia Knsteva criticizes Douglas's system for neglecting to
name a syntax of language that defines what she calls 'the abject'
In the same essay Gunnars expliutly names her debt to some of the formative Modemist
wn'ters, whose tedmiques, she rnaintains, provide a 'staircase" from which to approach writing.
In this cofltext she cites Ezra Pound's intertextuality, T.S. Eliot's strategy of 'undererasure,' the
evasiveness of Wallace Stevens and the "continua! presenr that is so evident in the poetry of
Gertrude Stein (181).
14
The titles of such theoretical works as The PIeasure of the Text by Roland Barthes and Julia
Kristeva's Desire in Language implies an eroticization of the fundion of reading and wrïting in
contemporary discourse. The connection is even more explicitly made in so-called W U #
kmjnim Iike Hblene Cixws' essay 'The Laugh of the Medusawand Luce In'garay's text This Sex
Whîh 1s Not One.
I5
S i n e oil paint does oot naturally faIl into 'lines" it seems to be clear mat, at this point at least,
the narrator is conflating oïl-painting with writing, and by extension, the act of self-portraiture with
the autobiographical enterprise.
In Tales of Love Kristeva defines narcissism as a defense against emptiness, spcifically the
emptiness occasioned by the subjed's separation frorn an irnaginary unity with the mother. At the
same time, the narcissistic subject attempts to exorcize this emptiness through the contrivances
of irnagery. Kristeva's narcissist is nothing if not a subjed of representation.
17
What gives rise to love in this story is aiways traumatic sinœ the namator affects a belief in
originary m e s preeipitatedby trauma, as when she finds herseif Winking çomething ovef:
'There must have been something that determined the sudden configuration of thoughts. A
shattering experience, pemapsm(2).

"

-

-

''

''
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1 refer here, of course, to Edgar Allan Poe's short story 'The PurIoined Lettef and to Lacan's
'Seminar on 7he Purldned LetteP in which Lacan ma& Poe's tale as an allegory of the signifier.
Thraugh a reading of what he designates as the prima1 scene and its repetition, Lacan constmcts
a drama of the glance and its retum. The unopened letter that circulates between the
protagonists in Poe's story, the letter that is hidden in plain view, remains as a symbol of a pact,
a means of situating the subject in the signifying chah which conçtiMes h i m e r . The return (and
retum and return) of the letter c m be compared with the retum of the repressed. What is at
stake is the withdtawat of the subject from the symbolic circuit of the letter. In this case
subjectivity is constnided as remainder, or as Lacan says, tvfiat rernains of a signifier when it
has no more signification" (317). The answsr the sender of the letter receives (like the puzzled
jigsaw punler in Gunnars' narrative) is hisiher own message iri reverse f m : 'mus it is that
what the purloineci letter; nay the 'letter in sufFerance' means is that a letter always amives at its
destination' (318).
'1 recognize that I love you,' writes Derrida's lover and post card writer, 'by mis: that you leave
in me a wound that 1 do not want to replace" (The Post Card 25).

'@

---hapter
Three-A

Possessed by Love: The Metaphoric Production of Desire in Elizabeth Smart's By

Grand Centrai Station I Sat Down and Wept.

I am possessed by love and have no options.
(By Grand Central Station 39)

In her foreword to By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wept, Brigid
Brophy praises what she calls Elizabeth Smart's 'poetic prosew(7). an apt
designation, since it takes into account both the nanative momenturn of the text

and its emphasis on metaphor, figurative language, and poetic rhythm.' In fact,
Smart's book-length cn de coeur ainfoms to the elernents of poetry rather more
than to those of prose. The narrative of By Grand Central Station does not go
beyond the three sides of a lover's triangle and much of the socalled plot must

be infemed from the namator's ecstatic lamentation. As such, I feel justified in

reading this text as an extended emtic poern in ten parts in which the narrator
communicates the progress of her love affair in over-wrought, highly
metaphoncal, allusive language.
The poem begins with a sentence that locates the narrator as she waits for
her lover to arrive:
1 am standing on a corner in Monterey. waiting for the bus to corne in,
and al1 the muscles of my will am holding my tefror to face the moment
I most desire. (17)

The first-person, present-tense grammatical construction '1 am' is at once the
most simple and most cornplex conjugation, being a statement of presenœ as
well as an announcement of subjectivity. The phrase '1 amwresounds through

Smart's narrative, gathenng ali manner of amorous and rapidly changing
identifications in its wake. From the initial phrase '1 am standing" of the opening
sentence, the narrator quickly progresses to a series of statements in which she

is anything but upright: '1 am over-nin ... I am infested ... I am far. far beyond ... I

am shot with wounds ... Iam indeed and mortally pierced with the seeds of lovew
(23). These abject positions accrue through the course of the narrative until in

Part Nine the narrator resolves to sit upright, 'for even to redine reminds me of
the stance of love, and !am unable to bear the pain of so much remembering"
(94 my emphasis).

This contiguity between the namator's subjectivity and her supine position

is followed by the performance of the lover's diswume as an impossible language
event:
Who shuffles by me gnpping chairs for support? I do. I myself . . .
I am tho out words. I am without thoughts. But quia amore langueo.

I am dying for love. This is the language of love. (109 my emphasis)

The narrative position is resolutely abject: the subjed shufles by herself, gripping
chairs for support. ln answer to the question 'wtio." the narrator replies with a
profusion of first-person subjective statements: I am. I do, I myseff.

The claustrophobie subjectivity that is so characteristic of By Grand

Central Station derives in part from Srnart's repeated use of the '1 am' clause in
al1 its conjugations and narrative identifications. In this case. the 'ln that speaks
professes to be speechless because she is dying of love. The statement '1 am
dying for love' is immediately followed by '[tlhis is the language of love.' implying
that the former statement is a convention or conceit neœssary to the lover's
discourse but not strictly Iiteral since the speakirtg subject c m be neither
speechless nor entirely moribund. The 'lm
who stood waiting on a corner in
Monterey at the beginning of this narrative, straining to compose her terror and

desire is, toward the end. shattered by the effects of both. It is the dissolution of
this inaugural '1 amnthat is, perhaps. the central theme of Smart's poem. More
specifïcally. it focuses on the breakdown of the Cartesian subject once capable of
proclaiming like a disembodied and omnipotent deity. I am that I am, and who, by

the end. can only greedily repeat. '1 want the one Iwant" (97).
Early in the poem. Smart's narrator again waits for her approaching lover
and watches as his shadow is flung against the window pane:
When his soft shadow, which yet in the night cornes barbed with
al1 the weapons of guilt. is cast up hugely on the pane. 1 watch it as
from a loge in the theatre. the continually vibrating I in darkness. (21)

This final phrase, Smart's 'conünually vibrating I in darkness' is highly evocative
of what I have eariier called the narrator's shattered subjectivity2 Perhaps, more

accurately, the vibrating 'Inmay be read as the mark of the narratof's vacillating

consciousness

- at once approaching and retreating, confessional and secret,

opening to the plenitude of our gaze and hastily withdrawing from our scnitiny.

The metaphor of the spectator in the loge of the theatre is an appropriate one in
this case, since it takes into account our position as readers, no les than the

namator's valiant attempt to observe the spectacle of her subjectivity. Yet the
frequent repetition of the first person pronoun. the 'lnthat vacillates and vibrates

in the darkness, effectively undercuts any attempt at detachment.
Although the narrator of By Grand Central Station proves herself a
virtuosic we
trir

and prolific reader by virtue of the large number of allusions and

intertextual references that compose her narrative, she is, first and finally, a
woman in love, a lover. Her 'praise of love." unlike Kristeva's performance of
writinghoving in that other narrative of the 'standing" woman, 'Stabat Mater,"

does not take the form of a deliberately divided consciousness. lnstead. the
narrator of Smart's poem seems to goad herself into an ever-intensifying
subjectivity in an attempt to grasp at the fom and meaning of the very word -

love - by which she believes herself to be sentenced.

What was rny defense but one small word which I dared not utter.
because jazz singers and hypodücal preachers and Dorothy Dix

had so maligned it (61)
Skeptics like the lnspedor at the Arizona border in Part Four, or Mr.

Wurtle, who asks with a legal air, "then I have it fmm you there is such a thing as
Love?'" (41) do not seem to be questioning the emotion so much as interrogating
the nature of the word love. Similariy, when the narrator's mother exdaims,

"Love? Stuff and nonsense!'" she merely replaces the word she has chosen to
disregard. with a succession of abstrad nouns: 'It's loyalty and deœncy and

cornmon standards of behaviour that count'" (61). But her eyes, when she makes
this pronouncement, 'were like medieval wildmen in her head, clutching at her
diminishing days" (61), and effectively negating her denial. What is it about the
word love that sirnultaneously 'offends with its nudity" (63),and proves
intransigent to analysis, as when the narrator confides, 'it is the language of love,
which nobody understandsw(1 12)?

Early on, in Part One, the narrator engages in an interior argument in
which she tries to define for herself the precise nature and function of erotic love,

and so justify the affair she has embarked upon with a married man. The extract
which I quote below is remarkaMe for the way in which sophistry and logic are

finally engulfed by a senes of highlycoloured and sornewhat incompatible

metaphors:
To deny love. and deceive it meanly by pretending that what is
unconsummated remains etemal, or that love sublirnated reaches
highest to heavenly love, is repulsive, as the hypocrite's face is
repulsive when placed too near the tnith. Farther off from the centre
of the world, of ali worlds. I might be better fooled, but can I see the
light of a match M i l e buming in the amis of the sun? (26)

In attempting to speak plainly or honestiy about love, the namtor is almost
immediately forceci into an intricate metaphor in which the denial of erotic love is

compared to the ugliness of a hypocrite's face. and this metaphot, in tum, is
swallowed in Iight. as hypocrite. tnith, and al1 the articles of her scattered faith are

subsumed by the brilliant light of the sun in whose 'arms' she bums. Each layer

of her argument is spuriously related to the next until, abandoning logic, she dives
head-first into love as into the bright. obliterating light of the sun that. presumably,

dissolves words and the necessity for speech.

The namtor frequently offers us rnked. sometimes mangled3metaphors in
place of any real engagement with 'love huge and simple" w*th'nothing more to
be said" (26). It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that By Grand Central Station is

as conœmed with obfuscating the nature of erotic love thrwgh ambiguously
positioned, and at tirnes. violently opposed metaphors as it is intent on
deciphering 'the language of love." Through the shortcircuit of the metaphor

Smart forces words to mean and the world to signrfy. The title itself bflngs
together Grand Central Station and the Rivers of Babylon with the kind of

audacity that is usually attnbuted to the Metaphysical poets, and the text is
composed of layen of simile - the word 'liken is repeated endlessly - metaphor,
and personification.

Through a series of approximations, 'love" in this poem is rendered as
simulacnim, and what the narrator means by love is endlessly deferred through
inaeasingly imprecise language:
IT is m i n g . The magnet of its imminent finger draws eacb hair of
my body, the shudder of its approach disintegrates kisses, loses

wishes on the disjointed air. The wet hands of the castor-tree at night
bnish m e and Ishriek, thinking that at last I am caught up with. The
ciouds move across the sky heavy and tubular. They gather and I
am terror-stnick to see them form a long black rainbow out of the
mountain and disappear a m s s the sea. The Thing is at hand.
There is nothing to do but crouch and receive God's W h . (27)
The narrator's feeling of impending doom - of which the landsape Rornantically

partakes - does little to explain the nature of 'lT," the 'thing" that approaches but
which rernains essentially unrepresentable.

In the context of this poern, love or the act of love is an ellipsis that is best
performed under the erasure of metaphor:
Under the waterfall he surprised me bathing and gave me what I
could no more refuse than the earth can refuse the min. Then he
kissed me and went down to his cottage. (24)
By this means, the poem's first and only explicitly carnal event is transformed into
an act of nature. The moment of the narrator's "fallninto adultery. the moment she

has raged against and by which she will corne to measure al1 Mure pleasures. is
glossed as a giff that cannot be refused, and represented only by the chaste kiss
under the waterfàll. Yet the prevailing tone of this text is hardly demure; the
language that the narrator characteristically uses is highly sexualized, almost

hysterimlly4charged with an eroticism that transfomis al1 of nature and a gwd
part of the urban landscape. Why then is Smart's narrator so carefully evasive
when she m e s close to describing '1,' the 'thinglWthe 'fa& that this text

repeatedly approaches and, as frequently, avoids?
I review al1 I know, but can synthesize no meaning. When Idoze, the
Fact, the certain accomplished calamity, wakes me roughly like a
brutal nurse. I see it crouching inflexibly in a corner of the ceiling. ft
cornes down in geometn'cal diagonal like lightning.
It says. I remain, I AM, I shall never cease to be: your memory will

grow a deathly glaze: you will forget. you will fade out, but i cannot
be undone. (80)

In this extract. the namator's characteristic announcement of subjedivity, the '1

amaby which, since the opening sentence, she has stood

- more or less - fimi,

is over-shadowed by the "certain accomplished calamw that remains unnamed
but which hovers overhead 'Iike lightning.'
Anticïpating another momentous series of events

- the birth of her child

and the approach of her lover - the narrator finds herself fevenshly scrutinking
magazines and sarnying d o m streets, in an attempt to avoid what she again
calls 'the thing":
I w*ll not think of the thing now. I have no time. When I have washed
my stockings I will. When I have sewn on a button Iwill. When 1 have
written a letter 1 will. (88)
Although in this case we are given some insight into the event and the namator's
reasons for avoiding it, her reiterated denials cast doubt on her motives. and the
indeteminacy of what she wishes to avoid is significantly greater than the sum of
the ways in which she plots this avoidance.
In The Wriing of the Disaster, Maurice Blanchot atternpts to formulate a
M i n g that at once approaches and retreats from the significant event. He calls

this motion 'imminence' (1 ). a writing that somehow cumprehends the imrnediate

in the past tense. In this context, the signifiant event is defined by our inability to
equate words with it and to assign it a fixed place in a system of

mespondences. Of course, Blanchot is writig about the disastrous event. but
his reading is helpful to our understanding of Smart's narrator who constnicts

love as an event that precedes and survives itself. anticipates and rernembers.
but never coincides with itself!

The narrator of By Grand Centrai Station records. idealizes. and
apostasies her love affair, but once she has done so she realizes that what has

been deswibed is not what happened. The experience. once taken hold of. is no
longer an event. lndeed it is a non-event. a degree zero that escapes al1

reference:
This state is far from longing because it is far beyond it. It is the
state where the unbearabie suffers eclipse and becornes coma.
It is so much in the unremembering purgatorial state that I have
no belief in revival. no real belief in the retum of Spnng, in love.
in Our joined mouths. (33)

The deliberate impreahion of a word like "unremernbenng."and the over-wrought

pitch to which the language aspires. testifies to the namator's sense that the
event has somehow preceded itself, and that the vwiting that tries to give it form is
at once prolix and preci-pitate.
The narrator seems to inhabit a world in which language is indeterminate,

a world in which the subject never ceases to try to constnict meaning. She tries in
vain to decipher "the code of the eucalyptus' that thumps on her roof, and plots
"anagrams to defeat anatomy" (34). She is shocked by a world in which nations of

men 'have k e n willing to die for a word' (64), yet professes that she would do
the same for a different word. What she calls her 'poverty-stncken wordn (65). is

at once a source of pain to her, since its meaning remains aiways beyond her

reach, and a source of pleasure since it is generative of endless metaphoric
transformation:

Iwas taunted so long. The meaning fluttered above my head.
always out of reach. Now it has corne to rest in me. It has piefced
the very centre of the circie. I love. love, love but he is also ail
things: the night, the resilient momings, the tall poinsettias and
hydrangeas. the lemon trees, the residential palms. the miit and
vegetables in gorgeous rom, the birds in the pepper-tree, the sun
on the swirnrning pool. (41-2)

-

The word love seldom appears in this text without wmpulsively trailing a string of
metaphors in its wake. In this instance. the rapid. almost Ovidian transformations
of the beloved seem to follow directly from the invocation of the word whose
meaning has for so long taunted the narrator. As we shall see, the use of
metaphor in this text is cornplex. aver-detemined. and highly ambiguous.

It is written. Nothing can escape. (22)

In Powers of Homr Kristeva proceeds to recontextualize her ongoing
discussion of the unrepresentable through a reading of purity and taboo that
relates to the concept of the border. For Kristeva, borden are determined not
only through geographical or physical frontiers, but by the phonological and

sernantic diverences that articulate language. Kristeva criticizes previous

theorists6 for neglecting to name a syntax of language that defines what she CAS
'the abject*. Powers of Homr is subtitled An Essay in Abjection, and the 'abject,"

for Kristeva. denotes the ambiguity that results from problematical distinctions
between subject and object. She has also refend to it as the 'non-

distindiveness of inside and outside' (63). Her construction of the abject as an
unnamable, unrepresentable site of affect, a border passable only through

pleasure or pain. has important implications for Smart's extensive and often
probiernatic use of metaphor in By Grand Central Station.

In Part One of SmarYs poern, the narrator explicitly presents herself in an
abject state. 'Over-run" and 'infested" with desires, her body invaded by a
menagerie, she constnrcts herself as a subject in the process of violent

I am over-nin, jungled in my bed, I am infested with a menagerie of
desires, my heart is eaten by a dove, a cat scrambles in the cave of
my sex hounds in my head obey a whipmaster who cries nothing but
havoc as the hours test my endurance with an accumulation of
tortures. Who. if I cried, would hear me among the angelic orders?

(23)
The body that is metaphoncally over-nrn in this extract, parallels a subjectivity
overwritten by all manner of transfomative discourses, literary allusions, and
quotations from poetry. the Bible and the Classics. The last sentence invokes

Rilke's Duino Ekgies and is merely one in a rnuititude of referenœs to English
and European poets that indude allusions to the works of Shakespeare Macbeth, Ofhelio, Hamlet, and The Tempest are directly invoked

- Danté, Milton,

Marlowe, Blake, Sidney, Herbert, Donne and the Metaphysicals, Webster and the
Jacobeans, Byron. Wordsworth, Thomas Hardy. T.S. Eliot, and Dylan Thomas.
Again and again, figures fmm Greek and Roman legend are referred to as terrns

of cornparison in By Grand Central Station, among them: Daphne, Syrinx,
Oedipus, S t Sebastian. Leda, Jupiter, and Prometheus. The poem gains

resonanœ through allusions to a wide range of Biblical tex's. most notably the

Psalms from which it derives its title, and the Song of Songs from which it quotes
directly. In addition there are nurnerous referenœs to passages fmm the Book of

Revelations, Genesis, Ecclesiastes, the parable of the Prodigal Son, and the

story of Doubting Thomas.
A narrative as thorough-going in its construction of love as to indude

referenœs to both Marlowe's Faustus and Goethe's Faust, By Grand Central
Station presents as a wildly over-detennined text in which language admits to its

own 'corruption," as when the nanator prays God. "to understand rny mmpt
language and step d o m for a moment to sit on my broken bench" (32). If we are

to use Kristeva's category, the narrator's language is abject or 'compt" bemuse
there is no border between one metaphor and the next Her discourse is
characterized by rapidly changing metaphors that conflate difference and threaten

the boundanes that protect identity:
But I have becorne a part of the earth: I am one of its waves flooding and
teaping. I am the same tune now as the trees, hummingbirds, sky,fruits,
vegetables in rows. I am al1 or any of these. I can metamorphose at will.
(42)

What is significant here is not the intensity of the particular images. They

are, in fact, pastoral and pantheistic rather than explicitly threatening. However,
the neœssity for the lover to represent herseif metaphorically through a sequenœ

of rapidly changing metaphors is significant. She is suspect not so much because
she is represented as Other, but because she changes so unexpectedly from one
to (an)Other. While such fiw is a characteristic of many discour~es,~
the

excessive variety and incongruity of the metaphors the narrator uses. and their
rapid transformations. present love - the activity with which she identifies - as
metonymic slippage:
This is the grass of h o p that grows indomitably over my mind, which
dams not admit that perhaps tonight his mouth, like the centre of al1
roses, doses over a mouth not mine, bunowing with apologies and
love. like a baby at the breast. (87)
The imprecision of a phrase like 'the grass of hope." the sliding of pmnouns from

'hef mind to 'hiswmouth, and the intnisiveness of the similes in which the lover
tries to communkate what is inexpressible through the lirnited language of
cornparison, combine to render this passage almost unintelligible. In Smart's
constmction, the lover is, first and finally. a subject of metaphor and al1 that the
metaphor implies of transformation and metamorphosis.
The act of metaphorizing the world that the nanator almost compulsively

engages in is the activity that most defines her as lover. In The Rule of Metaphor,
Paul Ricoeur contextualizes the metaphor as that which transports language
toward the transœndental. In Ricoeur's view. the metaphor attempts to return the
semantic concept to its original, living, stature. When Jacques Demda tums to
the question of metaphor in his essay 'The Retrait of Metaphor." he retums us to
'a discourse whose rhetorical border is no longer determinable according to a

simple and indivisible line" (22). Demda interrogates the metaphysical values that

Ricoeur attaches to metaphonc language. and calls into question the distinction
between 'living" and 'dead" language on which Ricoeur grounds his argument. In
questioning the status of the metaphor, both Ricoeur and Demda note the

etyrnology of the word metaphor and the connotations of transport embedded in
its derivation.' As a subject of metaphor. Smart's namtor/l0ver is transported

beyond herself into a wodd of indeteminate borders in which everything
conforms to the Iineaments of gratified desire because what is seen is
indistinguishablefrom the subject who sees:

O the water of love that floods everything over. so that there is nothing
the eye sees that is not covered in. There is no angle the worid can
assume which the love in my eye cannot make into a symbol of love.
Even the precise geornetry of his hand, when I gaze at it, dissolves
me into water and I flow away in a flood of love. (39)
Certainly water is a medium well-fitted to metaphoric transfonation, and
consequently By Grand Cenfrel Station is awash in the 'tidals of love" (39).

Waterfalls, rivers, and oceans abound in this text, as do swimming pools, min.
tears, iœ, steam, and arnniotic fluid. In a narrative in which 'everything fbws like
the Mississippi" (39). the nanator oontinually tums to iiquid in order to 'invade his

every orifice' (40). Not surprisingly she finds herself, by the end. "drenched'
(110). 'drowned' (104). 'dissolveda (81), and 'submergeda (104) by z sea of love

that 'gushes out of [her] like an arterial wound" (104). Without borden, her body

is at once the container and the contents of a fluidly constnicted love that "craves
violence for expression, but c m find none' (104). As such the lover's body is, in
By Grand Central Station, the example par excellence of the Knstevan abject, a

subjed 'almost succumbed' (110) to the effects of the arnorous discourse.

As a subject of metaphor. Smart's nanator is unable to refrain from
metaphorking her world and her words. In the second last section. Part Nine. she

irnpatientty awaits the birth of her child and the corning of her lover, in a state, she

maintains, that is without metaphoric counterpart:
Forty days in the wildemess and not one holy vision. Sights to dazzie
the eye, but I bask in the sun without drawing one metaphor from it.
Nature is using me. I am the seedbag. Jumping down rocks and hills
I have a different balance. and faII backward or trip too easiiy, overloaded in front.
But I draw no parallels from patterns, and throw off no silver-sparkled
words from my enaiunters. Pull down the blinds. my embryo, over my
eyes. (98)

The excerpt opens with an allusion to the mystics and holy men whose desert
wanderings were thought to yield ecstatic visions, and it doses with a conceit in
which the eyes are figured as windows with the blinds pulled down. The narrator
refers to herself as a 'seedbag" but wams that she is unabfe to articulate her

expenence for lack of 'silver-sparkled words." These metaphors and neologisms

give the lie to her assertion that she is without words or the means with which to
quicken language through artifice even when she is most resolved not to do so.
The pregnant narrator in Srnart's poem is reminiscent of a later twentieth
century construction of pregnancy. In her poem 'Metaphors,' Sylvia Plath
provides us with a series of rapidly changing metaphorconundnims:
I'm a riddle in nine syllables.
An elephant, a ponderous house*
A melon strolling on two tendriis.
By this process, pregnancy itself becornes a metaphor for metaphors, for change

and transformation. In their efforts (not) to metaphorize pregnancy, the extent

-

they go to multiply and metamorphose this most literal of funcüons, Srnart's and

Plath's - anxieties surface. Their anxiety, however, and the fear of failure that 1

seems to predicate, is not singuiar. As Helena Michie points out in The Flesh
Made Word. in their attempt to produce and repmduœ the Iiteral female body.
contemporary feminists have only sucœeded in creating a further series of
metaphon. Perhaps the central preocaipation of By Grand Cental Station is this
agonized attempt to produce a body

- the 'literal" female body, the absent body

of the beloved - and its equally agonizing failure to do so.
Smart's poem ends with a reassertion that 'there is never and nowhere a
time for such a wordn (80). The poern retums to the image of a blank page. or as
Michie would Say, the rnetaphor of the image:
'Have you seen rny notebook dear?'
'It is under the desk my sweet.'
Give it to him ... Let him write words that will acquit him of these murders.
The page is as white as my face after a night of weeping. It is as steriie
as my devastated mind. (1 11)

The conversation staged between the narratofs lover and his wife implies that
the blank notebook under discussion is his, but 1 may equally stand in for the

navator's own page. the final page in her exhausted and exhaustive wtiting of
this love story.

O the language of love. The uninterpreted. The Inarticulate.
Arnore. Amore. Amore. (1 1O)

As intersedion of corporeal passion and ideaikation, love is
undisputably the privileged experience for the blossoming of
metaphor.
Julia Kristeva

Tales of Love

In the chapter entitled "A Holy Madness: She and He" (Tales of Love).

Kristeva discusses the Biblical text Song of Songs as an erotic allegory in which
the distinction between lover and beloved is increasingly blurred: 'The hymn of
love at once confesses its source, its object. and its addressee - Solomon the
King, at the same time author and loved one, is also the one to whom the text is

addressed' (88). In a discourse that closely mimes that of the Shulamite lover,
Solomon picks up her phrases and retums them to her as she does with his
words:
How beautiful you are. rny love. how beautiful you are!
Your eyes. behind your veil. are doves. (Solomon. 4: 1)
My beloved is fresh and niddy,
His eyes are doves at a pool of water. (Shularnite. 5: 1)

Whiie the poem is signed by Solomon. it is spoken (anticipated or repeated) with

equal strength by his beloved. the Shulamite. so that the relationship between the
two is constnided by what Knsteva calls a 'dramatic dualismn(91) that conflates

the habituai boundanes between addressee and sender." The ofien repeated
phrase '1 am rny beloved and my beloved is minen(Song of Songs 2: 16). provides
evidence of the conflation of pmnouns in a field of representation in which

amorous identities are frequently confused.
The Song of Songs is particularly relevant to By Grand Central Sfation
because it is quoted directly in Part Four. duflng the Anzona episode. where the
lovers are stopped by a border guard and prevented from crossing the state

border. Srnart spliœs phrases from the Song of Songs between questions
presumably put to the lovers during a police interrogation:

What relation is this man to you? (My beloved is
mine and I am his: he feedeth among the lilies.)
How long have yau known hirn? (1 am my beloved's
and my beloved is mine: he feedeth among the lilies.) (47)
The juxtaposition of these hnro opposing discourses, the erotic and the
interrogative, is only one of the ways that Smart sets up an adversarial dialogue

between the one who loves and the many who would oppose this love:
policemen, propriety, border guards, Mr. Wurtle. and the narrator's mother, to

name only a few." Yet, what seems more interesting in the context of Kristeva's

analysis of the Song of Songs and Smart's insistent quotations fmm it, is the way
in which the narrator of By Grand Central Station frequently biurs the distinction,
not only between henelf and her lover. but between herself and her lover's wife.

As Brophy points out in her foreword to the poern, the namator's thoughts run

often upon metamorphosis (1l),
most noticeably, 1 would venture to argue, upon
the metamorphosis from 'she" into 'he."
At least hice in this long prose poem, the female lover tums into her male

counterpart, h i l e he, in tum, engages in an episode of amorous cross-dressing.
One day, at the beginning of their relationship, he bnishes against her in passing

and she transfomis into a reasonable, if sornewhat surprising, facsimile of the

male sexual organ:
One day along the path he brushed my breast in passing, and I thought,
Ooes this efflorescence offend him? And I went into the redwoods
brooding and blushing with rage, to be stamped so obviously with
femininity, and liable to humiliation worse than Venus' with Adonis

purely by reasan of rny accidental but fiaunting sex. (20)

On the face of it. words like 'fernininity" and IYenusndesignate the fernale, yet the
ernphasis on 'effiorescence' and tumesœnce destabilize the obvious gender

construction and hint at a more transgressive meaning in the phrase 'flaunting
sex." In her extremis the narrator unwittingly transfomis herself into an erect

phallus among the redwoods, h i l e her lover 'is the hermaphrodite whose love
looks up through the appletree with a golden indeterminate face' (20).12lt is
precisely at this moment in the poem. that he confesses his seduction by "a boy
with green eyes and long lashesn(20),and the narrator responds by chastising

her own flesh because it cannot urnetamorphoseninto a printshop boy (21).
Following this cornplex inteweaving of sexual indeteninacy and gender

(re)constniction, the narrator retums to the trope of metaphor - or in this case

Then days go by without even this much exchange of metaphor.
and my tongue seems to wither in my throat from the unhappy
silence. (21)
Cleariy, we are to understand by this that the narratots desire for her beloved

-

and his for her - comprehends al1 levels of sexual metamorphosis, and that al1
such transactions take place on the symbolic level of language and metaphor.
The psychic entanglernent of lover and beloved

- whether this includes

gender transformation or not - is a not uncornmon figure in arnorous discourse.

More significant is the slippage between the narrator and her lover's lover; in
other words, the wife of her lover. In the following passage frorn Part One, we are

presented with a series of indeterminate, non-speûfic pronouns that, by their very

frequency, attract our attention:
How can I speak to heo How can I comfort hefl How can I explain
to her any more than I can to the flowers that I m s h with my foot when
Iwalk in the field. He also is bent towards her in an attitude of solicitude.
Can he hear h k own heart M i l e he listens for the tendemess of her
sensibilities? (24 my emphasis)

The repeütion of the ambiguous word 'hep and the less ambiguous - since there
is only one male figure in the triangle

- but no l e s specific pronoun 'he," is

ubiquitous in this text. Significantly, the act that directly follows the passage
quoted above is the almost elided sexual transaction between the narrator and
her lover under the waterfall. At the moment of, arguably, greatest sexual tension

in this text, the narrator chooses to conflate her identity with that of the woman
she is about to betray.
As we shall see, however, it is an identification that has existed frorn the

firçt. At the moment that she presents herself 'standing on a corner in Monterey"
(17),
which is how the poem opens, the 'facen that disembarks frorn the bus does

not belong to the expected 'he" but to 'her,' the woman at whose tnisting gaze
the narrator declares hemelf 'happy to forgo rny future, and postpone indefinitely
the miracle hanging fire"(17). For a second the narrator even wonders who the

h i e object of her desire is: %as it for her, after all, for her whom I had never
expected nor imagined, that there had been compounded such fuses of

coincidence?"(17). The moment of hesitation, of slippage between the woman

who disembarks and the man who follows. presents itself as a kind of textual
stammer that is repeated throughout the narrative. This, in tum, casts a slight

shadow upon the real object of desire towards whom the nanator Wtes so
exhaustively. In her compulsive effort to identrfy with the other woman

-

significantly. it is the narrator who would tmditionally have eamed this designation

- because both love the same man. the nanator obliquely casts herself as the
lover of the other woman. the one for whose 'peace of mind" (18) she will

The trace of the homoentic love story that is resisted in this narrative.

can be tracked through the frequency and dumsiness of the pronouns used and
the refusal to name characterç othewise designated as 'he." 'her.' or 'shen:
If I am suffeting, think what she suffered - a hundred times more
and without h o p ...
But it is not for her my heart opens and breaks: I die again
and again only for myself. For her moving image prevents even my
cry to him for help. For even if he loves me, he is in her amis.
O the fact, the unalterable fact: it is she he is with: he is with
her: he is not with me because he is sleeping with her. (85-86)
In this passage - and it is one amongst many13- the nanator begins by
acknowledging the suffering of the other woman, proceeds to describe her own
suffeflng which is predicated on the fact that 'hemis with 'her.' and condudes by
repeating this formula obsessively and ungrammatically: 'it is she he is with: he is
with hef (86). In this compulsive and often dumsy repetition of the love triangle

nanative. the other woman functions as both impetus and impediment to the
passion that exists between the narrator and her lover. as well as providing a
represçed narrative of the potential passion that is resisted in the homo-erotic

relation between the two women. The much repeated and chronically imprecise

word 'her,' fundions as a linguistic hinge to refer to both the wife and the
nanator, whose desires are each directed toward the husbandllover, the 'he.'

The slippage of pronouns that we observed in Kristeva's reading of the
Song of Songs, funaions, in By Gmnd Central Station, to identify the two women
with each other rather than to separate them. As well. the narrator's habit of

refemng to herself in the third person renders certain referents ambiguous:
Eons have been evolving and planets disintegrating and foming
to compel these two together. If this enormous conspiracy of your
watching fates fails. don't you see how I will be blamed? (69)
It is not entirely clear in this passage whether the narrator is refening to herself or
to the othet woman in a phrase like 'these two together," and it is never clear who
the 'youn is that she so habitually addresses throughout the course of the poem.
While she indulges in the convention of a listening presence, we are never sure

whether that listener is the lover. the reader. or the deity to whom the Psalrns are
addressed.
One thing alone is perhaps clear: the narrator does not exist within a
stable and coherent subjectivity but overlaps her narrative on ali sides. Her
amorous identity generously partakes of the lover whom she explicitly addresses
at tirnes, as well as of his wife whom she seems to irnplicitly address at other
tirnes. I intend ta explore some of these identifications in order to relate them to
what I have earlier described as the narrator's pronounced tendency toward
metaphoric transformation.

What is love?. disseding it in rny most pedantic words, assuring
myself that al1 that blood was spilt to make me a philosopher. (95)

The nanative of By Grand Central Station is constructed as the tale of a
conventional love triangle cornposed of the namator (designated alternately by ' 1

amwand "her").her lover (designated by the pronoun 'Mm'), and his wife
(designated by the somewhat more quivocal pronoun 'hef). Within these
normative categories however. each subject within the triangle is transfomed via

figurative language into a variety of symbolic or mythological characters, and it is
through a reading of metaphor and metamorphosis in the context of these

transformations that we may best be able to understand Smart's use of exces as
a poetic figure.
The riarrator's lover's wife

- because no one in this narrative is named,

characters exist solely in ternis of their relation to each other

- is figured in a

variety of conventional metaphon that emphasize her blarnelessness and
asexuality. She has 'the gentle outline of a young girln(22).her h a s t s are 'like
Virgin shrines that have been robbed' (24), and she laoks out at the world
through 'madonna eyes, soft as the newly-bom, tnisting as the untempted' (17).

The proud possessor of a 'nymphlike ... slendemess' (23),she is described
frequently as a martyr (31). a perfect sacrifice (1 08). and an innocent "whois
always the offering* (24). In fact, she has no resonance save in her role as an

empty screen or blank slate upon which the narrator cm proceed to project her

own oddly distorted longings.
The narratofs lover is favoured with even fewer ternis of comparison. He
is an hermaphrodite (20).and a centaur (22) but. as the nanator inadvertently

points out. he is 'also al1 things,' so that M a t Auden would cal1 his 'individual
b e a ~ t y "is~bumt away by the refiection of sunlight on the water of the swimming

pool. and dispersed through comparison with the tall poinsettias and the birds in
the pepper-tree (42). When the narrator attempts to describe him or the effect of

his 'beauty'' upon her, her similes are disappointingly imprecise. as in this
generalized description: "He is beautiful as allegory. He is beautiful as the legend
the imagination washes up on the sand"(108-109). Atthough he is the ostensible

addressee of this long outpouring of love. he. even more than his wife, is
conceived as a textual blank, a figment who is quoted, drearned, apostrophized
and fêted. but who never signifies except as white noise or reflected light:

My love. are you feeling betîer?
He can't talk. he c m only mutter.
... After a while I got out into the open air, and his face was the
maon hanging in the snowy branches. (76)
Significantly. the final lines of the poem refer to the lover's inability or
unwillingness, at any rate his fail-

to reply. 'My dear. my darling, do you hear

me where you sleep?"(112) the narrator asks, at which point we realize, if we

have not done so before, that this lover has not yet spoken and now never will.

The construction of the namator's listening but unresponsive lover follows
the convention of confession or prayer. since it is addressed to an omniscient

deity who h e m but whose 'replÿ is not necessarily comprehensible to mortal

ean. Through this cunceit the narrator frequently represents herself as a
medieval mystic able to pour her 'overffowing benevolence' over 'even the tightmouthed look" (44). The synaesthetic imprecision of this last cornparison hints at
an excess that begins with language but soon pemeates every narrative level:
When I saw a horde of cats gathenng at a railway terminus to feed
on a fish-head thrown near the tracks, I felt, It is the lavishness of rny
feelings that feeds even the waifs and strays. There are not too many
bereaved or wounded but I can comfort them .... (43)
At times the r;arrator engages in a kind of biblical sophistry in which she reflects

upon her own emotional poverty and begs the lover-as-God to take pity on her,I5
but more often she indulges in a quasi-rnystical outpouring of emotion in which

love is constructed as a wound, an exquisite affliction on the basis of which it is
possible to speak of love:

Let me lie on the cold stones! Let me lift weights too heavy for me!
Let me cry More! to pain, with a white face shaping through fire, with whips
of endurance, with mrds of the invulnerable ascetic, into the badge of the
possible saint! (95)
The namator's overwrought, highly metaphoncal dismurse circulates around the
abject, suffenng body of the lover, which. if we are to define this term as
designating the one who loves, is herself. Her speech, apparently directed

ouONard toward the Other, is really selfdirected; she is the subject and object of
her passionate language, the one to whom the lover's discourse is addressed as
question and retums as answer.
In Specuium of the Other Woman, Luce lrigaray defines the mystic's
discourse as one in wtiich the ecstatic vision of the Other translates into a fiuidity

of language that dissolves differenœs, and so contributes to the disappearanœ

of her own objectlsubject opposition within the Divine experience. The mystic's
ecstasy, her buming vision is its omi reward and, Iike the mystic herself. exceeds
al1 representation. Her loss of subject-hood, her abjection M o r e the Divine is the
source of her image-laden narrative, rather than - as it purports to be - the
reflection of God in al1 His glory. lrigaray points out that it is in this way that the
mystic's self-representation escapes a patriarcha!, specuiar logic. her abject
surrender paradoxically becomes the moment of her liberation. Smart's narrator
bean a startling resemblance to Irigaray's mystic. Both seern committed to an
excessive. image-laden narrative in which the writing subjed'sjouissance unfolds

in direct relation to her abject surrender to what, in the case of Hgaray's mystic,
may be called agape and, in the case of Smart's narrator, ems.

I do not mean to imply that the narrator of By Grand Central Station
represents herself solely as mystic. Smart's narrator is nothing if not inventive in
her selfconstructions. and protean in the f o n s by which she chooses to serve
love. A subject who can 'metamorphose at will" (42), she appears surprisingly
often in the guise of male figures of heroic legend: Macbeth (18). Oedipus (22),Al

Capone (5 1). Antaeus (56), and Saint Christopher (76). Yet if she is Saint
Christopher she is also Saint Catherine (109). Leda (25), one of the Sirens (51),
Helen of Troy (81). Sheherezade (84). and Lot's wife (89). Perhaps because she

is writing. perhaps because she is 'in love," the nanator represents herself as a
compulsively shapechanging figure, transfoming rapidly into cobra (22),

colossus (68),devourer (68),hennit, saint, and martyr (95). light-house keeper

(95), derelict (105). the green 'leprechaun of legends' (62). and 'a careening

limousine without brakes' (104). As for love itself, it is the transfomative medium

par excellence, and in the course of her poern, SmarYs narrator, although
frequently asserting that, 'in al1 states of being, in all worids, this is al1 there is"
(65), as frequently resists the univocality of this definition by comparing love to al1

manner of things, from octopi (22) to landmines (79).
While longing for a love that is 'huge and simple," with 'nothing more to be
said' (26),the namaior altemately figures love as dwm-laden (27) and restorative
(86),wourtding (50) and wrative (87). love is a 'refugee sailed in the last ship"

(34) and it is an overflow that "tums the world to watef (39). Love is at once

infusion, a baptism 'claiming its birth at lastn(40). and crucifocion (107). a
phoenk. 'bright as a totem pole" (36). or a workman "setting out on a job' (36).
The metaphors used are by tums banal and intense, adept and inept, over-

wrought, histrionic, and perfomative, and they build upon each other to excess.
It is difficult to separate events in this text, since narrative occurç, as Jean
Mallinson puts it, 'at the intersection of the figures of speech" (110). Place is
merely a correlative to the narratoh intemal state, and, as Nice Van Watt points
out, although the joumey is an actual one from Southem California to Arizona.
Ottawa, and New York, the real joumey is 'of the heaK (39). Charactem are not
named and exist vis-à-vis one another, at the mercy of the apostrophes by which
their relationships to the narrator are defined, as in phrases that indicate
possession, like "my lover" or "my loveh wife." In fact, even these limited
referents are frequently omitted from the text of By Grand Central Station where

characters, as 1 have eariier indicated, are rnerely identified as 'her,' 'hirn," and
'Ln The anonymous nanator loves a man without a name. face or hi~tory,'~
a man

who never cornes to life in the narrative despite the transfomative power of love

that is frequently dem~nstrated.'~
Allusion is used pervasively as a structural
element," while the imagistic language gives the effect of hyperbolic and

exaggerated utterance, often in the absence of any referent. All the while, a
highly subjective, anguished. and disembodied 'voice" speaks to us
rhapsodically, passionately, and seemingly without irony, of the effects of love.
faith. and betrayal.lg

By Grand Central Station is a poem that, like most love poems, is m e n

after the affair and precipitated by the namator's desire for an absent beloved.

Desire which has traditionally been marked by a lack or manque2' in Western
thought is enormously, even excessively. productive in Elizabeth Smart's poern.

Productive. that is, of metaphor, metamorphosis, and al1 the devices of language
within a social field invested with desire. As such, Smart's poetics corne close to

what Deleuze and Guattari in Anti-Oedipus cal1 productive desire. In this context.
desire is a pn'mary force rather Vian a secondary function, desire is production.

not acquisition or lack. but an unbounded, free-fioating energy that Freud called
libido and Nietzsche called will to power. In Deleuze and Guattari's figuration of
text, desire is nomadic and traversive, and it is with this formulation of desire-asplenitude that I would like to leave my discussion of Srnart's drenched and
overfiowing, perpetually dissolving narrative.
1

There is, of course. substantial mitical debate over Me cakgorization of By Grand Central
Sfation 1 Sat Down and Wept thenceforth to be refend to as By Grand Central Station].David
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Lobdell writes that what has most W l d e r e d uitics is whettier the work should be considered a
novd or a poem, ating its 'apparent fomlessne& (66). Like Bngid Brophy, Michael Brian Oliver
argues that it is 'an extensive and very special poem' (108). Lorraine McMulleri reads Smart's
work in the context of a feminist adultery novel, while Jean Mallinson cafls it 'a romance in the
lyRc mode' (109). Dee Home traces the origins of By Grand Centrat Satrion to Smatis joumals.
arguing that SmaKs early draAs of the poem in her journal initiated a new kind of literary fonn,
the 'novel-journalm(129). In the O-rd Cornpanion to Canadian litemhe, Rosemary Sullivan
desaibes it definit~elyas a 'rhapsodie prosqmm' (762).a phrase that Nice Van Wart pies
up in her arüde 'The Novel as Poem." in which she asserts that By Grand Centml Station.
'extends the dimensions of lyn-cal poetry to the novel and hannoniously integrates narrative
intentions and poatic conventions to mate a paradigrnatic poemnovelm(51). Such critical
distress over the inability to succassfully categorire this work bespeaks a certain anxiety that, I
would argue. is ml alien to mis poem's subjed matter the love story as a kind of seuilar
Stations of the Cmss.
Of course, Smart's placement of this phrase is ambiguous. It can be as easily applied to the
appmaching lover whose shadow, Iike his significance for the narrator. Ricicers against the
window pane as well as her consciousness. In choosing to r a d the 'continually vibrating lm
as a
function of the narrator's seîf-construciion Ido not mean to cancel out this other, and I believe
equally valid reading.
3
At one point the namator speaks of her lover's Me's 'rnanglednessmand goes on to offer us
one of the most viotently rnixed metaphors in the poem:
On her mangledness Iam spreading my amomus sheets. but who will have
any pride in the wedding red, seeping up between the Mighs of love which
nse tike a colossus, but whose issue is only the cold semen of grief?(31-32)
4
I use this word to locate the relation between suffering and language that Freud (in Studies on
Hystena) and later Lacan (in Ferninine Sexualityl in dflerent ways inscribe. Of course this
reading does not erase the importance of resistance that French feminists like Cixous and
Clhent (in fhe Newly Born Woman) perceive as an integral fundon of the figure of hysteria.
One of Blanchot's commentators, Steven Shaviro, writes that the event cannot be stated in the
present tense becsuse it does not wincide with its concept. with any concept: "Itsobscure
otherness cannot be adequated to any subjed; it is a residue or surplus in relation to any
gossible rneaning* (19).
In Powers of Homr Kristeva both acknavledges and criticires the work of Mary Douglas, a
British anthropologist whose text PUR@and Danger provides the framewdtk for an
interdisciplinarystudy of pollution and taboo.
7
I shalt discuss the similarity of the narrator's dismurse with what has been called mystic writing
later in Bis chapter.
8
In his unpublished essay 'The Remains of Metaphor,' Mark Libin points out that while the
metaphor traditionally moves 'a name' from one linguistic event to another in ordef to signify,
what is named in this transaction often fails to signify: 'But what is named in this 'name,' and
what is transportecl? M a t is the vehide by which this enigmatic cargo is consigned frorn one
part to the next,and what borders must be crossed in this journey?" (1).
Lacan makes a similar point in Gcrits when he *tes of the WasW of the metaphor: 'The aeative
spark of the metaphor does not spring from the presentation of two images. that is. of hvo
signifiers equally actualized. It flashes between two signifie= one of whi& has taken the place uf
the other in the signifying chain, the occulted signifier remaining present through its (metonymic)
connexionwiai the rest of the chain (157).
Plath's 'Metaphors' is in her Colkfed Poems edited by Ted Hughes. New York: Harper and
Row, 1981.
'O Kristeva8s
question, how did a literally erotic text becorne saued, leads her to condude that
in Western subjdvity in which 'a
love in Song of Songs is a radically new e-enœ
legitimaüon of the impossible, an impossibility set up as amatoty Iaw.' takes place (97). In 8 y
Grand Cental Station, Smart is equally concemed wi-tb the eroüdsacred binasy, a problem that
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in her wark is most frequently solved by the transposition of al1 other famis of discourse sacreci, lyrical, metaphorical into the service of erotic and amorous language.
11
In this m t e x t it is interesting to note that the wnversation that takes ptaœ between the
narrator and the border guards is itself replicated via shorthand and carbon copies: "It is al1
Wtten down. There are fourteen sheets and six copies of e a a * (49).
A similar moment occllrs when the namtor remembers the night when her lover tumed, 'into
an Assyrian girl, casting down his lashes under a bloçsoming turban' (82).
13
See, for example, a passage that occurs toward the end of the poem in which pronouns and
possessives like 'my.' Vis,' and 'hef throng in a similarly confuseci but cwnpulsive manner:
My love is crucifiecl on a fioating cross,and cries out hoarsely my name in the night.
His wife hears and her eyes burn holes in the darkness across the room. My love has a
bandage Iike a bowel d pain arwnd his neck, w t w e fately he ait his throat. (107 my
emphasis)
The phrase is fmrn W.H. Auden's 'Lullaby':
Lay your sleeping head, rny love,
Human on my faithless am;
Tirne and fevers burn away
Individual beauty frorn
Thoughtful children ...
One example of this philosophical stance oaxnt in Part Six, after the nanatots retum to
Canada where she addresses this monologue to her absent lover,
But if you do me the wrong of thinking I am beautiful, that I have a million rescuers from
despair, and therefore 1 can take wlsmity better than anyone else, remember, truly, it
is only you who bestow even these gRs upon me. Therefore, how much greater my
loss rnust be which takes away even what appears to be mine by nature, my power to
endure and resist (67)
l6 This is not an isolated instance, in Gunnars' The Pmwler, a similar relationçhip m r s
between an unnamed narrator and her nameless, facetess lover. Although the lover in The
Pro*
is the product of a cornplex political history, this history is only referred to elliptically and
briefly.
17
'It is almost,' says David LobdeIl ingenuously, 'as if she were in love. not with a human being,
but with the notion of love, with love itseif (61).
18
Jean Mallinson, in isolating this trope, points out that it is called 'metalepsis' (108).
Of course,while the narrator does not ironize love the is satirical towards its detractors. Brian
Michael Oliver calls the section in wtiich the narrator quotes allusions from the Song of Songs as
an intertext to the border guard's interrogativeç, one of the cornic masterpieces of black humour
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In The Symposrüm PIato construds desire as the void in a subjed that is filIed by the
acquisition of an objed, and Western philosophy and psychology have persisted in treating
desire as la&. Jacque Lacan's idea of manque (lack, need) for example, defines desire as an
insupportable la& that ernerges between need and demand, and which proliferates in language
through endless substitutions in the chah of signifiers (&&s 156).

------dhapter

Four

In Between: Oionne Brand's Poetics of Love and Resistanœ

4.1 Bread Out of Stone

Exasperated after hours of my crying for sweet water, opening her
mouth wide, my mother would say to me, 'Look inside! Aaah! You
see anything in here? You want me to make bread out of stone?'
Bread Out of Stone (21)

In the tale essay of her 1994 collection Bmad Out of Stone, Dionne Brand

begins by questioning the eficacy of writing in a world whose in;uçtiœs demand
action, tather than rhetoric:
I'm here [Playas del Este, Cuba] because I've decided that writing is not
enough. Black liberation needs more than that. How, I ask myself. can
wnting help in the revolution? You need your bare hands for this. Idnnk
my beer over my open diary and face this dilemma. (12)

The pmblem of making something nourishing out of nothing rnuch - bread out of

stone, revolution out of writing

- haunts Brand's earîier poetry collection No

Language is Neutra1 (1990) much as it does her political manifesto. As a 61ack1

lesbian feminist, as a self-proclaimed immigrant (a position she explores in Mlinter
Epigrams 1983, and Land To Light On 1996), as a politically charged writer.

Brand is multiply displaced from white patriarchal heterosexual discourse, from
what she calts a 'secret and cowardly language of normalcy and affirmationw

(Bread 23). In the same essay she proclaims the need for writing that is

'significant. honest, neœssary."a preoccupation that certainly does flot preclude
the impulse to inscribe the persona1 within the context of politics, social reform

and cultural revolution.* Any effort to read Brand's 'love poetry," any attempt to
situate her writing as a discourse of passion. must take into account the larger
project of social and political refon in which she is constantly engaged.

In Sister Outsider, Audre Lorde writes passionately about the dangers of
raising Black children in a racist and sexist society: 'If they cannot love and resist
at the same time, they will probably not surviven(74). Brand's ongoing project of

resistanœ certainly does not exdude the necessity to love, and in at least hnro of
her poetic cycles, Epigrams to Emesto Cardenal in Defense of Claudia (1983)'
and No Language is Neutra1 (1990), she iterates the necessity to articulate love
w'thin a discourse of passion and resistance. Yet any reading of these narratives
as amorous discourse must be performed in the context of Brand's highly
politidzed ambivalence about the efficacy of writing. The final essay in Bread Out

of Stone is enWed 'On Poetv and begins with an avowal of failure:

Every word tums on itself, every word falls after it is said. None of the
answers that I've given over the years is the tnith. Those answers have
ail been given like a guemlla with her face in a handkerchief, her eyes
still. (181)
'I've had moments when the life of my people has been so overwhelming to bear
that poetry seemed useless.' Brand confesses in this essay (182). and she

considen any attempt to divide her writing into generic categones like 'love
poetv or 'revolutionery poetics"an irnplicitly radst enterprise since it imposes a
further distinction between the personal and the political. In what follows I do not
want to trace the thematics of love poetry in her work, so much as to explore

these perforrnative figures of passion and resistance as they are inscribeci in her

4.2

In Defense of Claudia

Heading for a revolution is heading for your true self.
(Bread 14 1)

The epigrams in Brand's Epigmms to Emesto Cardenal in Defense of

claudia3were written in reaction to poetry by the Nicaraguan poet-priest Emesto
Cardenal in his book Apocalypse and Other Poems, from which I quote:

Of ail these movies, Claudia, of these parties.
of these horse races,
nothing will be left for poste@
except the verses of Emesto Cardenal to Claudia
(if even that)
and Claudia's name that I put in these verses
and the names of my rivals. in case I decide to snatch them
from oblivion and to include them also in my verses

to make fun of thern.

Cardenal presumes to imply that Claudia's only daim to immortality resides in the
poet's elevation of her in his verses. Brand responds by ~ i - t i n Claudia
g
out of
Cardinal's verse and into her own.

Epigmms consists of 54 short poems in which Claudia speaks in the fint

person of love and revolution, and is transformed, as Roger McTair's introduction

puts it. from 'the flighty bourgeois that has enthralled Cardenal" (4) to a conscious
feminist poet:
Have you ever noticed
that when men write love poerns
they're always about virgins or whores
or earth mothers?
How feint-hearted. (29)

Neither faint-hearted nor willing to be constructed as virgin-whoreearth-mother,
Brand's Claudia offerç her epigrams as feints towarddagainst the convention of

love poetry in which the woman is enshrined as object of desire via a Romantic

tradition, or packaged as cornmodity in the context of matenalist politics 'some
Claudias are sold to cornpanies, / some Claudias seIl to street corners' (25).

Yet it is, perhaps, too easy to perceive a strictly oppositional relationship
between Cardenal as male writer and Brand's Claudia as fernale rebel. As
activists and poets. Brand and Cardenal share what McTair has called "a dialectic
of hatred and tendemess" (Epigrams 5), and it is both her allegiance to and

resistance against Cardenal that provides Brand's Claudia with the impetus to
constnict herself as writing lover. The poem cycle begins with an epigram that

represents the writing subject as already the object of a militaristic surveillance:

I've handeâ out leaflets at subway stations
crying death to the murdering policemen,
I'm sure the RCMP has my name. my picture,
rny letters and now my poems.
You dont even retum my calls! (21)

Deceptively passive in this opening epigram, Claudia represents herself through

the leaflets mat she hands out and through the te*

(name. pictore, lettem.

poems) that have k e n seized by the police. She appears to constnrct herself as
a waiting wornan chastising her lover for his tardiness.
This position is quickly overtumed in the second epigram, however, where

Claudia declares herseif both lover and writer.
These verses are for you Ernesto,
not for all my lovers
whom I bad mouth in these lines,
poor things, they were smaller than these epigrams,
but a pet's ego needs entire pages. (21)
The Claudia who writes these Iines cleady distinguishes herself from the

conventional waiting woman to whom love poetry is traditionally addressecL4No
Penelope, Brand's Claudia has many loven, and has resolved to use her writing
to expose their pettiness. Indeed, she declares, her ego is so expansive that it will

need many pages in whidi to satisfy itself. Claudia's loven are 'smaller than
these epigrams," but she herseIf is big enough to fiIl books. In reversing the

duality between men who habitually take up space,and women who do not feel
entitled to space. Claudia seizes agency at the same time that she appropriates
the epigram - a characteristically masculine form - for a feminist agenda.

The epigram, traditionally associated with funereal eulogy, evolved into a
literary fomi first practiced by Classical Greek and Roman aphorists such as

Martial and Catullus, and was later used from the Renaissance to the Eighteenth
Century by satirists such as Matîhew Prior and Alexander Pope. In her Epigrams,

Dionne Brand combines the traditional aspects of the epigram - irony. wit. satire,

and brevity - with contemporary political and social commentary to produœ
wnüng, as Edward Brathwaite suggests, that is 'doser to the nerve. to the bone.

to the clear wide integrated circuits of her meaningn(18).'
Brand's epigrams deconstnict the romantic ideal; in epigram 20. for

example, 'beauty" is neither an adjective to describe the beloved nor a

commentary on the expenence of love. instead it is. 'a hot meal / or a cold meal
or any meal at all" (26). Indeed. as she confides to the absent Emesto in epigram
31, beauty is what plagues women, rnakes them coquettish and hypocritical: it is

only the 'old and haggardnwho remain tnie to themselves (29). In a world

charged with political and social injustice, a world in which 'the night smells of
rotten mitn(33)16romantic love is an ernpty enterprise. Claudia ironically asks:
How do I know that this is love
and not leglimation of capitalist relations of production
in advanced patriarchy? (24)
In epigram 29 Claudia again parodies romantic love. recalling 'that red hot
arrow I in my ribs / that feeling of tuming to watef (28). and in epigram 15 she

plots the betrayals of her romantic life by the political events of the early
seventies: 'then there was Chile and Mylai. / al1 the Panthers were killed, I Angela

was sent to jailw(24). In contrast. Emesto Cardenal. the male lover to whom these
epigrams are addressed, is accused of neglecting the political for the persona1at

the same time that he is accused of patronizing the woman to whom he has just
declared his love:

so I'm the only thing you care about?
well what about the incursions into Angola,
what about the cia in Jamaica,
what about El Salvador,
what about the multi-national paramilitaries
in South Atica,
and what do you mean by 'thing' anyway? (26)
Even in the context of social action, the lover apparently still sees his beloved as
ornamental, trivial. an entertainment, as we may condude when Claudia replies in

the negative to a somewhat dubious request. 'no I can't tap dance I at the
International Women's Day rally" (35).
More serious for Claudia, however. appean to be the charge that love
poetry has been a masculine tradition that seeks to idealize the woman by
denying her speech. ln one of the few titied epigrams. 'An Hominis I the manly

arts.' Claudia rails against her entrapment in a subjecti-vitythat has not previously
allowed the woman to look, speak, wnte or love:
Since you've left me no descriptions
having used them al1 to describe me
or someone else I hardly recognize
I have no way of telling you
how long and wonderful your legs were;
since you've covetously hoarded all the words
such as 'slender' and 'sensuous' and 'like a
young gazelle.' (28)

When the love affair takes place in a patriarchal context. the woman is silenced,
the words taken out of her mouth, her body displaced by the compliments she no
longer recognizes sinœ her desire is merely a reflection of his. Claudia responds

by attempting to appropriate a masculine discourse of violence and

possessiveness. what she calls a 'Moodletüng of patemal epithets" (29). When
this tadc fails to saüsfy, she writes henelf out of the love affair and the poem.
conduding simply, 'I cannot vurite you this epigramB(29).

One of the most duplicitous daims of amorous discourse is its daim to
speechleçsness or unrepresentability, of k i n g unable to write what, in the

process of this denial, is offered as wri0ting.As a wornan, Claudia travels

'incognito;" hers is 'a case of mistaken identity" (36),and one of the ways Brand's
persona positions herself is precisely through this performance of duplicity. In
epigrams 9 and 18 she represents henelf in the third person. a deliberate
displacernent from her habituai fint person narrative position:

poorest Claudia,
to the bamo
to bare feet
to a boy's sweaty hand
to lipstick from america. (23)
The epigram may be read as a list of colonial imports unavailable to the 'poorest,"

fmm banks and 'the hilton hotel," to electncity shortages and 'the carnivorous
neon signs" (23).
The cornmodification of Claudia in this context is a significant effect of the

third person narrative position. Brand seems to be making the point that those

spoken or written by a dominant and colonking culture forgo their agency and are

in danger of falling prey to bourgeois dreams of ownership. In epigrarn 48, for
instance:

Claudia dreams birthday cakes
and mauve bougainvillea

Claudia dreams high heeled shoes
orchid bouquets. french perfUme
[ 1
and men civilized by white shirts. (36)
.-•

In this epigram the colour white 'civilizes," and Claudia is represented as
something of a prom queen. Not unexpectedly, the passivity of this image is
subverted in the final epigram where Claudia retums to the first person and

addresses her lover diredy with the 'tnithn of her love:

Cardenal, the truth is that
even though you are not a country
or my grandmother
or coconut ice cream
[ --- 1
1 love you for the same things. (37)
The materialist preoccupation with capitalist imports - such as American lipstick
and French perfume - that have infomed this narrative give way in t h e final
epigram to an entirely different k t , one dominated only by an individual taste for
'cuban music I or brazillian rnavies"(37),for people and places, favourite tastes

and beloved mernories.
It is significant that the only explicit dedaration of love that occun in these

love poerns does x, in the context of Claudia's list of idiosyncratic desires. It is
not that Claudia retums to sorne uncontaminated arena of non-pollical

involvernent in order to deciare her love at last, but that Brand makes clear that
even persona1choices are informed by a politics of desire that equates the
signifier of 'the lover" with the taste of coconut or the memory of a grandmother.

In Apocalypse and Other Poems, the histotical Emesto Cardenal, addressing a
fictional Claudia, writes:

They tdd me you were in love with another man
and then I went off to my m m
and Iwrote that article against the govemment
that landed me in jail.

In Brand's Epigrams. Claudia, refusing her fictionalized status and any
responsibility for Cardenal's romantic excesses, writes her own love story in the

context of revolution. cuban music. poliücal action. mauve bougainvillea.
resistance, love, and coconut ice cream.

I could retum to the fold by saying that it was an innocuous story not
meant to sheer the seamiessness, not meant to offend and not meant
to have fun. just so. by itseff.
(Bread 31)

In Epigrams. Brand refuses to pnvilege the love story of Ernesto Cardenal

and Claudia by assigning it a place separate frorn the social and political context.
In her later collection, No Language is ~ e u t r a lshe
, ~ continues to address the
problern of language and partisanship while writing a different love story. A story.

she maintains. that has been disallowed in patriarchal discoune:
this is you girl, this is the poern no woman
ever write for a woman because she 'fraid to touch
this river boiling like a woman in she sleep
that srnell of fresh thighs and warm sweat. (7)

In reçolving to write the lesbian love poems that have not yet been Wtten. Brand
de-familiarizes language, charging it with political and social force.

M i l e Claudia addressed the figure of the male poet-priest Emesto

Cardenal in Epigrerns, the narrator in No Language is Neutral directs some of her

poems to female revolutionaries, martyrs, and activists such as Phyllis Coard.
who is the subject of 'PhyUisn (1l),
Jacqueline Cref€of 'Jackie" (14). and the ex-

slave Mammy Prater in 'Blues Spiritual for Mammy Prater" (17). In these pieces.
particularly the last, Brand's poetry seems to be searching for a subject to

address, a way of replacing, with language, the spaœ left open by the absent
female body.8In her essay 'This Body for Itself" in Bread Out of Stone, Brand
theorizes this need to recover history via a feminist subjectivity, '1 think we catch

a glimpse, we apprehend a gesture. We remember despite the conditioning we
receive as women not to remember other women, or to be ashamed of that
memory or to think it immaturen(33).

In a long, untitled poem addressed to her fore-mother Liney, Brand's

narrator moums a life without autobiography:
As if your life could never hear
itself as still some yean, god, ages, have passed
without your autobiography now between my stories
and the tirne I have to remember and the passages
that I too take out of liking, between me and history
we have made a patch of it, a verse still missing you
at the subject, a chapter yellowed and moth eaten at
the end. (26)
The poem begins with the invocation, 'in between, Liney, in between" (26).and it

is in between that best describes the position of the Black female poet, slipped
like 'a cactus leaf between I pages" (26).

Her language defies neuhality for any number of reasons, beginning with
slavery, 'a backbone bending and I unbending without a word"(23),continuing
through dispossession and displacement, 'not a single / word drops from rny lips
for twenty years about living 1 herew(31). and ending with:
the walk each
night across the dark school yard, biting rny tongue
on new english, reading biology, stumbling over
unworded white faces. (32)

The displaced narrator of these paems is divided by a split tongue. an unequa1
allegiance between hnro cultural positions, where language 'seemed to split in
two. one branch fell silent, the other I argued hotly for going home" (31).

As the survivor of a history of slavery, political oppression, racial prejudice.

and sexual inequality, the narrator must take into account the women who have
preceded her and whose bodies she tries so poignantly to locate "in between" the

pages of history, geography. and, finally, poetry:
Liney, no one is interested in telling the
tmth. History will only hear you if you give birth to a
woman who smoothes starched linen in the wardrobe
drawer, trembles when she walks and who gives birth
to another woman who cries near a river and
vanishes and wbo gives birth to a woman who is a
poet, and, even then. (26)
Brand's narrator appropriates the language of biblical genealogy to account for
her own lineage as a love poet Yet, in the context of this painstaking accrual of
communal event and historical experience, in this account of the lives and loves
of the women who 'begat* her, and in her acknowiedgment of their stories along
with her own,A becornes increasingly diff~cultto 'heaf the namator's own love

story in the way most readen have been taught to read the love story - as
singular, unique, and indivisible.
Why does a revolutionary woman chaose to write love poetry? Or, what is

the relevance of love poetry to the revolutionafy enterprise? In No Language is
Neutra!, Brand's reply is that çometimes love itself is a revolutionary enterprise,
constituting as it does a radical politics that works against the exdusion of
feminine sexuality and lesbian erotics from the traditional arena of love poetry:
What I say in any language is told in faulfless
knowiedge of skin, in drunkenness and weeping,
totd as a woman without matches and tinder, not in
words and in words and in words Ieamed by heart,
told in secret and not in secret, and listen, does not
bum out or waste and is plenty and pitiless and loves. (34)
Like any practitioner of love, Brand is aware of the tendency for language to
foreclose upon the subject usually deemed most inscrutable. most
unrepresentable. 'and look, love, there are no poerns to this only I triangles,
scraps, prisons of purpled cloth' (39).

Precisely because this love has been histoncally and legally wnstnicted

as forbidden, there is a need to wnte it into history, into Merature, This I sudden

silence needs words instead of whispering' (39). Yet Brand is equally aware that
in pnvileging the experience of love as transcendent there is a danger of
negledng the social context from which love anses, that in foregrounding the
idea of the couple, the lovers could tum away from a commonity that may, in
faimess, demand simiiar allegianœ:
listen, just because I've spent these
few verses fingering this register of the heart,
clapping life, as a wornan on a noisy beach,

calling blood into veins dry as sand.
do not think that things escape me. (42)
What the narrator cannot escape is the landscape of injustice, violence.
and poverty that surrounds the lovers: the 'drawn skin of hunger." the unkindness
of strangers, 'the police bullet glistening / airough a black woman's spine in

Novembef (42). The similarity with Adrienne Rich's 'Twenty One Love Poems' is
unmistakabie. In this sequence. Rich explores the efforts of two women to love

and work together in a worid that is hostile both to women and to love.' In Rich's

poems the awareness of history and culture as what Alicia Ostriker calls
'chronicles of oppression" (Sfealingthe Language 176) drains the lovers of their
ability to love so that, in the end, 'two women together is a work f nothing in
civilization has made simple." There is a corresponding moment toward the end
of Brand's poem in the section entitled 'hard against the soul." The poem that

begins. "then it is this simple. I felt the ordinary romance of J women who love
women for the first tirnelnends with an image of the lover irnptinted against a

violent and chaotic city, the dream of ordinary romance abmptly foreclosed:
I suddenly sensed you
at the end of my room waiting. I saw your back arched
against this city we inhabit like guedlas, I brushed my
hand, conscious, against your soft belly, waking up. (46)

4.4 Waking Ue. Goina Back

You cannot meet yoursetf without being shaken. taken
apart.
(Bread 55)

in her essay 'lgnoring Poetry' pnnted in a recent issue of Open Letter
devoted to race. sexuality. and the body. M. Nourbese Philip writes about the
problem of wnting Cim the 'always alreadywdesignated position of exclusion:
HOWdoes one wrife poefry from the twin reaiities of being Black and
female in the last qoarter of the twentieth century? How does one
wtfte poetry fmm a place such as Canada, whose reality for poets
such as myself is, more o#en than not, sttuctumd by its absence?
How does one write fmm the perspective of one who has 'mastered'
a foreign language, yet has never had a mother fongue? (123
Philip's emphasis)

Like Philip's relationship to language, Brand's is infomed by her position as a
Bladc woman in Mich the medium that rnay be used to articulate a compromised
freedorn is precisely the medium that has historicaily been used to delimit that
freedorn: 'We are all nervous. the Black women nervous at what we w'll hear;
sorne part of us knows that in the moment of telling we will be betrayed as much

as we will be free"(Bread 15).
No Language is Neutra1 is divided into four distinct sections. The first.

'hard against the soul' consists of a single poem that introduces the figures of
retum and seif-confrontation into the narrative:
this is you girl. something never waning or forgetting
something hard against the sou1
this is where you make sense. (7)

The retum to Mting as a makeshïft home allows the reader to enter the poems

that follow d t h a sense of the constnictedness of words such as 'home." 'here,'
and 'retum.' Indeed, the saconci section is entitled 'Retum,' and mntains a

series of poerns in which the anxiety of location is poignantly foregrounded." 'So

the street is still therem(10). the narrator finds, but the women (Iike 'Phyllis" and

'Jackie") who have been imprisoned or killed in the interim, are only 'quite here"
(11). The narrator has retumed to a physical home place and reconstnicts. in

Mting, the contradictofy t e n s of her amivals and departures since then:
From here you can see Venezuela,
that is not Venezuela, girl, that is Pointe Galeote
nght around the aimer, is not away. (15)
The third title section 'no ianguage is neutral,' is either one long poem or a
sequenœ of untitled prose poems that slide easily between one another, giving
the effect of an unintemipted meditation on memory and its approximations,

'sorne damn rnernory half-eaten 1 and half hungry" (23).In Brand's poetry,
however, memory is not a privileged possession of the individual psyche but a
cultural community of freely circulating images. Mernories of slavery, history, and
language alternate, along with the mernory of a woman called Liney whom the
narrator only 'knowsn through the deeply partisan remembranœs of others. Liney
is the woman who can only be enaiuntered 'in a recollection" (24) and her

indeteminacy mimes the namator's sense of dispossession and homelessness:
In between, Liney, in between, as if your life could
never see itself, blooded and coarsened on this
island as mine, dnven over plaœs too hard to know
in their easy terror. (26)
Liney, who sees visions, flies 'skinless," and tums into a river fish (25). Liney is

as real as mernary allows her to be but she is also part of the Line - both textual
and historical - that links the narrator with her oscillating (because always on the
edge of leaving or retuming) and "steady trernbling' self (29).

In this sedion, the narratofs subjectivity, M a t she calls her 'wildemess

self' (29).is splintered and dispersed:
is shards, shards, shards,
shards of raw glass. a debris of people you pick your way
through retuming to your worse self. you the thin
mixture of just corne and don? exist. (29)
The nanator is unnamed, and the poerns in the third section have no titles,

perhaps because the women in this landscape are unentitled, without
entitlement. Brand makes it clear that retum is as effective and lytical an impetus
as departure. and the subjective position that is constituted between these two
extremes is vibrant with the energy of accumulated leavings ('leavingn implying
both flight away from, and impnnt upon. as in trace or remainder). In Bread Out of

Stone, Brand ends one ofher essays with words that recall the cumulative trace

of many and various leavings: 'A long time ago I think I fled this place because
flight is as strong as retum; the same, often. One is not the end of the other or

the beginning of the next, and often when we go back all we can think of is flight
... The doser we get to home the more we disappear" (65).

The final section, like the firçt section, is entitled 'hard against the soul"

and consists of a senes ofnumbered love poems. the first of which appears to be
placed at the beginning of the book. The opening poem. 'hard against the soul,"
is also the first in a sequenœ oflove poems, so the textual structure creates an

arc within which the poems of loss, flight, and retum are bracketed by and held
within the love poems. In this way the figures of loss, longing and abandonment

that are so much a part of arnorous discourse are stnicturally foregmunded in the

design and placement of the poems.
The subjed in these final numbered love poems is plural and profligate;

the woman refuses to position herself outside a discourse that has excluded her
(as wornan. as lesbian, as Caribbean, as lover). lnstead she disseminates her
sexual identity through a heterogeneity of discourses that results in surplus.
proliferation, exœss:
It was as if another life exploded in my
face. brightening, x, easily the brow of a wing
touching the surf. so easily I saw my own body. that
is, my eyes followed me to rnyself, toucbed myself
as a place, another life, tena. They Say this place
does not exist, then. rny tongue is rnythic. Iwas here
before. (51)

Like the discourses that fail to name her, the body of the woman in these last

poerns resists the singular case and multiplies in excess of the poern's ability to

situate her. Brand's long poem ends vwth a series of possible positions for women

- both as lover and beloved - that are not so much definitive as endlessly
possible. and in which position as a stationary category is itself rnockingly

4.5 Gettina Here From There

If I can take a second. Shaking the grave1 from rny shoes.
Poetry is here, just here.
(Bread 183)

In an early essay in Bread Out of Stone in which Brand explores the

inconsistencies of migrancy and retum ("I think that Iam always travelling bad<'
51). she laments the trajectory of the verbs that have been used to situate her,

"brought, amved, came. was canied. was there, herew(52), and concludes with a

wish to eliminate verbs frorn language:
The verb is such an intrusive part of speech, like travelling. suggesting
al1 the time invasion or intention not to leave things alone, so insistent
you want to have a sentence vvithout a verb, you want to banish a verb.

(53)
To some extent, the poerns in No Language is NeutraI repeat this longing for a
verb-less language since the narrator's concem seems to be not so much how to
get there fmm here, but where and what 'here' wuld mean in the context of
numberiess departutes.

The subject who is defined between two incomplete verbs, 'you the thin I
mixture of just corne and don't exist" (29). survives only within a piecemeal past.

'some damn memory half-eaten I and half hungv (23). That the namator clearly
feels enomous anxiety about where 'here" is, is evident in her highly ambiguous

descriptions of place in which what is asserted is immediately erased: 'Here was
beauty I and here was nowhere" (22). In the narrator's childhood mernory of the
beach at Guaya, two rivers cross the sand. rivers whose swift undertow prevents

'little girlswfrom crossing 'except on the tied 1 up dress hips of big womenw(22). In
this rnemory Yhe taste of leavingmis already on her tongue for she knows that

even king bom is temporary, is neither here nor there - that birth itself fails to
situate the subject in a landscape made legible by desire:
I leamed to read this fmm a

woman whose hand trembled at the past, then even
king bom to her was temporary, wet and thrown half
dresçed among the dozens of brown legs M i n g to
nin. It was as if a signal burning like a fer de lance's
sting tumed my eyes against the water even as love
for this nigger k a c h became resolute. (22)
Later (later both in ternis of memory and in the chronology of the poems),

on another beach, the nanator apologizes to her lover for once again having left
without a trace:
look, I know you went searching on the beach
for my body last night and maybe you will find it
there, one day, but l'II tell you now. it will be on this
beach, or a beach such as this. (45)

The beach as the makeshift signifier of home is also the physical site of loss and
desire. of the place once crossed upon the mother's hips now no longer

traversible except through memory and language. ln Bread Out of Stone, Brand
defines home as, 'the first place you look for even if you are running from it, you
are neveftheless afways mnning toward Ït. not the same spot but a spot you're
sure that you'll know' (67).

Frequently in these poems, Brand's narrator invokes the beach as the
infinite vanishing point towards and away from which she is cornpelled to fun. The
beach is a boundary from which the figures of departure and retum are perfomed

repeatedly:
Pilate was that river 1 never crossed as a child. A
woman, my mother, was weeping on its banks.
...
and this gushing river had already swallowed most of
her, the litüe girls drowned on its indifferent bank
..Pilate was
that river I ran from leaving that wornan. my mother.

standing over its brutal green meaning. (27)

The prevalence of adjectives such as 'thisn and 'that,' as in 'that womannor 'this
gushing river,' seem to coerce the physical worfd into partisanship. a fitting
relation since, as the title insists, 'no language is neutral,' the implication being
that neither language nor landscape is impartial, noncommittal, or unbiased.
Yet the contiguity of woman with landscape goes beyond the narrator's
sense of spurious ownership. There is a frequent confiation of the female body
with river, beacb and tree-line that seems odd in a poetry that consciously resists

such patriarchal assumptions of gender stereotyping. The first poem in the book,
for example, begins:
this is you girl, this cut of road up
Manchicheuse, this every turn a piece
of blue and earth carrying on. beating, rock and
ocean. (6)
Every subsequent stanza

- there are six - begins with the phrase 'this is you

girl" and the cornparisons that follow are highly lyrical and fairly conventional,
from, 'this sea breeze shaped forest of sand and lanky palmn(6) to, 'this river

boiling like a wornan in she sleep / that smell of fresh thighs and wann sweat" (7).

In the poem entitled 'retumn the sea is describeci as 'swelling like a big belly

woman" (15). and in an untitled poem. almond leaves on the beach are pictured
'fat I as wornenn(22).
The lyn'cal yet apparently unquestioned cornparison of the wornan's body
with a feminized construction of nature is, I would argue, less a case of romantic
stereotyping than a rneasure of the narrator's homelessness in landscape as in

language. Disheartened, dispossessed, the narrator of 'hard against the souln
looks for the one she calls "you girl" just as. in later poems she will look in vain for

'Phyllis," 'Jackie," and 'Mammy Prater.' Addressed as it is to a second perron
'you," the subject of 'hard against the soul' seems to slip uneasily between the

first and third person pronouns so that while we may suspect that the namator is
addressing henelf as other (as child, as memory) we can never be entirely sure.

- of locating the subject in a landscape, no less
than of repossessing a subjectivity 'in shardsw- continues to be a concem
The problern of location

throughout the book. It is as if, having once left the first home, the narrator can
find no other but only places 'like home" (30).Locatives such as 'here" and
'there" resonate throughout these poems, as do connectives such as 'thatn and
'this." These words appear to take possession of the world through the pnor
daims of ownerçhip that it is clear the disenfranchised narrator does not feel. In

the relatively short poem 'retum Ilnfor instance, the word 'still"
anxiously tries to keep the wodd in place

- a word that

- is repeated fourteen times between

the opening sentence, in which the word stands in the place of the subject who
has lefi. 'so the street is still there, still melting with sun" (10). and the final lines
in which landscape contracts inwards to refiect the faces of women and the
interiority of history:
so the road, that stretch of sand and
pitch stmggling up, glimpses sea, village, earth
bare-fmted hot, women womied, still the faces,
masked in sweat and sweetness, still the eyes
watery, ancient, still the hard, distinct, brittle smell of
slavery. (10 )

But. as we leam in 'retum II,"nght around the corner, 'is not away" (15) and
leaving is 'only ninning away frorn something that breaks the I heart open and

nowhere to Iive' (28).
Of course the narratots anxiety of dishocation is never entirely satisfied by

the words she uses to place herself temporally and spatially. In 'Phyllis,' the
phrase 'quite heren(1 1) is used hstead of the more habitua1and direct 'here.'
and the final poem in the third section begins 'in another place, not here" (34)."
In 1B1Iw
the poem begins 'but here,' and goes on to recall the past
is examining artifacts in a museum

- the namtor

- in order to anive at a lived and contradictory

present when she sees, ' the woman sitting at I the door black and histonc saying
to herself this is 1 only white history' (44). Like the woman who enters the

museum and believes, mistakenly, that 'at this spot, all I see is the past* (44).
Brand's narrator crosses kaches, cities, seas. by foot, in subways, and on
airplanes, to get to the "herenthat is itself traversed by al1 three tenses at any one

moment.

4.6 lnto Line

-

There is a airiously 'civilizing" diswutse in al1 this pulling the
Black fernale body into line. Perhaps the great big mother appears in
al1 our texts, bursting the seams and out of control in order to remind us.
(Bread 48-49)

The narrator's anxiety of location, represented by her increasing physical
displacement. is intensified by a temporal disconnection which makes access to
the past piecerneal at k t :

When Liney mach here is up to the tirne I hear about.
Why l always have to go back to that old woman who
wasn't even ftom here but from another barramon, I
never undentand but deepiy as if something that
have no end. (24)
The nostalgia she feels for her foreniother Liney - who has left her a Iife 'like a

brown stone to see' (24)

- is indissoluble and heavy, but it is this that precipitates

the love poetry of the final section, as a narrative that 'burçts the seams"of what

Brand has called the 'civiliting discoune,' pulling the Black female body finally

and splendidly out of line.
The 'voice" the narrator hearç in her ear, Liney's voice, is repeated in the

numbered love poems of the fourth section. rnost notably in 'IV":
you can hardly hear rny v o i e now, woman,
but I heard you in my ear for many years to corne
the pink tongue of a great shell mumuring and
yawning, muttering tea, wood, bread, she, blue,
stroking these simple names of habit. (38)
Here the voice of the fore-mother is both erotic and comforting, filtering down to

the nanator through the countless years when language had been repressed and
the body disallowed.

In her essay 'This Body for ltselr (Bread 25-49), Brand speaks of a sirnilar

expenenœ M i l e attending the First Caribbean Women Writen Conference. I
quote this extract in full because it repeats the m u e n t trope, in Brand's poetry,

of the "voiœ in the ear,"a voiœ spoken by a woman and heard by a woman, a

voiœ that awakens the speaker to a new awareness of what is missing in

language and landscape:"
For several days I listen and listen, and then it is my tum and then
it cornes to me and then I know what I have not heard, what has not
been said. Then I know what the eyes have not read passing over
that earth and river and swamp and dust, more accurately, what the
eyes demur, what is rnissing: the semal body. (8read 27)
Brand explicitly names this missing body as 'the lesbian body confessing al1 the
desire and fascination for itse# (&ad

46). In so doing she overturns the last

bastion of power in a heterosexual, patriarchal worid - the male-defined,
ferninized sexual body.'3
The love poems in the final section of No Langoage is Neutra1 provide an

alternative to the absence of this 'missing" body. As such, the love story is doubly
inscribed as unspeakable, first because it is a love narrative, and second
because there are no poems for this love, "only I triangles, scraps, prisons of

purpled cloth" (39). In the context of 'this love," the 'map to wming home," a
reference to the homecoming that has traditionaily represented the heterosexual

love nanative, is merely another obstacle in the 'tough geography I of trenches,
quarrels, placards, barricadesw(40).
In consequence, the namtor of these love poems refuses to take up the

position of spectatorship vis-d-vis the fernale body. As a female, as a lover, she is
implicated in the poems she nanates, so that there is little or no distinction made

between subjed and objed, context and content, and finally, between body and
gaze. In this way Brand's narrator fractures her own and the reader's constructed
unity by refusing to take up a position based on preposition: of I against I in I

beyond the text. lnstead she refuses al1 such significations so that the writing

subjed is collapsed within the body of the text. The narrator makes clear that

there is no "outside"to this language, the 'insidewis always the fold of a presupposed outside and writing is constructed as a process of enfolding. Since
there is no position possible for the writing subject to take that is beyond
discourse, the binary as structural device is replacecf in these poerns by what I
cal1 the fold.

4.7 The Fold

The lesbian double entendre has just dawned on some.
(Bmad 30)

1 have borrowed the idea of the 'fold' from Demda's use of the image of

the pli, most notably in The Post Cam: from the Latin root plicate from which we
get the verb compliquer, to cornplimte or to fold together. In Derrida's text pli

implies both the folded paper containing a message (an envelope) and the
message itself. Another writer who uses this structure to idiosyncratic ends is
Gilles Deleuze. In The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque, Deleuze reads 'the
Baroquenthrough the figure of the fold as a history of art. science, lyric,
philosophy and, more interestingly, as a mathematics of pleat and surface,
drapery, fabric, architecture, costume, and the demal surfaces of the body. In his

foreword, Tom Conley indudes the following in the category of things folded:
architecture that bends upper and lower levels together mile floating

in the cosmos; novels that invaginate their nanatives or develop infinite
possibilities of setial fom; philosophies that resolve Cartesian distinctions
of mind and body through physical means grasped as foldings; styles and
iconographies of painting that [...] lead the eye to confuse different orders
of spaœ and surface. (xi-Mi)
I quote this extract at some length bemuse it gives a sense of the play and by-

play that this folded figure conceals, as well as some of the disciplines to which it
may be applied. In his radical enterprise of plier. deplier. replier.'* Deleuze offers

a possible means of broaching the erotics of lesbian politics via Brand's poetics of
passion and re~istance.'~
'To dream about a woman, even an old woman, is dangerous," declares

Brand in her opening essay in Bread Ouf of Stone. She continues:
ta dream about a Black woman, even an old Black woman, is dangerous
even in a Black dream. an old dream, a Black woman's dream, even in a
dream where you are the dreamer. Even in a Black dream, where 1, too,
am a dreamer, a lesbian is suspect; a woman is suspect even to other
women, especially if she dreams of women. (14)

Brand's construction of the dreamer, the dream, and its conçequences, provides
a model of the reading act and a contemporary example of le pli, or the fold as

structural device. The images that proliferate in these love poems are of the
passionate body folded in upon itself, upon the body of the other, the lover, and

are at once excessive and inadequate: 'lt is not sufficient here to mark the skin's
water or fold / the back soft, the neck secret. the lips purpledw(41). The

insufficiency of what the lover has elsewhere called 'the refiexes of your I fieshn
(37) is redressed by the final line in which the body of the beloved is resurrected

as plenitude, 'her boundlesç black self rising, I honeyingn(41).

Elsewhere in Brand, the fold is prefigured both visually and conœptually as
anatomy. as hands arrested in the scene of the gesture (37),of a wornan's
tongue 'so like a culture' (36),as well as all the spatial configurations of the
desiring body: 'I want to wrap myself around you here in this finew(36). lndeed the
geometric iconography of the fold is apparent both in the ecstatic private body.
'breasts to breast mute prose we arc a leaping"(40). and in the public posture of
rebeliion, '1 saw your back arched I against this city we inhabit like guedlas"(46).
The collapse of the body positioned in tenns of insideloutside metaphors
vis-&vis the text results in what I have earlier called an anxiety of Iccation. a
subjedvity constructed at the intersdion of the hidden and the revealed. Poems

VI through IX begin with locutionary words and phrases that appear to situate the
subject: "listen" (42), 'stili 1 must Say something heren(43), 'but. here, at this spot"
(44), and finally:

look, I know you went searching on the beach
for my body last night and maybe you will find it
there, one day. (45)

Yet the body that seems. at first, to be placed, brought into the arena of
confession. is in effed merely replaced by these words. In k i n g constrained to

lead a discursive existence, in k i n g obliged to be translated into words. the
body, in the end, eludes the reader. The woman who finally finds her lover on the

beach is eroded by the geninds that metonymically displace her as subject:
it will be like how we walked
from Marazul to Boca Ciega climbing over the sand
covering the road and afier I spend three days

showing you mimosa running and you finally see 1 (45)
The fold as discursive strategy also fundions acoustically in Brand's text:

you can hardly hear my voice now.woman,
but I heard you in rny ear for many years to corne
the pink tongue of a great shell mumuring. (38)
The image of the ear as it is compared tu the rim of a shell is a further instance of
the furrow that is both history and body in this text, in much the same way that the

wornen of Pointe Galeote whisper in their children's ean, 'away! far from here!"
(1 5). Brand's writing constnicts the fernale body as a site of performance.

wfiether of the gaze or of the voice, the body constnicted by language, the writing
body as contaminated by her position in language, since there is no outside of

power, no pure place outside the desire of the text. What Oemda has cailed the
'supplementnof the text can be neither read nor erased (Writng and Difrerence
278). This excess or overflow, the residue of the text, the jouissance of the

writing act, mnnot be finally named or represented. Only in ouf forgetting to name

it, in our repression of the text. in our reading of the silences of the confessional,
may we seek the effaced, dispefsed, supplernentary body in the places where
meaning fails.
One of the places where, it seems, meaning 'fails" in these poems, is in
the figure of the old woman. When Brand asserts that "to dream about a wornan.

even an old woman. is dangerousu(Bmad 14). she is not merely introducing a
rhetorical device. The image of the old woman is resonant in No Language is

Neutral. particularly in the love poems where she is intmduced, initially. as an
archetypal mother-lover?

1 had it in mind that I
would be an old woman with you. But perhaps I
ahtvays had Z in mind simply to be an old wornan,
darkening, somewhere with another old wornan. (46)
Later in the poern, the old woman is recognized as an image of self. an image at

once separate and self-referential:
I saw this woman once in another poem. sitting.
throwing water over her head on the rind of a country

beach as she tumed toward her century. Seeing her
no part of me was cornfortaMe with itself. I envied her.
so ofd and set aside, a certain habit washed from her
eyes. 1 must have recognized her. (47)
The effect of the self-referential gaze is problematized by the subject's

refusal to participate in her own confinement in language, while simultaneously
acknowledging the irnpossibility of knowÏng the body other than textually:

Old woman, that was the fragment that I caught in
your eye, that was the look I fell in love with, the piece
of you that you kept, the piece of you lefi. (50)
The woman in this frame is continuous with the woman outside it, both gaze and

are gazed upon, their glance an exchange of mirrors: 'l have become rnyself. A
wornan who looks/ at a woman and says, here, I have found you,/ in thisw(51).17

Or, to put it another way, the eye that looks and the eye that is seen, are
identical:
lnstead you sat and I
saw your look and punued one eye until it carne to
the end of itseif and then I saw the other,
the blazing fragment. (50)

Because of this blumng of distinctions between the body of the viewer and the
specular body, there is a similar amfiation of lover with beloveci. Predictably, the
metaphor that functions to disengage them. is that of the tear:
You npped the world open for me
S..

I know since that an old woman, darkening,
cuts herself away Iimb from limb, sucks herself white.
ninning, skin tom and raw like a bal1of bright light.
flying into old woman. I only know now that my
longing for this old woman was longing to leave the
prisoned gaze of men. (48)

The 'old womanwwho is initially figured as refuge. 'and she was a place to go,

believe me. 1 against gales of masculinity" (47), is recognized finally as another
'missing body," a fold of meaning upon the textual surface. hiding, 'something
missing like a wing, çome 1 fragment of your real self (49).
In this final love poem Brand distinguishes clearly between a lesbian

erotics stereotypically constnicted as narcissisrn, between those who 'caress
their sex in mirrors" (51). and pleasures given and reœived. moving like grace
upon the waters, 'the brow of a wing / touching the surf" (51). In this last image,

the subject who has for so long been missing, the absent, evasive, erased
subject of many locutions, is finally recognized for who she is, as self folded

wïthin self. as improvisatory body in a place called 'heren:
so easily I saw my own body, that
is, my eyes followed me to myself. toudied myself
as a place. another life, terra. They say this place
does not exist, then, my tongue is mythic. I was here
kfore. (51)18

The eye is a curious thing: it is not passive. not merely a piece of
physiofogy, practical and utilitarian; it is not just a hunk of living
matter, grÏstle, tendon, blood. R sees.

(Bread 169)

In her essay 'Eye to Eye: Black Women, Hatred and Anger," Audre Lorde
rnakes explicit the connections for women of colour between self-hatred, anger
and vision: 'We cannot continue to evade each other on the deepest levels

because we fear each other's anges, nor continue to believe that respect means
never looking directly nor with openness into another Black wornan's eyes" (153).
Lorde's point is that in intemalizing the hatred of a racist society, the Black

woman cannot meet the needs of her sisten, let alone their gaze: 'Why don? we
meet each other's eyes? Do we expect betrayal in each other's gaze. or

recognition?" (155). Yet the gaze that Lorde defines as a rnarker of selfrecognition or recognition of the Other is neither innocent nor unselective.

Brand's essay, 'Seeing," asserts that the eye 'has citizenship and
posçessions," the eye has experience, knowfedge, fancies, purpose and skills,
and has 'cut out territories ' (Bread 169) from a worfd of increasingly repressive
specularities. In the opening poern of 'no language is neutrat," the narrator
isolates history as the discipline that has 'taught rny eyes to 1 look for escapen

(22),and it is not surprising when a little later she undergoes in symbolic fom the

traditional punishment of those who have seen too much - her eyes are bumt out
against the 'fer de lance's / sting' (22).

Frantz Fanon in Black Skin. White Masks eloquently wrïtes of the

destructive potential of the gaze when it is leveled at an uncivilued, because
unrecognizeâ, Other: 'the glances of the Other fixed me there, in the sense in
which a chernical sdution is fixed by a dye [...] This 'look.' h m - so to speak the place of the Other. fixes us, not only in its violence. hostility and aggression.

but in the ambivalence of its desire' (1 12).
Later in the century, in an essay on 'The Opposlional Gaze" and Black

female spectators, theorist bel1 hooks speculates about the ''traumatic relationship

to the gaze"that has informed Black spectatorship (1 15). For hooks, the
"oppositionalgaze* is a site of resistance, the place from which the repressed
gaze of the disenfranchised can be unleashed, the critical space from which
reality itself can be restnictured. In attempting to answer the question '1s there a
Black female gaze?" first posed by Jacqui Roach and Petal Felix in their essay
wryly entitled 'Black Looks" (1989), hooks suggests that it is the practice of
'looking and looking back,' that allows Black women to constnict themselves not

outside but within representation (13I).l9
Yet the oppositional gaze cannot be perceived in isolation from what has

constructed it, the dual and apparently contradidory position of invisibility and
'exoticisrnwto which the Black woman is reiegated and by which she is
recognized in the specular field of the white viewer. In an essay on race and
identity in The Location of Culture, Homi K. Bhabha asks: 'What is the secret of

invisibleness that enables the woman migrant to look without being seen?' (47).

What he refers to as the 'elision of the eye' results in the viewer's inability to look
without seeing and thereby imposing an inscription of 'the sign of resemblance"
(49) upon the subject viewed. In this transaction. the Black woman

simultaneously sees without being seen,yet is seen to be dispossessed of the

ability to retum the glane, to look back. For Bhabha, this position destabilizes
cultural difference insofar as it can be measured by and maintained in a visible
abject. an image: 'The image is at once a metaphoric substitution, an illusion of

presenœ, and by that same token a rnetonym. a sign of its absence and loss'
(51). If this is true of the image. how much more so is it true of that simulacnim.

that image of the image. the photograph?
In Brand's poem 'Blues Spiritual for Mammy Prater." the photograph is the
signifier of the absent body of Mammy Prater. the archetypai 'old woman' of

Brand's narrative - an ex-slave, the notes tell us. who was 115 yean old when

she posed for this photograph:
she waited for her century to tum
she waited until she was one hundred and fifteen
yean old to take a photograph
to take a photograph and to put those eyes in it. (17)

Mammy Prater has waited, 'not always silently. not atways patiently, I for this self
Prtmit' (18). yet she has perfected the passive position. the posture of waiting:
she knew that if she had the patience.
to avoid killing a white man
bat 1 would see this photograph
she waited until it suited her
to take mis photograph and to put those eyes in it. (17)

The 'portrait' is doubly inscribed, once as photograph and once as writing,
and the image by which we receive Mammy Prater is both serendipitous and
carefully plotted. The narratot confides that she has corne to the image through
idly Yuming the leaves of a book / noticing, her eyes" (19). in much the same way

that we - as second readers - may confront her gaze as we tum the pages of

this present book. Diana Brydon calls this moment a 'selfconscious re-enactment
of the scene of readingn(81). a meeting of the glanœ that seems deliberate,
intended: 'she knew that it would be me who would find / her will, her meticulous
account, her eyes" (19). More than this, Mammy Prater has apparently waited out
her century precisely in order to best showcase the depth and durability of her
'black look,' waiting:

until the science of photography passed tin and
talbotype for a surface sensitive enough
to hold her eyes. (19)
What is the fundion of this profound, overdetennined, oppositional gaze

and to whom is it addressed? Mammy Prater gazes at the viewerlreader from the
fold of history and biology, from the binary of object and subject, from "in

between" the pages and beyond the 'blood-stained blind of race and ses (27).
Like the lover in 'III" she is a woman 'whose eyes came fresh' and whose hands

'will not arrest / in the rniddle of gazingn(37).In the opening poem the namtor,
addressing both herçelf and the other, exhorts 'this is you girl, even though you
never see iT" (6),and Mammy Prater with her steadfast eyes addresses this and

every other sideways glance, deflected gaze, and blank stare in the narrative. Her
eyes address the daughter of Liney who admits, 'sidelong looks are rny specialtyn

(26),and 'every eye looking out of its black face" (15) on Pointe Galeote and

beyond, losing their sight in 'night's black pausen(40). Like the Claudia who
writes back to Ernesto Cardenal in the Epigrams, Brand has wnstructed, in the
figure of Mammy Prater, a woman who forgoes the backward glance of history for
the simple pleasure of looking back in the present tense.

Yet despite the wide variety of questions that the photograph of Mammy
Prater seems to address and the many possible spectators and readers who.
because of the structure of this narrative becorne the O

~ J ~ of
C ~
her
S gaze.

the

poem is quite specific as to who is literally intended as the receiver of 'those
eyes." It is the narrator who has been waiting, like Mammy Prater it may be
inferred, 'not always silently, not always patiently," for the return of a glance that

until this moment has remained unanswered. In this poem a black woman looks
at a black woman. In the absence of the male gaze or normative assumptions of
'whiteness" the transaction remains outside the frame of patriarchal referenceZ0
In the essay 'Seeing." in Bread Out of Stone. Brand, who is also a film
maker,*'writes about an argument she had with the camera man while filming a
woman reading a love poem. I quote the extract in full despite its length because
of how vividly it reveals the eye's agenda:
In the shot Leleti is reading a poem to a woman out of the frame. She is
angled off-camera left. You mnnot see Leleti's eyes. but the woman the
love poem is sent to cm. I angle the shot this way and try to angle most of
the film to indude the possessing eyes, eyes which are beyond the eye
that usually possesses. In this poem there are so many possessions
beyond this one, so the body diredly facing the camera would be
capitulation to the eye that always possesses.The head of camera relays
the message that he does not feel that the woman reading the lesbian
poern is reading to him. No kidding, I relay to him. This is the eye that
always looks and needs to be looked at. (171)

Through this anecdote Brand demonstrates the effect of the encroaching.
colonizing, assuming male eye. the eye that takes itself as sole referent. the eye
that 'looks and needs to be looked at.' In many ways the image of a woman
reading love poems is a kind of miseen-abyme for Brand's enterprise (not to Say
my own) and what she has to say about 'the eye that always possesses" has

direct relevance to her arrangement of the frarne in 'Blues Spiritual for Mammy
Prater."
In another poem about an 'old wornan," included in 'no language is

neutrat,"Brand returns to her preoccupation with women and landscape but in
this puem the glance of the woman and the intensity of her gaze is so powerful

that it reverses the usual subjectlobject binary in that the landscape grows eyes.
focuses itself, looks back:
This time Liney done see vision in this green guava
season, fly skinless and tum into river fish, dream
sheself, praise god ... (25)

In this fantasy of her fore-mother, the narrator chooses to position Liney, Iike the
woman to whom Leleti is reading, 'angled off-camera left." She is the beloved

wtiose presenœ transfomis the natural world and whose glance angles the
physical landscape. In her visionary flight she redeerns the fold of history by
transforming the backward glance

- the glance traditionally accorded to

dowagers and bestowed upon monuments - into a trope of exchange and retum.
a looking back.

'ln Rive= Have Sources, T m s Have Roots. Brand d e s the word Black with a capital
'8' not merely to describa Black people's status, but to accentuate thair cultural hentage
and to ernphasire a cornmon hentage, "a cultural and personal idenüty proudly daimed
by Bleck peoplen(iii).Since whites in this -ety
do not daim their wlour as a distinctive
heritage I have chosen to indicate the word with a lower case %," as White.''
In her essay 'This Body for ItseK: induded in Bmad Out of Stone. Brand mocks the
tradiional d ~ s i o n
between wnting and revoluüon, aligning hersetf with miliant feminibts
for whom the personal is poliücal:
It is pmbably not even necessary to say 'poetry and poliocs' as if those words
are disünd, but I've becorne so used to explaining and explaining their
dependency on each dher to Canadian reviewers and audiences. (25)
80th Winfer Epïgrams and Epigrams to Emesto Cardenal in Defense of Claudia were
pubhshed in one volume by Wiliams-Wallace in 1983. It is the latter poem cycle that I
discuss here, which I have abbreviated as Epigrams.
4
In epigrarn 27, Claudia again rnockingly takes up this passive position by parodying the
language and fonn of a letter to an adviœ columnist. and in so doing deconstruds the
bourgeois ideal of monogamy:
Dear Ernesto,
I have terrible problems cunvinang
people that these are love poems.
Apparently I am not allowed to love
more than a single perçon at a tirne.
Can I not love anyone but you?
signed,
'Desperate.' (27)
5
Like Martial. one of the earliest epigrammists, Brand uses the epigrarn to point out
social injustices and hypocrisies, as these examples testify:
You drink the best, y& serve us third rate wine,
I'd ralher snifF your cup than swill from mine.
Martial, The Epigmms.

so we spent hours and hours
leaming Manc.
so we picketted embassies and stood
at rallies,
sa it's k e n 13 years agitating
for the liberation of Africa,
so they süllthink l should be in charge
of the refreshments.
Brand, Epigmms.
6
Brand's phrase recalls Marcdlus's observation that, 'Something is rotten in the state of
Denmark" (Hamlet iv 90). In Shakespeare's play, as in Brand's epigram. the word
'rotten' is the marker of political double-dealing and social hypocricy.
The We 'No Language is NeutraP is a quote from Derek Walcott's Midsummer Ut. As
in Epigmms, Brand takes impetus from her resistanœ to and admiration for, another
male poet. As Susan Gingell points out in her essay 'Retuming to Corne Forward:
Dionne Brand Confronts Derek Wakotr the debt ta a literary mentor is always cornplex.

'

--

-
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Awrding to the notes in italics at the beginning and end of these three poems, Phyîlis
Coard was imprhned at Richmond Hill Prison in Grenada for her mie in a coup,
Jacqueline Creff was küled in 1983 during a coup in Grenada, and Mammy Prater is
represented only by the photograph the namator has of her when she was 115 years O@.
There is another p m by Adrienne Rich that Iwauld like to qude in this context.
'Frame.' which, like the aTwentyOne Love Poems' can be found in The Fact of a
Doorframe, Poems Sdected and New, 1950-1984, is the nanative of a young Biack
female mident's violent arrest by police observed from 'outside the framewby the
narratoc
what I am felling you
is told by a white woman wtro they will say
was never the=. !say I am the# ( R i ' s ernphasis).
Rich's conduding statement of nonlinvdvernent and her namator's highly ambivalent
position vis+-vis the a d she witnesses. is resonant for me because of my own
necessa~lycompromised perspective (as a white woman) on Brand's poetics of
resistanœ and love.
'O Brand's most recent coltection. Land To Light On (1997). extends and develops this
concern with place and displacement. In one of the opening poems in this colledion,
Brand takes as her context a northem country in which. once again, bnguage freezes at
the mot:
Where is this. Your tongue, gone cold, gane
heavy in this winter IigM. (14)
'l This last phrase seems to have been the harbinger of another study of place and
displacement, Brand's first novel published in 1996 is entitied In another place, mot hem
(Toronto. Knopf Canada).
l2
At the same time I am aware of the intentionaifallacy implicit in the assumption that a
writer's theoreticai essays provide a key to that writer's fdonal or poetic writing. In the
case of Dionne Brand however. I feel more justified in reading her essays alongside her
poetry since she has been vocal in questioning the boundary between the penonal and
the political. the "theoretid" and the creative. However. my reading strategy is
determinedly parallel rather than convergent. In reading B ~ a Out
d of Stone in tandem
with the poems from No Language is Neutra1 I do not mean to imply that the former can
'unlock* the meaning of the latter. but only that both explore narratives of love as part of
a strategy to reveal and quesüon the social structure.
'' In a later essay, "Water more than Flour," Brand. quoting Barbara Smith. makes this
point explicitly: 'Heterosenial pnvihge is usually the only privilege that Black women
have. None of us have radal or sexual privkge, almost none of us have dass privilege;
maintaining 'straightness' is ouf last resoK (Bread 130). Yet predictably, it is a posiaon
that holds no temptation for Brand, 'I am a wornan, Black and lesbian,' she dedares in
her opening essay, continuing. We evidence of this is inescapable and interesühg*
(Bread 20).
l4In other words, the business of "fokiing. unfolding, refolding" (137) which is the final
dause with which Deleuze ends his treatise.
'SAlthoughI have explicated "theBaroque' through the works of two male theonsts. the
category also lends itself to a fernina rethinking of this aesthetic of incongniity. impurity,
metamorphosis, and passion. A recent cal1 for Papen from the feminist journal Tessera
takes up this question of women's relationship to the Baroque. Forthcarning, Tessera 24
(1998).

''

In representing an 'old woman' ni the context of a love poem where she is at onœ
object of desire and harbinger of the Mure. Brand radically transforms the idea of love
as a privaeged territory of the Young. This eroticization of age is similar to what Dorothy
Livesay perfonns in The Unquia Bed,' a sequenœ of poems in The Self Completing
Tee, which Iwill discuss in the next chapter.
In his seminar 'God and the Jouissance of The Woman. A Love Letter,' Jacques
Lacan reads Yhe woman,' Bernini's St. Teresa of Avita, as a female orgasm constituted
by the male gaze. The text is in this sense a scene. a theatre that embodies the
spectade of desire. Here the male viewer is in possession of the signfying organ, not
the phallus but the eye, the scopic field. As for the woman, she does not have it. Seeing,
the metaphor of the male gaze, is in this sense nothing but an acknowledgernent of the
position that she has nothing to see.
In a rhetoric that is arrogant. rnanipulative, by tums sedudive and pejoative, Lacan. in
the assumed position of the subject who is supposed tu know, teIls the woman what she
knows: that she doesn't know 1 corne / speak 1 see. The female, played by puissance,
the woman who is supplernentaryto the phallic funtion. cornes without knowing it; like
the mysücs, her testimony is a double scanda(. Lacan, in the position of Bernini's
patrons, watches the female mystic while perfoming his own anxiety with regard fa the
jwisance of the woman.
Iemphasue Lacan's positioning of the rnale gaze in this seminar as a wntrast to
Brand's female namator in the final poems of this sequence.
In B m d Out of Stone, Brand wams that such self-recognition is not without
wnsequence in the context of successive departures and returns: *We leam that you
cannd corne upon yoursetf so suddenly, so roughly, so matter of factly. You cannot
simply go to a place, to visit frÏends, to pick mangoes on your way to the beach and
count on that being all. You cannot meet yourseff wittiout being shaken, taken apartn
(54-55).
lg Another wryly ironic We, AI1 the Women Are White, Ali the Blacks Are Men, But Some
of Us AR Brave (eds.Hull, Scott, Smith) addresses the double marginality of Black
women and texts by Black wornen writers.
20 At the same tirne it must be acknowledged that women habihiaüy look at women via
the rnale gaze and that, according to Lorde's idea of intemalizaüon, the subject cannot
neœssarily escape the racist gaze simply because the viewer is Black. The women's
exchange of ghnœs in 'Blues Spiritual for Mammy Pratef' is. however, unmediated by
the male viewer, in wntrast to an exchange between Ben and the grandaughter of Liney
in which the relationship is explicitly mediateci through resemblance, and the memory of
one woman is dependant literally on the eyes of her son:
So is there I meet
she in a recdiecüon through Ben, son, now ninety.
ex-saga boy and image. perhaps eyes of my marna.
Liney daughter. I beg him to r e d l something of my
marna. something of his marna. The ninety year old
water of his eyes swell like the river he remamber. (24)
21 Brand works as a director and mer of docurnentary film. She has worked on Older,
Sfmnger, Wser, about older Bk& women in Canada. and Sistem in Me Sbuggle, a
docurnentary about contemporary Black women adMsts in Canada. Long 'ITmeCornin'
looks at the art and pohücs of Faith Nolan and Graœ Channer, and she has recently
cmmpleted a film made together with Adrienne Rich.
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To speak of love is itself a jouissance, says Lacan (Feminine Sexuaiity
142). and the love letter addresses this absence of the absent body. Insofar as

wnting prolongs desire, al1 wnting then is the writing of a love letter. For what is
awaited is that plenitude, signaled by Lacan as jubilance. What is awaited is the
festival of the other's presenœ. In order to make the other speak. in order that is,
to make absence s i g n a the lover creates meaning out of absence. The

presenœ of the beloved within the text is inscribecf then as decoy, as the desire
of the M t e r who fantasizes, by way of language, the plenitude of the Other.

In the following two chapters I propose to read three sets of 'love letters,"
each written at the dose of a romance and each offering up a different mode1 of
cornpletion. The poern sequences are not strictly constnicted as love letters and I
use the terrn loosely to designate their trace element, that being the form of
vvriting they approximate, in which the beloved's absence is rescued and
redeemed by the very writing that announces this absence in the first place.

In his Rhetoric, Aristotle muses upon the way in which the lovesick take
pleasure in talking, writing, or composing verses about the beloved. and
concludes that it is because 'al1 this recollection makes the object of their
affection perceptible" (27). In a somewhat more recent text on the subject, Linda
Kauffman, M i n g about the transformation of the Wornan who Waits into the
Woman who Writes, makes the point that the 'love letter" is a consciously staged
utterance, 'addressed to the absent beloved; yet (paradoxically), it sirnultaneously
dramatizes his silence, the heroine's alienation, and the metonymic displaœment

of desire" (Discoumesof Desire 25).' In a similar vein. Mary Jacabus süggests

that it is in the moment of desire that the writer 'most dearly installs herself in her
writing" (Women Wnting 17).

The three poem sequences3that I read in this chapter and the next

-

Dorothy Livesay's 'The Unquiet Bed,' Knstjana Gunnars' Camival of Longing and

Nicole Markotic's 'No Goodbye, Just:'
of a love affair, and each, in widely

- each take as their starting point the end

different ways, use writing to wnstruct an

ending where no such ending has necessarily taken place. These self-conscious
accounts of the end of the affair release the Ioverfnarrator from the burden of a
love affair constructed in the past tense. since their poems function as love letters
within which meaning is never depleted, never requited.
For what is the love letter but an unrequited te* the letter for which there
is no adequate response but silence? The letters are another way of mouming by

invoking absence through writing. Because the love letter is framed as
apostrophe, an "1-love-yod that has no propriety of tense or tone, no appropriate
reply and no surœase, that has no exchange value, is offered not as gift or thefi,

as debt or demand - for al1 these reasons. the love letter waits for only one thing:
an answer. Without a reply, the love letter replicates, and since there is no way to
deplete our reading of it. the love letter is infinitely replicable. It is only in the
presence of a reply that the love letter forecloses on its indefinite, indefinable
promises.

5.2 The Critical Frame

In an article on the love poetry of Dorothy Livesay, Peter Stevens notes
that her poetry in the late sixties was located. 'deep in some underworld of
darkness from which she stniggles to be bom anew" (38). Stevens is not alone
among critics who persisted, at this time. in charting Livesay's release into, 'a

larger. more basic and elemental self (38). Such language emphasizes the
romantic stature of a pet's 'new blossoming." as Fiona Sparrow writes. after her
sojourn in a land of 'rnyth and primitive strength" (29). In fact, critics are often

surprisingly uncritical of the impetus behind the publication of The Unquiet Bed in
1967.' taking Livesay at her word in her essay 'Song and Dance." when she

maintains that the book was written affer her return from Africa and under the
influence of extreme emotion:
The next year I fell deeply in love and poems 'sprang from my loins" as
it were. All the yeaming to sing and dance revived again; but this time I
more confidence. This time I spoke out of irnmediate
did so
experience. I disguised nothing. The result was the book The Unquiet
Bed. (47)
I am not suggesting. of course,that Livesay is k i n g disingenuous in this account.

or even inaccurate. but only pointing out that the intentional fallacy is a
notoriously weak tool of critical exegesis.

Certain criticç have taken it for granted that Livesay's exposure to 'the oral
culture of Afncan resulted in her finding a voiœ 'to speak the language of

freeûomn (Sparrow 25)? Spamw's assertion that Writing Africa out of her system
resulted in her discovery of a new v o i e to celebrate her own freedomn(25) is
typical of Colonialist assumptions as to the supposed pre-verbal, non-literary

influence of 'Aftica." a oonbinent of rhythm. 'song and

The essentmtism

of this position is similar to that of the corresponding viewpoint - that Liveçay
developed as a wnter because she was in love. Prem Vanna wntes: 'As we trace

the development of her love poetry we can see how coyness gives way to
frankness. and romantic love becornes more physical and sexual. Her poetry
becomes not only franker, but more and more ferninine in its approachn(17). The
supposition that falling in love results in more sincere. more authentic poetic
expression calls into question neo-Romantic constructions of writing, not to
mention Varna's implicit essentializing of femininity.
In addition to expressing surprise that the sexually frank poems in The
Unquiet Bed were written by a woman, critics have also registered a certain

amount of shock that they were m e n by a 'maturen wornan. Desmond Pacey,
for example, remarks that the title. The Unquiet Bed, is an apt one since the

poems are written by a woman who refused to lie d o m , 'or at least to lie down

for any but amatory purposes" (142). 'If one did not know her betterIn Pacey
continues, 'one would take this to be a book by a woman in her early Mentiesn
(142). The assumption implicit in this statement. that only a young woman could

be capable either of experiencing or writing these passionate poems, is

characteristic of Livesay's reception by critics unwilling to consider her poems
exœpt in the context of biological and biographical considerations of age and
gender.7
In approaching what critics agree is Livesay's departure from the more
rigid formal structure of earlier poerns into the uninhibited content of The Unquiet
~ e dby, far
~ the most intereçting approach seems ta be an amiysis üf ihe

dichotomy between 'publicn and 'private" poetry in her oeuvre. thematic
designations that correspond roughly to the forms of the documentary and the
~ ~ r iDennis
c . ~ Cooley's subtle distinction between Livesay's 'radical poetry" and

her lyric voiœ is helpful here. In The Vemacular Muse Cooley analyzes her pre1930's poetry. contrasting the narrative voice in these poems with the more

radical or socially cornmitted poems written after her political conversion to
Sociaiism.
Cooley analyzes 'Green Rainlnfor exarnple, an early poem in which the

poet-narrator takes the lyric stance in a pst-Romantic construction of the firstperson narrative position. This is a voiœ that talks to itself, a 'recullecting,
assessing Inthat serves as the measure of al1 things (The Vemacular Muse 230).
The poem achieves sincerity by pretending that the enunciating 'lnis identical
~ Ï t the
h enunciated 'IIn that the poet who wrote the poem and the persona who

speaks it are the same. As in Elizabeth Smart's use of the ontological verb
construction in By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wept, Livesay's use of
'1 am" in these eariy poems is a mark of sincere and authentic feeling.

After Livesay's political conversion in the thirties. Cooley argues, she loses
faith in the singular coherence of the subject and begins to doubt the
unquestioned alignment of words and their meaning. The romantic lyric becomes
inadequate for her purposes because it would have the reader believe that truth
preœdes writing and is resistant to change. Her political poetry discovers an '1" of

collective awareness, and a speaking subject who seems to recognize that tnith
follows from wnting and is constmcted by it, that the world is not received but

produced in discourse. In the context of this analysis of Livesay's first person
narrative position, I would argue a fumer change in her poetry of the late slxties.

a paetry that for the first time takes as its subject the fbm and function of
passion, and which combines the lyrical quality of her early poetry with the social

commentary of her political writng.

Poetry, moreover, in which the first person.

singular pronoun is used throughout but is subtly displaced to allow the reader to
witness the dissolution of subjectivity that is characteristic of the lover.
Critical opinion is divided as to what has created this effect of
displacement in the love poetry of The Unquiet Bed. Ed Jewinski, for example.
sees a progression of affect. arguing that 'each poem represents a series of
deferrals of self thereby defiecting the speaker" (139). Through her subordination

to an abstrad ideal of love, the speaker prevents herself from finding the
fulfillment she longs for. Other critics have commented upon the newly fluid fom
that Livesay has chosen to use in these poerns.'O The mature love poems of The
Unquiet Bed are largely presented as fiee verse (rather than in stanzaic form) in

which the structure is further opened.
In an essay on Livesay's 'houses," Susan Zimmerrnan demonstrates how
women. in Livesay's poetry. are 'housedwor enclosed (32)." Cooley points out

that in the middle love poems (pre-1967. presumably), Livesay moves her female

lovers out into 'a world of ferocious light and wi-nd, where they act more
confidently, and where they connect intensely with their loven, with the wind
sweeping upon them and within them" (The Vemacular Muse 107). The poems,

rnost particularly in the third section of The Unquiet 8ed,12al1 seem to take place

within the confines of a narrow bed. the bed in which the lovers sleep. make love.

and in which, finally. the narrator convalesces and shakily nses after a poem
entitled 'The Operation.' In contrast to this insistence on physical confinement
insofar as a bed confines

-

- the poems evidence a new formal openness at the

same time that their (for the most part) short lines and compresseâ size seem to
replicate the narrowness of the lover's placement in their amorous and 'unquiet"
bedWhile these poems stiII seem to rely on a singular voice located in a
privileged present, while they lay claim to the epiphanic and transfomative
moment of passion which would seem to locate their Romantic antecedents. they
also present these sentiments in a newly Ruid form. Flexible phrasing, irregular
lines, and phonic density. break with the rigidity and selfenclosure of her earlier
poems. A 'snapped off ~ ~ n t a x ,and
" ' ~the use of the line as a breath unit, as well

as a new reliance, for Livesay, on typography as a guide to speech, seerns to
herald the beginning of a more persona1vulnerability. The opening of space
within lines and the partial release of the justified left margin creates a flexible

form for the poems as well as a breathlessness in their vocalization. Indeed,
many critics have pointed out the 'orality" of this writing, and Livesay herself has

made frequent connections with the rhythms of Song and dance. In what follows, I
intend to read these poems as love letters to an absent beloved in which the
lover produœs images, disorders syntax. and discovers a means of expressing
her mouming, not only for the end of the love affair. but for the erasure of
language within representation.

5.3 The Unauiet Bed

In the introduction to the sequence of poerns 'The Unquiet Bed: Fire and
Frost" coliected in her volume of selected poems, The Self-Completing Tree,
Dorothy Livesay records that these poerns were written on her retum from Afnca
and were 'fired by an intense love affair with a younger man" (115). "Behind the
passion,' she continues, 'there is a growing sense of the polarities that exist
between a man's nature and a woman's." In framing the subject of her poems in

this way, Livesay foregrounds certain preoccupations for her reader. Words like
'fire" and 'passionn signal the intensity of feeling that has engendered the Mting,

while binaries like age and youth, male and fernale. seem designed to impose
order on passionate extremity.
Most evident is the emphasis that this has k e n an affiir of unequals - a
young man with an older woman - although it is uncertain at this point who has
more power. Livesay goes on to comment:
Culture versus nature is what an earlier poem, 'Bartok and the
Geranium," is al1 about. Poems may or may not follow classical
patterns - they explode out of every day expenence. (115)
More interesting than Livesay's instructions on how to read the earlier poem or
the present one is the reader's uncertainty as to who is giving this information. If

the poems that follow are constructeci via a persona called the narrator, then who
is peering over the shoulder of the narrator and what is the reader to make of her

directions

for reading pleasure? The epigraph/infonnation panel is inserted on a

separate page between the tRle page and the beginning of the poem sequencd4
As such,it exists both inside and outside the frame of the poems, occupying an

indeterminate spaœ that has important wnsequences for understanding the

In these poems, it would seern that not only is the subject not herseIf. she
is also not the writer. When reading Livesay's expianatory epigraph followed by
her poem sequenœ, B seerns apparent that the place of the miter is a

parenthetical space. She is the bracketed subject occupying a phenomenological
arena that signifies only insofar as it expresses the contingencies of her usurped

position.'' The writing-lover is in al1 things plural. The use of the first penon
subject as an interrogation of the first penon object is another way of

constructing the triangle within which the love relation unfolds. The woman in this
frame (narrator) is continuous with the woman outside it (Miter): both gaze and

are gazed upon, their glance an exchange of rnirrors. It is not so much a case of

the lover saying '1 am not myselflnas '1 am both myself and the other." As writer
and narrator, the speaking subject of these poerns enters into a complicity with
the reader where it is the beioved who is de trop.
Since Livesay-the-writer has taken such pains to speak over the shoulder

of Livesay-the-narrator, the reader should take care to mark her words. What she
seerns to want the reader to notice, frorn the first sentence. is that these are the
poems of an older woman:

My breasts are withered gourds
my skin al1 over
stïens
shrinks the pubic hair

-

bnstles to an itdi (125)
Yet unlike Dionne Brand's old women, for whom age itself is transfomative,

Livesay's nanator requires the power of 'his' love in order for her to be
transforrned. 'from scarecrow into girl again" (125).
In a title poem that seems to owe much to the myme schemes of Emily

~ickinson.'~
the nanator extends the cliché that love is blind by asserting that it is
only true love that reveals beyond what is 'seen':
The woman I am
is not what you see
I'm not just bones
and crockery (1 17)
ln the final lines of this poem, 'move over love I make room for me," Livesay's
narrator asserts her flght to be loved, yet it is a right that is always carefully
undercut by mockery and a retum to the dilemmas of age, as in 'Because We
Want Each Othef :
But s i n e we can't go back
nor I be twenty-two again, with you
put me on ice, and then
at centuryJsend
set me on fire! (142)

For Livesay's narrator, love is transfomative and euphoric, capable of
moving the "unearthly"spheres and causing 'the M o l e body" to fiower (131). In
this scheme the seat of love is 'the unquiet bed* and the couple seldom move far

h m what Donne in another century has named 'this bed rny centre."" The first
poem, 'At Dawn,' opens with a stanza that connects bed with body, and it is a
pairing that the nanator rarely varies:

The going

and the coming of Our love
holds me
in bed
unable
to move over from
your folded bones (116)
Later, in 'Moving Out." the lover confesses. 'without the body of your house I I'd
have no homen(129). and the final poems find her rising from a sick bed after an

unspecified operation.
Livesay's love poetry is œntred on the sexual ad. going so far as ta define
'the hard a r e of lovenas 'only muscle. thrust I to an intensity I of lustn(137).18
Yet the images that accumulate in this sequence are often highly conventional.

romanticized visions of love as fateful ("But long before I our bodies met 1 the
bargain was f established, set" 118). transcendent, and 'part of some mysteryn
(124). The narrator confesses, ' I am the quivenng needle to your northn(120

Livesay's emphasis), drawing heavily on the Metaphysical poets for inspiration. In
'Four Songs," love is constructeci as a fire that attracts both moth and murderer
(118). and. as rnay be expected. images of frost and fire proliferate throughout
the sequence. In the third Song the lover lies under the knife, an image that will
be repeated in the virtuosity of 'The Operation." Here the body is 'blunt":

needing the knife
the forked light
ning of tongues
your blow
eased me so
I lay quiet
longer (119)

It is possible to read these 'Songs" as an extended rnasochistic fantasy of

submission. The image of the knife, for example, is repeated in a poem like '1
Sought to Cut You From Me,' where the lover tries to sliœ herself from the
preçence of the beloved with imagery that is similarly violent:
I sought with scalpel. cunningly
to amputate where love had set its seal:
you hold to life in darkness bright wound that will not heal. (143)
While this stanza appean to represent a fairiy conventional construction of love

as woundfthe lover as wounded. the 'you" that is addressed is ambiguous, in turn
casting doubt on the referent of the 'bright wound that will not heal."
The question is,whose body is at stake here? Whose is the body from
which the Other has been tom and upon which the wound has formed? Although
the narrator wields the knife it is not clear in this final stanza whether she is

determined to cut hetçelf or the Other, and considerably less clear, therefore,
who is wounded. The problem of where love has 'set its seal"again begs the
question of reference. The image implied seems to be of two bodies tom apart so
that the wound is located at the ragged edges of one body tom from another. The
wound does not so much separate as seal the edges together, as it does again at
the end of "Now it is Donen:

There is between us
only this
astonishing surprise
secret and sealed:
one body and one bliss
together healed (146)

Similarly. it is too easy to misread the 'Songs" as a woman's submission to
the power and violence of love without taking into account the social context of

patriarchy announced in the first lines:

People will say
I did it for delight
you for compassion (Song i 118)

-

In the punitive wntext of what 'people will say.' the love affiir between a mature
woman and a younger man is already encoded as pitiful on her side, patronking

on his. As such, Livesay's narator perfoms her submission to love (if not to the
man in question) as perverse resistanœ. The lover is hungry and thirsty for the
body of her beloved. she longs for 'cool I cool water I the gesture of your hands' I

white fountainsn(Song iii 1 19). yet. imnically, it is only his words that can satisfy:

I dnnk now
no fiery stuff
buming the mouth
I dnnk the liquid Row
of words
and taste
Song in the mouth (Song iv 119)
Yet it is equally possible that the 'Iiquid flow / of words' referred to here are the

narator's own.that it is her love poetry that slakes desire, and that the body of

the lover is rnerely the conduit for her words in the 'Songs.' and in the collection
as a whole.

5.4 Be Woman

In her book on Dorothy Livesay, Poetics of Desim, Nadine Mclnnis questions
what she calls the "hermeneutic intimidationwof Livesay's mid-life love poems by

male critics who fail to question cultural assumptions about female sexua~ity.'~
Such criticisrn, in her reading, resists images of the wntinglspeaking narrator who
situates herse# ambiguously in the poem, occupying as she does the positions

both of lover and of writer. One such poem is 'The Touching,' written in three
parts. The poem begins:

Caress me
shelter me now
from the shiver
of dawn
'the coldest houf
pierce me again
gently
so the penis cornpleting
me
rests in the opening
throbs
and its steady pulse
d o m there
is my second heart
beating (123)
Desmond Pacey reads this poem as one in which Livesay 'harps again on
women's desire and the fulfillrnent that only sexual union can give" (25).while Lee

Briscoe Thompson cites the poem as an example of "radiant joy" (97). Such
readings erase the M i n g subjed frorn the equation of lover and beloved and in

so doing fail to do justice to Livesay's poetry.
The figure of one body finding completion in the other is not an unusual

one in these poems. Frequently the narrator mistakes her hand for his or, as in

'Mistakenly." feels his heartbeat at her wrist bone (132). In 'The Cave,"his drearn

awakes her (120), and in 'The Search for Wholes," she compares their two
bodies to halves of the same fmit (133). In 'Aubade," the lover is 'a stranger

who's at home / inside my eyes* (131), and the title and opening Iine of 'You are

rny rnimr"repeats the con&

of body-sharing that appears to be integral to the

experience of love for Livesay's narrator. Also integral is the extended metaphor

of Siamese hnrins in part four of 'The Notations of Loven:
our minds are twins
they circle and unite
my left a m is your nght a m
even in flight (127)
bound
Yet this poem goes on, in part five, to imagine a more fundamental
completion. and one that has direct relevance to 'The Touching." 1 quote part five
of "The Notations of Love" in full:
My legs stretched two ways
until you came
and joined thern
(lying down between)
now, even when we separate
my legs mil close
and feet unite:
they form a pedestal
whereon I tum, in sleep
circling, sereneno longer desperate (127-8)

disparate

The idea of a wornan believing herseIf to be wmpleted by the penislphallus is an

uneasy one for conternporary feminists, and the image of the pedestal is sirnilarly
disturbing since it so patently evokes the angeMore binary. Yet this is not a

poem that easily yields its complexitieç. In 'The Notations of Love.' Livesay's

narrator reverses the patriarchal order by playing creator to her lover whose sole

confession to her is. 4 was naked / and you clothed /me" (128 Livesay's
emphasis). She, in tum. is unclothed by him. 'undressed to the bone' (126). yet
able, in the final lines, to tum her naked déshabille into a position of strength:
but day or night, I
am undressed

dance
differently (128)
The word 'dance' in these poems, as in Livesay's entire oeuvre. is highly

overdetermined, and may be glossed in this case, as the act of writing by which
the lover-narrator repudiates the opening lines of this poem, 'You left me nothing.
when 1 you b a r d me to the light' (126).

Indeed. in the stanza that follows, the narrator presents the binaries of
nothing 1 sornething, word I body by which the female subject is judged and found
wanting in the context of a Freudian-based logocentnsm where what a woman
wants is merely an admission that she is wanting, the subject of lack:
you left me nothing, yet
softly I melted down
into the earthy green
g r a s grew between my thighs
and m e n a flower shot
out of my unclenched teeth
you left me nothing but
a tongue to çay it with (126)

These opening stanzas may, in tum, be read as an admission of ferninine
weakness and passivity via such words as 'nothing,' 'sofî1ylU'melted." and
'unclenched.' Yet what is lost in this reading is the acknowledgrnent that the

narrator is neither naked nor defenseless since she is in possession of words and

'a tongue to say it with." Having opened her poem wi-th a dedaration of loss,the
narrator goes on to prove this statement false by producing a poem in six parts by
which to render love as 'notation.' and sornething from that 'nothing."

To retum to 'The Touching,' I find them is a similar reversal at work. The
poern that begins with a highly suspect dedaration of sexual fulfillrnent through
the loss of identity ('the penis completing / men)concludes by repeating this trope

with a different emphasis:
each time
t drown
in your identÏty
I am not I
but mot
shell
fire
each time you corne
I tear through the womb's room
give birth
and yet
alone
deep in the dark
earth
I am the one
wrestling
the element re-bom (124)
The nanator frequently foregrounds the act of penetration as the prelude to a
birttivmand in this poem the dissolution of identity gives w a y to a birthing of the

self.
Ironically. in a poem that declares the 'drowningn of identity, the first

perron pronoun is repeated almost obsessively, at once destabilizing the 'lnthat
speaks and the 'lmthat deciares herself 'not 1.'

The collapse of identity in this

poem results in a cuflously evasive subject, a tentative subjectivity constnicted at

the intersection of the hidden and the revealed. Such a confluence is perhaps the

resutt of a dual irnpetus in these love poems: the need to surrender to a grand
passion subverted by the equally powerful need to narrate this passion from the
position of a coherent, consistent speakinghriting subject.
A similar predicament occurs in a poern that has received much
misguided cntical attention, 'The Taming." The poem is an account of a woman's
submission to her male lover, along the lines of Petruchio's dominance over

Kathenna in The Taming of the Shrew. I quote the poem in its entirety:
The Tarning

Be woman. You did Say me, be
woman.
l did not know
the measure of the words
until a black man
as I prepared him chicken
made me listen:
-No, dammit.
Not so much saltDo what I say, woman:
just that
and nothing more.

Be woman. I did not know
the measure of the words
until that night
when you denied me darkness,
even the right
to tum in my own light.
Do as 1 say, I heard you faintly
over me fainting:
be woman. (121)

In his essay on Livesay's love poetry, Peter Stevens's interpretation of
'The Taming" is both essentialist and perverse. He suggests that the sexual

experienœ allows the woman to 'face her essential self, her womanhood with

both its submissive qualities and its strength" (34). Yet, as Nadine Mclnnis points
out. the poem dearly links domestic service with sexual seMœ sinœ both
demand a woman's silence and subrnission (69). The opening comrnand 'Be

woman," is repeated four times, each time as a reminder that gender is at once
detennined by anatorny and is a requirement for 'correct" social interaction. One
not only 'becornes a ~ o m a n , "but
~ ' it -mes

one ta be womanly. And 'king

womanlyWrefers to an abstract and. one would assume. highly diverse range of
behaviors that in this case extends from rnaking chicken to making love.
The word woman in this poem. 'the measure of the word,"is obliquely

situated as biological category and social construction and, as such, uniquely
questions the essentialist enterprise. For the predominantly male cntics who
seem to want to constrain Livesay's poetics by defining her as 'the original earth-

mother of modem Canadian poetryn(Marshall 51). the word reiterates the
'womanlynfunctions of cooking, fainting, obeying orciers, and making love. Yet

Livesay's placement of the word and the pressure she exerts upon it in the

course of the poem seems to resist this framework.
The colon after "wornannin the second stanza questions that this is indeed

a designation of 'just that I and nothing more," and the phrase 'be woman'
aiways exists under the erasure of implied quotation marks. It is what is said
about her, what she - the nanator - is called, rather than what she calls herself.
As such, the word as it is (over)used by the narrator undercuts its status as

essence, or wtrat Diana F u s has c a t f e d essence as privikged sig~ifier.~
iri

addition. the word exists to mark the binaries of old woman and young man (who
knows women enough to tell her how to be one), and of white woman and Black
man and the cultural assurnptions about wornen that construct their conversation.
Since there is no woman in this poem. apart that is from the injunction to
'ben one, the chicken, prepared and salted. stands in for the body of the nearlywoman. Like the Yamedn speaker, the chicken has k e n domesticated and is
here presented for consurnption. Yet the body that seems. however totemically.
to be brought into the arena of confession is, in effect merely replaced by a word.

In k i n g constrained to lead a discursive existence, in k i n g obliged to be
translated into language. the wornan, once again eludes us.23

Livesay's reversal of essentialist categories in her failure to represent 'the

woman" despite every appearance of doing so, is no less accomplished when it
cornes to her representation of 'the man." In 'When 1 Got Home,"for instance,
the body of the male lover is metonyrnically replaced by a variety of objects that
partially and parentbetically displaœ him:

When I Got Home
When I got home
there was a boot on my t a b l e
under the chair
I found a sock suspendedflung on the floor
a man's jackettrousers leaped
from the china cupboard

When I got home
I had no private ground:
the dothes whined together
and you were in thern
whirling me round (138)

The metaphor of bodiless dothing whirling in space is a menacing one.
particularly when taken in conjunction vrRh the opening image of a boot on the

table. The image recalls the fascist

'boot in the facenof Sylvia Plath's poem

'Daddy." as well as the chicken-for-woman metonym of "The Taming."
The whirl of socks, man'sjacket, and trousers leaping from the china
cupboard - privileged place of 'fragile" femininity

- stands for 'the man," the

lover whom she has erased in retaliation for his encroaching and colonizing
presence. In contrast to the narrative of "A Book of ~ h a r m s .where
" ~ ~ the female
lover reads the woman's body betwaen "the leaves 1 love's book." the female

narrator in "When I Got Home" reads the detritus of the sexual act - the shed
clothes - as subliminal evidence of his defection from the scene.

5.5 The Male Muse

In 'Towards a Love Poem" fint published in her last collection Feeling the
Warlds (19

~L i s a) y ' s narrafor,
~
~ addressing
~
an unnamed loverlreader, begins,

'Because you elected to know me 1 after reading my poemsIna phrase that
resonates through her love poetry where reading and being read is invanably
experienced as a deeply erotic pact between writer/lover and reader. In 'The
Severance, Being Willed." the end of the love affair is constructed via a pre-

existing grammatical structure that has been 'read' and recognized by both
lovers:

the sentences we found

created their own structures
out of bliss (147)
And. in a slightly earlier poem, 'Twice, Twice I Let You Go,' the metaphor of the
sentence expresses the lover's resistanœ to this same ending:

For you retumed each tirne
more longing than the last
and sealed my eyes
and fevered my lids d o m
with buming sentences (145)
The image of the female lover as writer, exposing her bodyltext to her male lover1

reader is an inversion of a long tradition of love poetry where the male poet
fantasites his lover as silent muse and passive inspiration. In 'The Male Muse."a
poem about the creativity generated in the wake of a love affair, this structure is
emphatically reversed:
The Male Muse
Thank god I waited till you came!
How many false purveyon of the truth
of poew
knocked at my door
declared the holy name

But you said nothing:
acted. only
demanded entrance
at the side door
of love

Now
sonnets bnish through the cracks of the flwr
music fans our fire (130)

In this poem, although the 'you" is mstructed as a man of action rather
than words. he is positioned as silent muse and inspiration, a designation

traditionally reserved for the passive female-açobject. But the poem does not
only pay homage to the lover whose presence has engendered 'the tnNi 1 of
poetry,' it also slyly alludes to those male poets who have passed on 'the holy

namewto the narrator. The opening sentence borrows its immediacy and devout
ton@from the metaphysical poets. notably John Donne, while the lover's
demanding entrance 'at the side door 1 of lovenis an oblique allusion to Crazy

Jane's admonition that 'love has pitched his mansion in I The place of excrernent"
in W.B. Yeats's 'Crazy Jane Tatks with the ~ i s h o p .The
" ~ male muse referred to

in the title is not merely the lover but an entire tradition of wuriters of love poetry

whose 'sonnets brush through the cracks of the floof whenever the female
narrator sits down to write.
In an even more compelling repetition of the problem, the poem 'This Page
My Book" wntes the male body as erotic text while at the same time defending the

narrator from the encroachment of his words. The poem is a fasdnating
enadment of spatial erotics in part because the female-asobject 1 male-assubject positions are reversed. but also because Livesay uses the page as a
performative space in which the right hand margin is altemately defended and

defeated. The poem begins:
My life is on the nght
track!
IW
to the margins pushing me over and over
squeezing me outIn the margins are al1 the notations
sdbbled

snifk of Sun, sand
nbs of your bony stnicture
strands of your colourless hair
these m o n curl and wind
words to the edge of the page
fiy out ail over
spi11
from enchanted mouths
words, your words
appear on the magic date
my body nibs them out
and I try again
to defend the right hand
side
of the paper
to leave myself room for breathing (136)
The combination of the ragged nght hand margin, the use of space as
punctuation, the indentation of phrases, and the foregrounding of single words, al1
make this poem appear much more Ruid and less self-mntained than other more

conventional, stanzaic poerns in the colledion.

In 'This Page my Book," on the page she has at last claimed for her own.
the narrator flexes her words, resisting the 'right I track," or the margins that

seem to squeeze her out. And in this construction, it is the beloved who is
confined to rnarginalia, the male body that is "scribbled" as notation and whose
words are erased fiom the rnagic slate by the narratofs defensive body. The
binary aius established between masculine words and the fernale body is not. in
b l f , unexpected. More radical is the namator'svigorous defense of Yhe right

hand I side I of the paper," a maneuver that necessitates the silencing of his
words with her body.

Yet in the poem. 'The Record of All Our Nights." Livesay's narator

realkes that 'no bleach can take frorn linen I what the body wrote" (137). a
conclusion that is vividly applied to the last lines of 'This Page my Book:'
Try to compete with vu
ni?
ci
How?
Your avalanche of talk
rains
stains me over again
and the margins are taken over
invaded
by this sweet
hot sweat
the notat~onsof love (136)

The conjuncti.an of body with page is buried by the lover's 'avalanche of talk"
which is in tum compared to rain. and the 'hot sweatnof their love-making.
It is interesting that one of the poems that closes the section entitled 'The
Unquiet Bedwin The Self-Completing Tree, the collection that Livesay confesses

she would most like to be remembered by (3),resurrects these issues of body I
breath, page I inscription. 'The Operation" is written in four parts and is,in many

ways, Livesay's strongest statement about the arnbiguity of love and its

rnisalliances. In this poem, the surgeon and the lover are both implicated in a

patriarchal order where healing may be read as another way of ensuring that the

woman I patient confoms to a socially accepted constmction of health. That this
ideal may negate the experience of love - expressed in this poem as sickness is a question the poem leaves unanswered.

Part one is an account of an unspea0fiedoperation that has k e n
performed on the narrator, the 'victim" who is 'grateful to be savednby a God-

dodor engaged in m t i n g 'from bone and fiesh I a new woman' (148). The

poem opens with the nanator gasping audibly for breath, trying to make her own
inscription

- not on the body, but upon the blank wall that threatens to obliterate

her consciousness:
And 1 too
after the blaze of being
alive
faced the wall
over which breath must be thrown

faced the wall
scratched by the graffiti
and made there
my trembling mark (148)

of trying

The poern that follows, Iike Plath's 'Tulips,' is an attempt at facing the wall, of

making her 'trembling mark" upon the 'silent white precisionnthat stands for the

surgeon's threatening unifom as well as for the even more dire threat of being
obliterated by a medical and patriarchal order that refuses to recognize the
particularities of the woman's body.
The surgeon is an ominous figure not le& because he is silent. often

unracognizable, and identified with the lover, 'the needle shot into my arrn / and I

was bis" (148). Between the woman who calls herself a 'victirnn and her doctor
there exists 'that intimate flashing bond" that dissolves when he 'pronounces
health" (149) and she is free to walk out of his office still fighting for breath:

outside
pale
the auturnn smog the foui
snarl of comrnuting cars
the pavement's glare:
here
I have to breathe deep
to be alive again (149)

The indrawn b m t h in the space between 'deepn and 'here" is a function of being
aoutside,' literally outside in that she has left the doctor's office, but also outside
the noise and smog of the scene she has - ironically - entered, and outside, for
the brief respite of these lines, considerations of life and death. health and
sickness.

Part two begins by retrieving her from this 'outsiden m o n in an image
that realigns doctor with lover, and patient with breathless woman:
You pulled me back
into life
your very penis
forging
pulling
me kick
refrain
refrain
love me again
and when once
was al1 I gasped for
(still in pain)
you demanded more:
love me again! (149)

In her address to the lover, the narrator's habitua1 'gasping for air" (149) is

explained first by pain then by passion as he hovers over her like a "lord."
altemately cutting her open again and healing her with 'gentle breath and tonguen

The Goddoctor has becorne a Christ-like lover taking her pain into his
side, yet in the third section, love itself is figured as sickness:

(a kind of diseaçe between us
love was
indulged in as excuse
for going to bed
we transrnitted kisses
and I caugM between my thighs

the antibody) (150)

The parenthetical construction of love as disease and antidote is further
problernatized in the nexi lines in wtiich the narrator watches from 'inside" as the
lover walks down the street:
From my convalescent window
I see you cured
jay-walking on robson street
a well man
free of opposites (150)
From behind the window - pnvikged place of al1 waiting women from Penelope
to Marianne - she watches hirn 'cureda and walking, moreover. against the
traffic. Unlike her, he is not only a 'well man," but a man who can disobey the law.
convention, even the flow of traffic and the dictates of the right hand margin,
while she who can free herself neither from opposites nor opposition must remain

behind the 'distorted I rnirrorçnof the window pane (151) until she decides to
complete the operation by tearing herself apart. 'into four quarten" (7 51) and

scattering the pieces.
This last reçolution is not an uncreative one. In the process of scattering
herself she Mrns to contain her adoration of "him" and extend the boundaries of

her own tenitory. While the last sight of him is apparently the vision of a uigorws

man. cured and rekaxed. her poetic containment of this sight through indentation
and parentheses allows this image to be read differently:

(green Christmas and your lean body
lounging along the shore
your lunging amis
flung against boulden) (151)

The narrator, on the other hand, finds herself:
arching up stretching out daily
dazedly
into uncoiling
animal sunanother kingdorn (151)

Once again the spaœ between words is indicative of deep breaths being drawn,
as opposed to the breathlessness and 'gasping" of earlier sections, while verbals

such as 'arching up." 'stretching out,' and 'uncoifing" connote a new sense of
extension and pliancy in spaœ.
By the fourth and final section, the narrator has resolved to live neither by

the oppression of the 'insiden nor through the idealized 'outside," but on the
threshold of both. 'Until I'd found a dooway 1 I could stand in,' she confides, '1
did not know how shrunk / 1 had become" (151). In the final poem of 'The Unquiet

Bednentitled 'The Step Beyond," Livesay's narrator leaves her sewing 'in a
confined roorn" (152) and reaches out for a 'luminous" doonnray where she is
eventually able to stand 'unswayingn (152). Similady. the fourth section of 'The
Operation" ends with a reçolution to confront the damaging identifications with
'the he, the yod' in order to find a measure of the self (151). The Cnal elegiac
lines express the vertical aspirations of the woman for whom the horizontal

positions of patient or lover are neither relevant nor acceptable:
O let me grow
and push
upright!
ever aware of height
and the cry
to reach a danlecl strangeness
sun-pierced sky (151)

5.6 Simature: How to End a Love Letter

Because desire is not pnor to patriarchal law but constnicted by it.

sexuality must be seen as a transfer point for relations of power in which the
incitement to discourse is a major strategy in the production of knowledge. This is
represented, in Livesay's love poetry, by the position of the narrator who reveals
herself to the reader through the confessional mode. In this construction of the
first peson, the 'la is never fully representable, and so a misrecognition

(méconnaissance)invanably occun since the amorous discourse necessitates a
transgression of the subject's boundaries.

Livesay's narrator appears to 'speaknclearly and distinctly to the reader
without undue artifice or ingenuity, of her passionate mid-life love affiir. Yet the
ambiguities and shifts that her 'ln undergoes in the process of the narrative
reveals her desire to be present in the present tense as well as giving evidence of

a contradictory need to reconstruct herself in retrospect. It is open to question
whether the lover's discourse, located as it is somewhere between memory and
desire, can be constructed in the present tense at ail. Yet within the confessional
tradition, Livesay's narrator constnids herseIf as a literate and sexual subject.
while her body is the site of an unmediated articulation of eroticism uneasily
represented - and frequently misread by critics
sexual and textual metaphors.

- thrwgh the confluence of

Through a conflation of the structures of body and confession, Livesay's

narrator produœs the 'twthn her reader requires. 'The woman I am.' she

confesses. 'is not what you see' (117), but her contradictory efforts to sign. reassign and resign this woman mask her effort to recuperate an originary language

in which love may be spoken or dedared. The lover, in her desire to be loved,
opens her body to the baloved. reads him as the reader r a d s the text. In this

trope the bodyltext requires the response of confession, both as a means of
closure and an incitement to dis-cfosure.
As Foucault has made dear in The History of Sexuality Nolume One)
sexuality is the pfivileged theme of confession. As such,the eroticized body is

expressed as the fundamental secret to be brought into discourse painstakingly

and through the production of truth as a system of knowledge (56). The ritual of
confession is a figure of discourse in which the speaking subject is also the
subject of discourse, and in which the tmth is proven by the resistanœs it

overcornes in order to be articulated. Livesay's poems in 'The Unquiet 6edw

conform to this model of confession since in them sexuality is figured as a

heterogeneous site, a history of the instances and transformations of the
discursive production of passion and knowledge. not least of which is the intemal
monologue of the confessing subject located neither inside nor outside the text.
but implimted in its structure as fold.

What is this fold finally, but the locus of the lover, indistinguishable from
content and context, neither within nor without the text, both subject of and

subject to a discourse that simuttaneously precedes and preempts her? She is

the confassing subject who forces us

presence of the confessional

- as readers. as intedoaitors in the

- to acknowledge the value we have assigned to

resistance, aie passion and resentment with which we insist on ouf own
repression. For in implicating herseif both as lover and as wn-ter, Livesay's

nanator surprises her reader with the signature of the miting subject in

possession of a discunively based subjeciivity and a textually mediated.
eroticized body.

'Translated as 'Look to the End.' this motto is quoted in Thompson (100) as a
commentary on the paerns of a 'matureDpoet I use the phrase, however, to indicate
Livesay's interest in endings, and her concern, in the poems that make up 'The Unquiet
Bed,' to configure the end of the love affair in wnting.
Of coune, this emphasis on the absent lover is a little misleading. In A Lover's
Discoume, Roland Barthes parenthetically asks, '(But isn1tdesire always the same,
whether the object is present or absent? Isn't the object always absent?)" (15).
1 use the tem poem sequenœ rather than long poem because the three works under
discussion are not necessarily defined as one long poem by their authors. While
Gunnars' Camival of Longing is perhaps the most conventional example of a long poem,
s i n e the entire book is devoted to the exegesis and extension of her subject. both 7 h e
Unquiet Bed' and 'No G d b y e , Just:' are parts of a larger work. The former is a series
of self-wntained poems in Dorothy iivesay's Çeleded Poems, The Self-Cornpieting
Tme, and the latter iç one of a series of mid-length poems in Nicale Markaic's first book
of poetry Connecf fhe Do&.
Peter Stevens, for example, in his biography of Livesay, Patterns h a P&c me,
writes mat the main preoccupation of The Unquiet Bed is a new one for Livesay, 'it is
sexuality -the reader is given an honest account of the poet's love Mair with the
younger man' (66). Stevens does not, et any time, question the gap between the miter
of the poerns and the nanator within thern, seeming to assume that the poems from The
Unquiet Bed issue from the mouth of a consistent, stable narrator who coincides exaaly
with the M e r of the text.
In a more subtly skewed repetioon of this pmblem, Lee Briscoe Thompson in a critical
chronology of Livesay's career, gives an account of tivesay reading the poem 'The
Unquiet Bed' in front of a Vanmuver audience:
The srnall grandmotherly figure stands with feet demureiy together and delbers
the lines in her quietest voie. She wams her audience that she is 'not what you
see," but frequentiy then disarms them by a self-mocking gesture ta her dentures

'

'

in âsserting that 'l'm not just bones 1 and cmckery.' (96)
Once again, mile Thompson is impressed by Livesay's performance, the cntic does not
question the slippage between enunuator and enunaated, between the subjed who
perfoms and the subjed of the poems. Riat Livesay, in her reading gestures. seems to
encourage this erasure of the distance between writer and persona, is not the point.
aRhough the p e t ' s apparent cornplicity in this rnatter does make the point harder not to
miss.
Somewhat more convinang is the daim that Livesay's new freedom of form resuited
from her expusure to a Vanaiuver literary sœne newiy influenced by the Blacic Mountain
Poets (Denham). In this argument Iam not denying that Africa infiuenced Livesay any
more or l e s than Vancouver in the sixties, but only trying to examine the language in
which these daims are made.
Wiaiam New is more subtle in his analysis of this trope. In writing about the readions of
Oorothy Livesay and Margaret Laurenœ to Africa, he notes that in spite of their liberal
sympathies, they both quickly became mare of their separateness from the cuttutes
they were watching (18). It is, pefhaps, in coming to ternis with this position as
watcherloutsider that Laurenœ and llvesay may be said to have developed as writers.
One of the few feminist analyses of Livesay's love poetry is by Pamela Banting in
"Dorothy Livesay's Notations of Love and the Stmwsûance of the Female Poet in
Relation to Language.' Banting reads the poatry as a retum to a 'semiotica language, in
so doing she emphasizes the connections and misconnedons between the loving
body and amorous discourse.
For example, Jean Gibbs argues that Livesay's vision has been sharpened by two
contradidory impulses a Thoreauvian transcendentalism and a Lawrencian desire to
connect with nature through the energy of sexualii. In The Unquiet Bed Gibbs daims
the 'Lawrentian impulsenis foregrounded.
In her influential essay *The Documentary Poern: a Canadian Genre." Livesay argues
that the Canadian long poem is typically a 'Documentary poem' based on historical or
topical infomiation but strudured by descriptive, lyrical. and didactic elements. Paul
Denham defines the 'documentary" as a poem of social cornmitment in which social
responsibility may make m m for private experienœ (89).
In her book on the contemporary Canadian long poem. On the Edge &Genre, Smaro
Kamboureli questions Livesay's discovery of a 'new genre' peculiar to Canadian
Iiterature among dher things, since üvesay's constniction seems to suggest that
Canadian cutture is an ideological institution that is amenabte to the production of the
long poem as genre.
'O For an excellent analysis of how these poems deviate from an eadier, more
condensed, dosed forrn see Coaley's essay 'House / Sun 1Earth: Livesay's Changing
Selves" in A Public and Private Voice: Essays on the We and Work of Domaly LivesayDebbie Foulks puts the case even more strongly, daiming that the woman is b d h
vidm and 'passive recipienr of masculine power in these poems (64). And Robert
Weaver. in an eady essay on the subjed, argues that, *the peson in these poems. once
invaded, offen resisted successfufly, or fled' (18).
'2 Lee Briscoe Thompson asseits that sedbns 1,2, and 4, of The Unguiet Bed form a
frarne and context for section 3. ln what fdlows, I intend to focus alrnost entifely on
section 3. the sequence enWed 'Fire and Frostnand anthologized in The Self
Comp/eb:ngT m .

'

-

"

l3 Cooiey uses this phrase to describe Livesay's new interest in Iine-breaks as opposed
to the 'proper" sentence ('House / Sun / Earth' 121).
l4
The Selr-CompletingTm consists of seven sections, each one stfudurad in the same
way as 'The Unquiet Bed: Fire and Frost,' with a We page, followed by an epigraph or
information panel in which the wwiter eontextuakes the poems to follow, Men drawing
the reader's attention to a particular aspect. A photograph frorn Livesay's personal file
invariably faces the epigraph. In the case of 'The Unquiet ûed' section, it is a
photograph of a tree dong a muntry mad in what was then Northem Rhodesia.
" In his essay. 'Identity and Patterns of Repetition in the Poetry of Dorothy Livesay.' Ed
Jewinski notes that the speaker of a LNesay poem almost aiways prasents hersdf as a
dear and comprehensible 'lnvoiœ who dedares a definite or direct view of herself. At
the same time. the love poems are 'riddled with so many rhetorical devices' that the
reader is dispfaced by the voice that speaks (129). He oondudes that in Livesay's
writing. identity and love exceed their defmilions, and 'being' ahways exists one step
beyond language.
See Lorraine M. York in "A Thankful Music': Dorothy Livesay's Expenments with
Feeling and Poetic Fom' for an account of Livesay's 'Dickinsonian phase.'
j7 The reference is to John Donne's poem 'The Sunne Rising.'
la The poern does end with a stanza that seems to deflect the physical intensity of the
quoted extract:
I seek more
than skin, flesh, biood
1 seek the wursing
heaving heart
for my soul's food. (137)
However. words such as 'skin," "fiesh,"and "blood." not to mention 'heaving heart"
seern to overpower the somewhat weakened spiritual yeaming rapresented in the
phrase 'soul's food.' Anhough in this poem the narrator announces her longing for 'more
1 than," the words with which she expresses this yeaming are resolutely physical,
experientiai. and essential.
l9Mclnnis cites Elaine Showalter's reading of Teny Eagleton's reading of Clamsa in
"Critical Cross-Dressing," Men in Feminism.
In 'The Woman,' for example. the sexual a d is, ?he breaking of a shell 1 a shattering
birth" (122), and in *The Operation," the lover pointedly dedares:
you pulied me back
into life
youi very penis
forgirig
pulling (149)
This is a reference to Simone de Beauvoir's well known aphodsm in The SecondSex
that one is not bom a woman, one becornes a woman.
In Essential!y Speaking, Fuss vividly rethinks the essentialist I constnictionist
opposition by dernonstrating how each term relies on and is implicated by the dher. Her
point that some feminists have refused attempts to naturalire gender while evidenang
interest in the possibiMies and pdential usages of essential tems both to IegRimate and
resist such categories as %ornan,' 'lesbian,' or 'blackImhas significant implications for
my interpretation of Livesay's poaücs.
In his seminar 'God and the Jouissance of T h Woman. A Love Letter," Lacan
crosses out the definite artide in order to de-essentialize the noun and to draw attention

''

to the probiem of naming (Ferninine Sexuality 137). Kristeva. too. refuses to dafine
'Lvomanasinœ she recognizes that a woman cannot be but can onty exist negatively. In
an interview in Tel Quel in 1974 she says, '1 therefore understand by 'woman' that wtiich
cannd be reprewnted. that which is nut spoken, that which remains outside naming and
ideologies"(" Le femmemated in Toril Moi's SexuaÿTextual PoIib'cs 163).
Perhaps the most convenient manner of speaking about 'lvomanmwhile acknowledging
that no such textual construct exists is by way of Teresa de Lauretis'sdistinction in Nice
Doesn %- Feminism, Seniofks, Cinema. De Lauretis distinguishes between -man ,"a
fictional wnstrud, the produd of diverse but congruent dismurses in Western cuiture
and 'women' by which she means. Vie real historical beings who cannot as yet be
defined outside those discursive formations, but *ose material existence is
nonetheless certain' (5).
24 "A Book of Chams' is nat induded in the selection from The Self-Completing T m but
can be found in Livesay's Collected Poems (296).
After the love poems in The Unquiet Bed (1967). Plainsongs (1971), and The Phases
of Love (1983). this poem in LNesay's last seif-contained collection is titled, significantly.
'Towards a Love Poern," the unacaistomedtentativeness in the preposition 'towardsm
testifying. perhaps. to the difficulty of writing love poems. the impossibility of the amatory
dismurse. and the impetus to begin again to redefine the proœss even after three
collections devoted to the subject.
as The final stanza of 'Crezy Jane Talks Wh the Bishop* reads:
'A woman can be proud and stÏR
when on love intent;
But love has pitched his mansion in
The place of excrement;
For nothing can be sole or whole
That has not been rent.'
The frequent images of shattering that proliferate in Livesay's poetry testify to her
identification with this vision.

"

On the Line: Revenge as a Confessional Strategy in Kristjana Gunnars'
Carnival of Longing and Nicole Markotic's 'No Goodbye. Just:'

The narrative of the love story is charactenstically stmctured as an ordeal
of abandonment prolonged by the promise of return and resolved only in

metaphors of seduction. the configurations of language that release the particular

from its burden of meaning. In the love story, narration follows abandonment. The
story is already over when Heloise writes her first letter to Abelard, or in a more
contemporary example, when the nanator of 'The Tennessee Waltz* begins his
Song. As Linda Kaufhan makes clear, 'the heroine transfomis the ordeal of

abandonment into a passionate vocation that might be called the vocation of
iterative narrative" (Discourses of Desire 25).

Ifnarrative follows abandonment. then every attempt at wnting is an

attempt at persuading the lover to retum. Every writing of the love story would
then be an attempt at coercion and an opportunity for confession. It is this latter

category that interests me as an entry into the two texts discussed in this chapter,
Kristjana Gunnan' long poem Camival of Longing, and Nicole Markotic's prose
poem 'No Goodbye. ~ust:"'

In an early work on the confessional in literature, Design and TNfh in
Autobiogrephy (1960). Roy Pascal bases his argument on the central assumption

that the genre is imaginative as well as 'tnithful." Twenty years later, in The

Forms of Autobiography (1980), William Spengemann puts the matter even more
forcefully , cataloguing 'historical self-explanation, philosophical self-scrutiny and
poetic self-invention" as the only procedures available to autobiographers (xvi). It
is, by now, an accepted convention that, as David Williams succinctly remarks in
Confessional Fictions (1991) the confession is, fram the outset, "an artistic pose

as well as a biographical fictionn(14). Where confession may, at one time. have
irnplied a revelation of the self involving acts of self-knowledge in the process of
which the tme meaning of one's life is discovered, such words as 'truth,"

'meaning." and 'selP are irietrievably destabilized in an age that has corne to be
called postrnodem.

The confessional mode! of discourse received from Augustine, where a
unitary subject plots a coherent trajectofy of itself, is no longer possible in a post-

Foucauldian age where sexuality is invariably presented as a pmblem of truth

even if it is a tnAh that rnust be masked. I refer here, of course, to Foucault's

genealogy of confession in The Histoty of Sexualrty (Volume One) where, in his

interrogation of the deployrnent of 'sexuality" as it is inserted into truth I history I
discourse, he demonstrates how the writing subject fractures his Mand the
reader's constnicted ~ n i t yIn
. ~The History of Sexuality, Foucault presents the

hypocrisy of the discourse he is describing, in which society speaks at great

length and wi'th eloquence of the particularities of its own silence, details the
things it will not narne, denounces the powers it exercises, and promises to
liberate itself from the necessity of its own laws.
In his questioning of the repressive hypothesis, Foucault perfoms a

deliberate m6connaissance by wnstnicting an argument that is later shown to be
fallacious. In this way, his discourse mimes the predicament of a sexuality that for
centuries could not be spoken of except through an interplay of self-referential
prohibitions, through a discursive explosion within a restrictive economy in which
areas of tact and discretion were established while, at the same time, there

occumed a steady proliferation of discourses which caused 'itn to speak through
expiicit articulation and endlessly accurnulated detail: 'What distinguished these
last three centuries is the variety, the wide dispersion of devices that were

invented for speaking about it, for having it be spoken about, for inducing it to
speaK (34).

In bringing the body (sureiy the 'it" refened to) to dimurse through an
intersection of silence and confession, permission and prohibition, Foucault
perfoms, within the parameters of his own rhetonc, a drama of the perverse body

incited to discourse in the rnanner in which it is spoken of as problem and

Salverson. Knstjana Gunnars makes a useful distinction between confession and

autobiography: 'While autobiography is often an atternpt at constnrcting a self out
of the bits and pieces of a life seen frorn the inside, a confession is an opposite
attempt at disrnantihg the self that has been created from without. by others
(148)~'As such. the confession is not the unstructured outpouring of guilt or grief

that it is often presented as king, but a seif-conscious act by an autobiographer
'who knows she is undresing" (150)? It is the confession's writer. Gunnars'
continues. 'who probes pehaps most deeply into the question of whether a 'self
exists or not, and if so. to what extent it is coherentn(151).
The narrators of Camivai of Longing and 'No Goodbye, Just:" both present
themselves as confessing subjects in the process of telling their versions of the
love affair. and particularly of the end of that affair. The confluence of amorous

discourse and the confessing subject is interesting in these two narratives since
both discourses

- the amorous and the confessional - seem to encourage the

apparent dissolution of subjectivity. Cultural critic Jeremy Tambling defines the

'confessing personality" as reactive. focused on guilt. weakness. and the need for
reparation. He goes so far as to cal1 this penonaiity type one that is productive of

'the death of the speaking subject" (Confession 6)! Such a daim of silencing
seems inappropriate in the context of long poems and poern sequenœs devoted
to the subject. In m a t follows, Ihope to encourage a dîfierent reading of the

confessional subject in the amtext of love poetry, and one that takes into account

the strategies of selfconsciousness and self-invention by which these subjects
construct themselves.

6.1 An Immicrrant Dauahter

In her essay on Laura G. Salverson's Conkssions of an lrnmigrant
Daughter. Knstjana Gunnars asserts that Salverson's confession is written 'out of
a wounded self, in an attempt to cure that wound [...] to cure a self that is not

whde; to unify a divided seK (150). Ultimately, she maintains, the attempt is

unsuccessful and the narrator ends up having displayed a wound she sought to
hide with no relief exœpt in the act of covering it up. Uniike Salverson's immigrant

daughter, the narrator of Carnival of Longing is wholly seif-consciousabout the

wounds she chooses to display and reveal in the murse of her narrative,

confoning instead to Aritha van Herk's construction of the immigrant daughter as

one obliged to fashion her own fiction and then 'live it out" (ln Visible ink 174).
Before discussing this poem in detail, however, I would like to contextualize some
of Gunnars' eariier poetry and her absorbing poetic interest in the immigrant self
and its relation to the comrnunity.
In an inteMew in P r M e Fire in 1984, Gunnars explicitly aligns the

immigrant experience, or what she calls 'the uprooting of yourself from one

culture to the other," with a 'death of the self" (Demchuk 35). Critics invariably
take their cue from such statements and she has consistently been identified as a
poet of loss and longing. M. Travis Lane defines her earlier work as having "the

sœnic thickness of a realized geography, and the social thickness of a realized
comrnunity' (66),while Judith Owens observes that her focus on dislocation and

estrangement infom 'a vision of wholeness, containment. and cornmunity" (64).
While I am not willing to ascribe quite such redamptive qualities to her vision of
cornrnunity, Gunnars' poetic writing, like that of Dionne Brand, represents a
sustained examination of the experienœ of trauma and loss from the immigrant's

point of view, what Paul Hjartarson has called 'the loss of a way of life, a world.
and with it. of one's identity' (123).

In many ways. Gunnars' poetic oeuvre has developed through her reliance

on and resistance to the experience of immigration. One-Eyed Moon Maps (1980)

is a poem cycle that takes its impetus from Norse mythology and the mystery of
runes, while the two volumes of Sefflement Poems, published in the same year,
offer a polyphony of voices atttibuted to lcelanden who settled in Manitoba at the

tum of the œntury7 Wake-Pick Poems (1981) seems to present this subject's
stmggle to escape the ancestral voices and to reach a 'new world" of self-

assurance and identity, while The Night Workers of Ragnardk (1985) presents a
further series of poetic meditations on estrangement, homelessness and leave
takings. Her most recent volume of poetry, Among You Exiles (1996) is a more

personal exploration of absence and displaœment. yet the poems continue to
swhg, as one reviewer puts it, 'like a metronorne in an uneasy and impermanent
migration between lceland and Canada' (Libin 118). O
f course, this is a

dironological reading of a p e t ' s oeuvm to date and consequently flawed by
single-mindedness, but I think 1 is useful in a limited sense to chart Gunnars'
poetic reworking of the subject of loss in the context of a reading of Carnival of

Longing (1989), in which such conœms are hamessed to her rnythic
underpinning of the love story.

6.2 M a t Cannot be Said Without You

Kristjana Gunnars' long poem Camival of Longing is divided into five
sections. and is located in a variety of distinctive places, such as the ship

Gulhss, a cabin on the Cheekeye Reserve, and the home place in Reykjavik.
As well. each section ocwpies a separate season. 'Dimmalimm" takes place in
the July heat of summer and 'Gullfossn occurs during a 'winter without wintef

(27),a spiritual desert of the heart. The section entitled 'IIIwis a time of rain and

spring thaw 'when al1 texts soak into the grassn (45)' and 'Sunlarnp," having k e n
wntten in summer, is conceived of in retrospect dun'ng the prolonged darkness of

a Greenland

The poem sequence ends with 'Cheekeye," a fall into an

autumn of suspended time in which the pet-lover enters into a new and less
Iinear contract with tirne:

as if there reaily were a backwards and forwards
to the lives we lead
as if time had a direction
a tightrope we could walk at will. (82)
In his essay on the conternporary Canadian long poem, 'For Play and

Entrante,' Robert Kroetsch speaks of the abandonment of an inhented grammar,
the failure of system, and the preservation of that failure in the structure of the

long poem (1 18). Gunnars' long poem, Camival of Longing, begins after the love

story has ended. As such, it mntains within it as stmcture, the trajectory of the

love story (always already) experienœd as a grand narrative against which this
present and particular love story may be told. In what Frank Davey has called its
'announcement of Muw (Surviving the Paraphrase 183). the long poem
stniggles to represent itself as an authentic departure from narrative inevitability.
while the love story, partiwlarly the unhappy love story. is nothing if not a

chronology of this retumS8
Gunnan' Camival of Longing begins after the love story has ended. In the
place of the absent lover, words altemate with silences, each aspiring only to

their relative levels of unrepresentabilrty. In the beloved's absence the narrator

c a n neither w~.te.'my head full of words that will I not be wntten, cannot be
written." nor speak. sinœ her longing is 'silencedmas love 'that must not be
voiced." a scar that must not be displayed (3).
The third poem of this sequence retums to the onginary place of desire,

the house of 'my father who loved me" in an effort to articulate the minutiae of
love available only through the unspoken: the red sweater her mother knitted, the

black rubber boots she wore while her father 'spoke with the men I always
speaking with the menn (5). The narrative proclaims itself as a clarification of that

silence or absence, 'what cannot be said without y o d (8). The poet awakes
alone 'in my private study" and resolves to transform this absence into an
amphitheatre in which to construct 'a carnival of my longing" (13). At the same

time she is acutely Mare of the paradox of attempting to represent the singulanty

of absence in the medium of language that is. by its nature. parodic,
overdetennined and setf-referential:
I do not want to Wtife
what there is to write
words are ironic
they speak of themselves
and say what I had not intended. (17)

Words having failed her, the lover tums to 'non-writingn (11). an imageless

language. a poem without content or metaphor, a poem of "mere words" (8). in
order to say 'what cannot be said of desire / with desiren(11).
The deprivation of presence without image ('there is no picture of you."

moums the lover 18) forces her into a Lear-like confrontation ~ Ï t h
language.
'nothing I can Say I will make words of nothing'' (27), in which the desire to speak

is equivalent with the desire to 4e silent. In consequence, she resolves to use a
'matte language, without I reverberation. a Aat language' (1 9),since 'every verbal

wnstruct is just I words on papef (68).The iover knows that her poem will not

move 'snow to melt or grass to sprout;" nevertheless she writes as 'a forrn of
breathing I a fonn of longing" (34). With the analogies of writing as instinct and
love as breath, the reader is in danger of being cajoled into a romanticized
landscape in which, characteristically, words are incampetent to represent the

many-splendoured thing.

In the 'Gullfoss" cycle, however, the nanator indulges in a revenge fantasy
that reverses this configuration ço that, far from words being represented as the
empty ciphers of desire, they suddenly take on potent and malign attributes:
I have written words to you

and I imagine they have become knives

that my words injure
you find them on your floor in the momings
you stumble over them in your bedroorn
at night when the lights are out. (31)

In the previous poem the nanator speaks of collecting 'guilt instead of coins 1 or
stamps or serviettes" (30). In the poem quoted above, her words hide her gdlt.

have already hardened into objects, tumed into knives, so that the beloved ages
'under the continuous needles I of poems that are of no use" (32). A later poem in
this cycle again recognizes the false position of a language that proclairns its own
inadequacy in aie guise of monstrous revenge fantasies: "I do not want my words
to grow 1 and becorne important monsten I I no longer recognizew(37).lnstead

the poet wants her stories to be small enough to fit into 'castaway bottles 1 their
contents drained" (37).At the same time. she reiterates her pnmafy concem that,

'no story can describe 1 what it is to love uncertainly 1 there are no words for
those shadowsn(37).
The reduction from words as monsters to words drained of their
importance so as to shnnk to the size of castaway bottles

- while it reduces

language quantitatively - does not adequately drain words of their significance.
lnstead, in the place of the absence of meaning that she confesses to desire, the
poet constnicts an image, neither unarnbiguous nor univocal, but which

nevertheless mitigates against this irnageless language she daims to privilege.

lndeed the image of the narrator standing on the deck of a ship 'knowing forms

are swimming below 1 the surface of sleep" (37),is appmpriately and deliberately
vague, conflating as it does the surface of the sea with the edges of

consciousness. What rernains, what ahnrays remains. is the vestige of the image
that her words. however reluctantly, have traced upon sea, upon sleep, upon the

surface of the page.
A similar reversal is enacted in the final cyde of poems entitled

'Cheekeye." In the sixth of these poems, the poet reads books in a cabin 'al1 day
behind closed doors' (72). When she is not reading the bag full of books she has
bought at the Hudson's Bay store. she odleds pebbles on the Cheekeye
~verbank:'1 brought the pebbles into the cabin with me I thinking perhaps the

river would follow" (72). A complex system of resemblances between books and
pebbles is set up that is further contextualized in the poem that follows:
al1 those words, letters, phone calls
even the words in yout amis
and the ones lying beside you in the bed
the whispered, hesitant words

have fallen in crumbs on the fioor. (73)
Later, when she wakes and wslks barefoot on the floor, careful not to wake him,

the word-crumbs attach themselves to her feet. 'dinging to me. fnghtened
children" (73). She enters the kitchen, the wordcrumbchildren that are pressed

between foot and fluor. tell her things she never imagined:
that nothing we say can move us
that in love words are Iike the birds
that smash themselves onto the window
and fall down dazed on the ground. (73)

One of the many fairy-tale narratives present in this long poem sequenœ
begins with this conjugation of pebbles, words, mmbs, children and birds. The

story of children lost in the wood and finding their way home via cnirnbs and then

pebbles, is also the story of M i n g as homecoming via the evasive body of the
beloved:
yet I colleet your words
what you Say is gathered in pebbles
deposited along the nverbank. (74)

6.3 lm~robableFictions

Thus far I have succeeded in proving only that words cannot not mean that the amatory discourse. while initially construding itself about a lack insofar

as the body of the lover is absent. cannot be entirely ernpty of image. 1 would Iike
to use the fairy-tale narrative earlier referred to as a starting point in order to

show that the poet is aware of these paradoxes and that. far from falling prey to
their rhetoric, she incorporates them in Camival of Longing precisely in order to

provide a lima that her narrator c m then resist and transgress.

The first poetic sequence. "Dimrnalimm," is named after a fairy-tale cycle of
the same name. involving a princess and a Swan. The nanator gains access to
this tale through the water colours that have been painted by her melodramatic

ancestor, Muggur:
Muggur was the first to go abroad and leave a trail of
broken hearts behind him. he died Young. he could
paint, act. sing. he wrote Dimmalimm. in Norway he
was arrested by a woman in love and imprisoned in
the rnountains. in Denmark he acted in movies. (15)

m i l e he roams the world trailing broken hearts, she sits in her room and knits
(IO), an unlikely combination of Penelope and Madame Defarge. But what

Gunnars calls in a later poem 'that unçophisticated and powerfess person that

was 1 me' (81) won proves, in poern aRer poem, her detemination to resist
traditional constructions of courtly love: 'if 1 said 1 was weeping I would say / it is

Romantic. belongs I to another agen(6).
In the seventh poem of the 'Dimrnalimm' cycle, the nanator imagines the
night as 'a slow lover,' while the moon is a voyeur 'stanng in through the

window." Yet these traditionally romantic metaphors do not stand up to her
'tfiumph of reason" when she realizes that 'the moon is only moon" (9).And while
this observation successfully deflates the romantic cliché, it also draws attention
to the systern of correspondences upon which amatory discourse relies. Through
metaphor and metonymy, the evasive body of the lover is captured, bound, and
preserved in the very language that moums his absence. If 'moon is only moon,"
the narrator may proceed inductively to declare, as she does at the end of this

poem, then 'he is not you' (9). That he, in other words, has no correspondence.
no image, no trace in language other than the fiction of etemal retum and

recuperation, in a variety of images and semblances that, by their very number.
defeat authenticity.
In another poem in this sequenœ, the namtor composes a list of
'improbable" fictions: an onion peeling in layen, an orange in wedges, and a bowl
of riœ:

in the story of you and me
likewise fiction, improbable

segments fali off at a touch
I find myself in pieces. (16)
In order to make love meen, in order to resist the ubiquitous romantic tradition, in

order, that is. to avoid 'suddenly Mting about butterfiiesn(22). the narrator must
refine .the banality of such 1 statements, the commonality I of such sentiments of

Gunnarç' namator takes on this challenge initially through parody, resisting
theory in the same way that she earlier resists the romantic canon:

al1 my words may speak another story
depending on the reading
a Freudian story, Jungian
Lacanian, Barthesian, auto
biographical story
when 1 had not intended to tell
any story. (19)

Silence, she points out, is not poetic, indeed it 'destroys the aestheticn(8). Yet in
the same poem in which she so scomfully names the readings she has rejected,

Gunnars' narrator continues drarnatically to reenact the absence of the beloved

in language that is suspiciously 'full," charged one might even Say, with the
metaphors that prove silence aesthetic, or at least poetic. Directly after invoking

the need for a 'matte language,"a discourse empty of significance, the narrator
admits her desire for:
the absent one, and am
therefore inundated with words
1 am the air charged
with electricity, that weight
before a thunderstorrn
a Prairie deluge. (19)

The subject who loves, it is implied, c m never be entirely emptied of
significance. On the contrary, her presence invites metaphoric configurations of

language. Like air, she is charged wathelectricity, her subjectivity undergoing a
transformation from the weight before a thunderstom to a Prairie deluge. Indeed,
almost every statement that proclaims the end of writing, in this long poem, is
followed by a senes of inflated and extended metaphon that transfomi words into
objects, language into breath:

the sense of your absence
that words cannot fiIl
without flesh, without touch
these words are pebbles. (27)
Again:

I have heard of the end of writing

an animal that attacks the fleas
in its fur, bites M a b l y
lies down on the steps, watching

men al1 texts soak into the grass. (45)
And again:

I have found this end
where the ink I spend is useless
the page fills for no reason
an animal with closed eyes
voicing itself in empty space
where hearing has ceased. (45)
Words, rejected as image, becorne pebbles, tum animal. The lover-narraior

seems capable only of proliferaüng meanings in the place where meaning has

I am propellecl by rny sense of loss

the moming Sun does not succeed
in comforting me. the fresh srnell
of prairie grasses refuses to reach me. (61)
Through negative reiterations, the moming Sun, the fresh smell of prairie

grass, reaches the reader. It is hardly surprishg that language has once again
claimed speechlessness through a flood of images, since the amatory subject
progresses via a process of denial and retrieval in which limits are constantly
reinscribed so as to be newly susceptible to transgression. The subject who
discovers 'there are no degrees of love," who daims herself incapable of
categorization, who frames her dedaration as negation, as 'love is not.'
nevertheless, and at every moment, produces images and words that are
inherently transgressive s i n e they counter the daim to speechlessness that is
the unimpeachable condition of the lover:
it has no measure, it cannot be
surveyed, counted, marked
with signs, numbers, arrows

love is not a mountain we climb
or a cavem in which we descend
it is not a hall of mirrors or a carousel. (55)
What love is can hardly be more prolific. more seductive, than this catalogue of
exclusions.

The second poem in Gunnars' Carnival of Longing is only four lines long

but is important insofar as it connects language and body through the metaphor
of a huge processing plant and the cracks in the structure through which the spirit

escapes:
the words that are gathered in rny body

the great hydroelectric plant that is rny language
the dam that contains thern, the spirit
you have cracked, there are leaks. (4)
The ensuing carnival of passion and desire. it is implied, constitutes these leaks

in an elusive yet regenerate 'spirir whose connection to the body is ahnmys
dissociateci, detached: 'it is not me who weeps 1 it is my body / a thing apartn(6).
Yet at other times the body is disturbingly present, metaphoncal. transfomed as
matter. The narrator complains. 'my body is an illnesd is a guilty animai/ seeking
cure, absolution' (17). In this context, I would like to explore a reading of
Gunnars' Carnival as a text in which passion is inscribed as abjection and

suffering; in whidi. moreover, the liberation of the body as meaning interçects
with its annihilation as matter. In other words. she (the poethoverlnarrator) is only

experienced as body if she is a suffering, confessing body.

6.4 Misfortune of Oriain

As a generator of language, the body in Gunnars' Camival must be

controiled. More particulariy. the borders of the body must be strictly regulated.
But since this is a suffering body. a body at once arnorously dispos& and at

varianœ with itself, such regulation is not possible. Indeed, the image of the
beloved overflows its boundanes so that the lover fails in her efforts to keep 'the
persistent 1 influx of you 1 out of my thoughts8(1 1). ln this way the traditional and
by now clichéd position of the bereft lover is subtly transfomed into a condition of

shame. The lover calls herseif 'a thief, a fool. an incestuous wtong-doef (23).

She confesses, '1 was a beggar for love" (21). and the intensity of her shame

marks this as the repetition of a prima1 scene in which. as a srnall child, she
hovered on the threshold of a r o m in which her mother and father fought:
then always, in the end. I opened the dwr. sornething
like a beggar in the doorway, asking them not to argue.
the beginning of a beggah Me. (7)
Then as now. this threshold place reinscribes the limit so that it can be

transgressed again. so that the transgression c m .like the shame. be repeated.
prolonged in writing.
As for the sin, it is nothing less than a sin against identity. Long ago. the

narrator realizes, '1 was not what I was supposed to be," so she leaves home.
'walked off. humiliated by / myselP (14). Writing itself is contaminated. 'poetry is

a humiliated chiid I leaving home in the night' (17),impotent to appease the
parent. or to persuade the lover to retum. Having 'left herseIr in this way. the
lover is left also without reflection or resemblanœ; her face is not her own but
that of the Other who retums her glanœ:
when you are not you
but 1 in another fom
a shadow of what is forgotten
when your face is rny face

looking back at me. (28)

The problern of the abject subject, however, is that in relinquishing boundafies
she has absented herseif from an imaginary ground of semblanœs in which

lovers are not divided by the glanœ. Far from the romantic predicament in which

the lover recognizes herseff nowhere but in the eyes of the beloved, this lover

cannot find herself at all:

and I am not
I am not where you are either
I am not remernbered
al1 1 am is rny love for you
humiliated. (44)
As I have argued in eariier chapters, Kristeva's category of abjedion

provides a discursive site peculiarly applicable to the amorous subject. within
which passion is positioned, not as a quality in itself, but as that which relates to a

boundary, more particularly. to the margin that represents the subject as it is
jettisoned from that boundary. A doser look at one of the sequences in Gunnars'
Camival may better serve to define the construction of abjection in the lover's

discourse.
The sequence entitled 'Sunlamp" tells the story of a childhood illness that

the narrator suffered and which manifested itself as 'blotched skin." 'an unknown
rash' not unlike the leprosy that was once epidemic in northem lands. The doctor

advises her to expose her skin to sunlight and so she waits to be healed. but the

douds do nat break. lnstead she is introduced, by this means, to the lover's
discourse, 'a condition of waiting for what never showedn(49). In order 'to be
normal again" (50). the child must lie naked in a dark room for some houn each

day before the glow of a sunlamp. Not surptisingly, she sees thiç as a sinister
contract with an object that masquerades as the Sun, before which she must

prostrate herself 'bony and naked": "1 knew it was somehow a replica of I life to

react to danger by taking the dothes off and lying I down beside it' (50).
Shielded by dark glasses. isolated by 'a Iight by which I could not seen
(53). the namtor watches the atoms that Roat in the air between herself and the

larnp, expenencing them as 'small points of hard metalwthat threaten to invade

her body, 'to lodge there for life, to 1 harden me inside' (51). Time passes 'as
heavily as if it were made of ironnand no one dares to enter the room, 'not even

my mother. who 1 only knocked on the door and called to me it was time I to tum
the other siden(53). Shunned. abandoned to the shame of a disease she cannot

narne. an illness that. like the sunlamp, is 'without illumination" (53). the narrator
experiences herself in one of two positions. She is either prostrate, prone naked
before the scnitiny of the sunlamp. or she kneels before it, a penitent: 'defective.
crouching behind her knees / covering her face and eyes / from the glare of the

dangerous rays" (57).
Although the narrator is eventually cured, the defect to which everyone but
she is blind receding like 'high tide over the stones in the shoren(56). the

condition of her skin seems to persist. creeps to her face where she 'could no
longer pretend it was not therew(63). What she suffers m m , the reader is asked
to believe. in the absence of symptoms, is love illuminated by the sunlamp as a
condition of pure. wordless longing. Love. before which one is prostrate, naked.
leprous, before which one blunders, 'unable to hide from [the lover's] intense

eyes' (57). Love, before which. speechless and defective. one waits.

What she waits for, of course, is the end of the love story, prolonged,

deferred by writing. The poem that begins 'I have heard of the end of writing."
ends with the image of the beloved hopelessly enmeshed in the body of the lover,
'how at this end I am still I writing, writing you I through my bones" (45).
Significantly. the last poem in this cycle begins with the words '1 do not want to

wn'te words I about ultimate ends.' and ends with a tentative gesture toward
disassociation:

'an uncertain knowtedgel that if you are notl this can no longer be

me" (85). In her realization that she and the lover no longer occupy one body, the
namtor cancels out her own body as a mere 'misfortune of originn(û4).

An alternative to these images of the abject, suffering body in Gunnars'
long poem is the possibility of a Bakhtinian reading of the carnivalesque as
suggested by the title. The terni camival is first used systematically and critically

by Bakhtin to develop his theory of laughter in Rabelais and His World. Yet

Bakhtin's 'boundless worid of humourous forms' (14). focused on the bawdy.
unregenerate body seems, at first. to be unrelated to Gunnars' images of the
repressed body. At the same time Bakhtin, as Linda Hutcheon points out. offen a
privileged reading of all parodic discourse as 'the paradox of its authonzed

transgression of nomsn(A Theory of Parody 75). In her refusal to locate her
narrative of love within any fixed allocation of authority. Gunnars parodies the
critical framework that, at times, threatens to ovewhelrn her lover.

Gunnars' narrator, Mile not necessarily a humourless subject. cannot by
any stretch of the imagination be said to partake of the Bakhtinian carnivalesque.
or to deploy laughter as a strategy of resistance. In fact, she may more accurately

be described as a rnelancholic, and as such her nanative is more suited to a

reading of depression such as that offered in Knsteva's BIack Sun, which

analyzes the serniotics of melancholy as the underside of

- among other things -

amorous discwrse. Kristeva calls melancholia the 'somber lining of amatory
passion" (5) and the rnelancholy wornan is 'the dead one that has afways been
abandoned within herse# (30). Gunnars' narrator. in her compiicity with illness
and her refusal of catharsis or recovery, offers us the camival as a celebration of

sadness and melancholy rather than of laughter.
The body of the narrator-lover in Gunnars' Camival is oniy ever presented

under sufferance, and it is significant that the moment when the body becornes
present as suffeting body is also the moment of confession. In the penultimate

poem the narrator finally confesses to her tertor of confession, discovenng in the
process. that her position vis-&-vis the amorous discourse is always as object:
'you have made me face that face I that has been hiding behind my back" (84).

Having stared dom the reader hanging over her shou~der,~
Gunnars' lover is
able to complete her story knowing that in doing so she has finally resisted the
end of the love story.

6.5 Tele~honeLove

Nicole Markotic's poem 'No Goodbye. Just:'

- like Gunnars' Camival-

is

a confessional narrative about the end of a love affair. 00th poems employ irony
as a distancing device by means of which the grief a s d a t e d with confessional

dismurse is somewhat ameliorated. And bath poems aintrive to provide an
ending, in the case of Markotic's piece, to manufacture an ending for the love
affair in the absence of any other recourçe to completion.
The title 'No Goodbye, Just:" with its expectant colon and incomplete

phrasing refers to the narrator's bewildenent in the face of her lover's defection:
'the last thing you said to me was click on the phone. no goodbye. I just click. not
even an 1 love you, buP (19). The poem goes on to sketch the narrator's joumey

to a city dump in order to locate furniture and other evidenœ of a shared life that
she believes her lover to have jettisoned after the final 'click." ln order to fil1 in the

silence after that last acoustic non-ending. in order to occupy the space of his
unresolved absence, the narrator travels to the dump in search of her old couch,

and, more importantly, in search of the end of the story that will somehow prove
her love affair real.
The poem that begins uwth a telephone conversation ends with an
answering machine that the wheels of the narrator's retreating car have just

the car cninches over the dregs of dump and I do not notice the
answering machine someone has discarded. because it
kept the m n g message, the false hope, the voice that
didn't c d . a perfectly good answering machine that, had
I noticed at all, I would have picked up and canied home
with me:
triurnph of my outing. (25)

The poem that stretches itself between these two points - between the end of

one telephone conversation and the trace of another - is an extended monologue
on the part of the narrator to her silent, absent lover in which she attempts to re-

open the flow of dialogue doseci off by his emphatic, final 'click.' The narrator's
oblique angle in this passage

- she has not noticed the answering machine

despite her apparent knowledge as to what message the machine contains and
why it has been discarded

- alerts us to her sustained nanative dupliuty and the

figurative nature of her ficton.

By this. I am not casting doubt on her sincerity so much as suggesting that
in organizing this poem sequence about an array of vocal interventions and

acoustic clicks. Markotic provides a series of exits and entranœs for her narrator
by means d which the reader can interrogate this text. And since this is a text

that offers itsetf as confession, the reader is called, or 'hailed,' to use Tambling's
word, to provide some sernblance of a reply. In the absence of the recalcitrant

lover, it is the reader who provides the listening ear, the confidentiality of the

confessional. lt is the reader, in the end, who must answer the phone.
Markotic's sustained interest in the ways and means by which mechanical

discourses conspire to erase the body has direct relevance to this 'telephonen
love poem. Her first novel, Yellow Pages, is a fictional account of Alexander
In this novel. Markotic critiques the
Graham Bell's invention of the te~ephone.'~
phalloœntnc narrative of tedinological advancement in which male inventions

and inventors conspire to silence female voices and the voices of disabled
citizens. Markotic emphasizes the little-known fact that Bell's wife was bom deaf,
and that in advocating orality rather than sign language as a system of
communication for her and other hean'ngdisabled people, Bell set back the cause

of the deaf comrnunity.

Markotic is not aiways critical of mechanical discourse as opposed to the
oral exchange of language, but she is consistently inspired by the clash of these
two systems of communication. In an artide published in Canadian Poefry and

significantly titled 'Telephone Dance," she proceeds to read Leonard Cohen's
Beautifvl Losers as a mechanical critique of human desire: 'The binary opposition
of the physical body and its mechanical expression represents instability in the
text. an instability that sparks energy, creates impetus. and maintains textual
momenturnn(32). In the context of 'No Goodbye. Just:" the telephone is the nodal
point (switchboard?) of an array of discourses and discursive fields in which
subjectivity is at once ainfronted and deferred since one "can't hang up on a

The poem sequence under discussion. 'No Goodbye, Just:" is by no

rneans the only 'telephonenpoern in Markotic's book. The opening sequence in
Connect the Dots is a prose poem called 'Stand There, Talkingnwhich details the

'urgent summons of voice" (9) that a family receives via the telephone. The poem
begins:
the telephone. rings we all fun. l'II get it. no, l'II get it. me.
me. nof Dad who never runs who has no need to reach the
ringing fîrst. and aiways, the calling always for him. (9)

The final poem in Conneci the Dots ends with the bright image of a telephone

lighting up as the narrator dials an unspecified nurnber:
1 own a
see-through telephone, the plastic numbers light up when I dial

except: in the moming, dnving away from me, I speed al1 the
W Y - (89)

Once again, a narrative that begins with a telephone ringing ends with the
narrator dialing out, and the question of who she hopes to reach (the lover, the
father, the reader) lingen as a final trope of (dis)connection.

The telephone functions in this poem, as well as in Vie book as a whole.
as an overdetemined knot of significance. The telephone is the means by which
the narrator connects with herself. her family and friends, but it is also the

instrument which allows the lover to disconnect himself from her. It is a physical
object that breaks d o m . is repaired, recycled, or junked - yet the telephone also

fundions, in these poems, as the metaphysical carrier of voice and absence.
Both imagist and acoustic, the telephone offers the perfect oppominity to confess.

6.6 Recvcled Desires

Perhaps the most significant binary in this poem is that constructed

between prudent living and wastefulness, between those like the narrator who
preserve, recycle and repair broken objects and bodies, and those like the lover
who discard things, consume "stuff," and waste energy. When the narrator
imagines breaking up with her lover her thoughts tum immediately to a division of

the spoils:

I arranged our break-up the way most people do weddings: if it
cornes down to it. you get the tv, the vcr, l'II take the
stereo.

you take your new car, l'II keep the old. (19)

The lover is a man who only values what is new, unused and technological, he
throws out shirts when they {ose their buttons (21).acquires new dothes and a

new haircut (22). patronizes shopping rnalls, fast-food restaurants. designer
dothing stores (23). and proceeds to discard the couch they once shared and
which is the object of the namator's joumey to the dumping ground:
at the dump today I saw you everywhere. this is not meant as
insulting joke. there were bits and pieces of you strewn ali
around. ciothes too good to throw away, thrown away.
furniture that must have meant a psst not waste. plastic
bags galore. a box of colouring books. a baby buggy.
dumps are good places to see people. on another heap a
man is taking stufi away, making it new again. l avoid
him. (20)

The lover is a man who 'discard[s] easily' (21). who is incapable of preserving a
couch, a shirt or. it is irnplied, a relationship."
As punishment for his faithlessness, the namtor symbolically tears him to

pieces. She is in earnest ("this is not meant as I insulting joke") when she finds
'bits and pieces" of him strewn across the dump. Yet. ironimlly, it is her own loss

she reads in the debris. The colouring books and baby buggy symbolize - as the
child bom to her sister later does - the children she has not conceived with this

man. further evidence of his wastefulness. Unlike the unnamed man at the dump,
the lover is incapable of preserving the old, of 'making it new again." Wth this
phrase the narrator indicates that the love story, like the modemist enterprise,
requires a new ending.
When Jean-Franwis Lyotard defines the post-modem as initiating an
'increduli ty towards metanarrativesu( The Postmodem Condition xxiv) he means
that it is no longer possible to find deep grand narrative truths connecting parts of
a text into a unified whole. The narraior's joumey to the dump in search of the

shared couch, her lover's trace, or a reasonable ending, is therefore a search for
the 'metanarrative' truth that her 'inuedulous' text refuses to provide. The
narrator has already imbued the couch with a past and a Mure. lt is the piece of
fumaure first given to the couple by her sister when they owned nothing. and it is
the first thing, besides herself, the lover has discarded.
The 'couch" in this equation is the signifier of the 'couple.' and the

narratw's urgent need to find it indimtes. not surpfisingly, her desire to reunite
with her absconded lover and su reçonnect the circuit of farnily. mernories. and
love, with her newiy (un)made self.
so that's why I'm here at the dump, my love. searching for our
couch. the burgundy one you liked because it was so solid,
your back didn't sink into. the only couch you could lie on
for hours and it didn't hurt your back. the ugly old
burgundy couch we both liked because 1 didn't match the
apartment, didn't match anything we owned. the couch I
named after a magazine. the couch you threw away
because keeping it meant keeping the colour, meant seeing
the us that belonged there lying. the couch that was too
big to throw back so you threw 1 away. and here I am,
rny own tnie love: looking for burgundy. (21)

The nanator who, unlike the lover, has 'never learned how to discard easily" (22),
must discover a new language of indeterminacy, beginning with the split rneaning
in the verb 70 lie."
What she finds at the dumping ground is a vision of plenty. the smell of
gulls and ocean (22),a dump filled "with good stuff (23). recyclable objects
which, if properly harvested. would allow the user to 'build new stories out of oldn

(23).The narrator, who is a devout recyder

- 'it must have been too hard,"she

muses, 'to live with one who I separates her papers and plastics, has a bin for

used t h / cans. mmplains each time we ate fast-foodn (19) - experiences the

dumping gmund as the site where multiple and contradictory nanatives meet and
intersect The dump is the place she visits in order to sahrage meaning from the

echo of the final click:
this dump is the first site I have been to that I know you've
visited. that you couldn't possibly avoid. you chose to
make it exist as a part of the us. this is the first place we
have that can be put into the ending. exœpt for the
certainty of that click, you havent given me ending. (21)

Yet what she finds at the dump is the resolution within herself to discard his
version of the ending and replace it with her own: 'out with the old, out with the
you' (23). she exdaims at one point, in a rewording of the Modemist ethic.

At the dump the narrator does not meet her lover; instead she meets 'the
scavenger man' (24) with whom she identifies since in the eyes of the grounds

attendant she is a scavenger woman, 'because I have amved in a tattered and
empty I car. in a car begging to be filledn(24). Unlike the lover. this man 'makes

sensento her (25). Not surprisingly, her trip to the dump does not conjure the
elusive couch from the 'unnecessaiy / wasten(25). since such an 'endingn would
be the stuff of which grand narratives are composed:

but: I expected large objects to float above the junk. for that to be
the system of dumps. My sister's couch could be beneath
dirt
any one of these inconsequential pilings.
indiscriminate. I am still looking for burgundy, for
influence of colour, for existings. (24)
The couch that belongs to the namator's sister remains indeteninately buried
beneath the nibble or hovers out of sight elsewhere, sine the reader cannot be

sure it has ended up at the dumping gmund to begin with. Like her sister's baby

that has 'a made-up namemand an initial that 'only stands for itseif" (24). the
much stands for what is improvisatory, provisional, and self-referential, for what.
in this textual dumping ground. refuses signification.

On her way out of the grounds, not having found the syrnbol of his
presence that she seeks, the narrator finds henelf stumbling over the detritus of
a tradition once called 'grandw:

on my way back to the car l step over dead bodies. one of thern
is you, rny love, you have left too many pieces behind.
and I refuse. (24)
The last Iine with its double pressure on the word "refuse" and its incornpletion,

signifies the narrator's contradictory impulse: to jettison the cargo of her love
affair or to defer dosure infinitely in writing. But she realizes that 'walking on 1 top
of used up stuff is too depressingn (25),and leaves the dumping ground to retum

to her apartment 'with its rows of recycle bagsn(25). "Was it good for your soul,
my love, to witness this?" she asks as she drives off (25),and the ironic
endearment. not to mention the parodie 'seul," indicates her determination to

remver her incredulity rapidly in the face of Iife's jack of grand narratives.

6.7 Over the Line

The lover is at once penurious and wasteful; he withholds both his words

and his love from the narrator, while squandering his possessions on garbage
durnps and his money in shopping malls. This strangely doubled play of

meanness and excess. marks him as the absent Other. the one to whom - as in

Camival of Longing - the love fetter is addressed as the perfect motive for his
silence:
you don't cal1 and you don't cal1 and you don't dl. I pretend this
doesn't matter, is part of the pattern. certainly I don't
expect punctuality. I practice saying, right on time, you're
only two months late, three months, six, for when the
ringing announces you on the line, your voice on the other
end
you make me believe words that are pointless: who cares, what's
the dinerence, doesn't matter. you make me believe in the
story you're still in, even when I'm not. you make me
believe in the you that doesn't believe in

goodbye: dick (22)
The opening lament, the namator's paean to her l o v e h silence is at once

excessive and inadequate. In the wake of his cumulative silence she produces
writing, in the face of his throwaway words - 'you make me believe words that

are pointlessw- she proceeds to horde every last 'dick."
In 'No Goodbye. Just:" the voiœ announced 'on the linenis under erasure,
and the voice 'on the other endwis evaded, lost, substituted by metaphor,
deferred through metonymy. The voice fails as textuality, as figure of speech.

because it cannot carry the burden of representation. or indeed, the significance

of the experience of love. In the poem desire exceeds representation, the only
moment of articulate love exists as the unspeakable utterance, the 'goodbye:
click" with which this excerpt ends.
The lover refuses to speak, his silence is insistent, aggressive. His silence
elicits a reply in the f o n of the poem that begins with a reported telephone
conversation and ends with a ghostly answering machine message. In the

absence of a human interlocutor or listener, Markotic's auditory narrative starts to
doubt its own 'hearinglWa process observable in the way in which pronouns begin
to unhinge:
the us deteriorated so quickly I only had tirne to breathe. to suck
in breath against your awayness. the unexpected
unplannedness of click you said click click click. and that , as
they say, was that. (19)

In a later poem in Connect the Dots entitled 'Tracking the GametnMarkotic's

narrator tries again to define this deteriorating 'usDthrough the use of square
brackets:
the [we] is [he] and [me]
before the rïsk of the you
that place in time
where expectation still exists. (73)

The shared pronoun 'wemis no longer available to the narrator and splits off into
the separate, singular pronouns 'heu and
Later. after the narrator fails to recognize a photo of the lover, she asks.

'who am I to know you?"(22). She answerç this question by rendering the
ontological verb negative: '1 am not. ' she confesses, 'allowed to change into I
you. must continue myself (23). In the absence of stable pronouns, in this arena
of fluctuating referents, it is no longer possible to posa a one-to-one

correspondence between speaker and listener, between sender and receiver, or
between confesser and the one who confesses.
Throughout this narrative of auditory cues and acoustics. the lover never

speaks. Instead he is quoted, or rather the one significant sound he has made is
permitteci into the text as quotation, as 'the unexpected. unplannedness of click

you said click click click" (19). He is constnicted spatially as the absence followhg

this 'click" whether it is of his photograph, 'taken after the click" (22).that the

narrator does not recognize. or his physical presence that fails to materialize in
the dooway where the nanator waits for a sight of him:

my sister holds her baby holds her
husband's hand. I hold the sight of you not standing there,
definitely not standing there. (23)

Because of this glaring absence of the lover in the specular field and the
frequency of the auditory cues by which his absence is communicated, Markotic's
text privileges the voice. 'No Goodbye, Just:" may be read as a poem largely

concerned with voice, sound, breath, and speech. This is emphasized by the

relative absence of metaphor and imagistic language in Markotic's prose poem,
her use of colIoquial speech patterns, and mnsn sentences rather than endstopped lines, the frequency of idiomatic expressions, and the use of spaces
between words to indicate indrawn breaths.

'No Goodbye, Just:" is stning like a precarious telephone line between the
acoustic click at the end of one conversation and the voice as trace, 'the voice

that didn't call" (25). on the answenng machine that the narrator does not fail to
confess that she fails to notice. at the end. The break-up the narrator bas
detemined to arrange, 'the way most people do weddings" (19) is, in fact, her

remangement of the lover's abrupt and precipitate closure of the narrative. In her
version of the story, it is she who will administer the final click even as she resists
any intimation of closure in the last line of her story:

the gate clicks shut behind me. but I refuse to hear (25)

While acknowledging that, as Tarnbling maintains, there are only various

confessional practices rather than any essential form of words or actions called
'confession" by which the subject may be constit~ted,'~
such confessional
practices are an important way of reading amorous discourse sinœ both forms of
writing rely on the value the subject places upon her past and her ability to
resurrect this past in the present tense. Linda Kauffman, for example. defines the

underlying impulse of amorous discourse as the ability, 'to make the past present
without ceasing to cherish it as memory" (Discoumes of Desire 114).
In addition. both confessional practice and amornus discourse are

wncemed with the subject's dissolution in language, and the breakdown of

defensive borders between the lover/confessor and the world. In Gunnars'
Camival of Longing, these boundaries are negotiated via the performance of
abjection, h i l e Markotic's nanator in 'No Goodbye. Just:" resists any such
'breakdown' through her revisionist solution to his story. Yet both poems
'confess." both narrators 'speak," and it is the seam to find an appropriate

location for this speech act - the letters, words. texts in Camival, the telephone in

'No Goodbye, Just:"
resistanœ.

- that impels these poems towards a feminist nanative of

-

--

-

-

-

-

' 'No Goodbye. Just:' is one of the sections in Markotic'sfint book of poems Connect
ftie Dots 1994, in which she experiments with the forrn and funcüon of the prose poem.
Her interest in this prose / poetic hybrid is evidenced in her s m n d book, Minotaurs and
OfherAlphabefs (Wolsak and Wynn. 1998) in wtiich she continues ta engage with the
genre of prose-poetry. this time in the context of so-c;alled language poetry.
In his attempt to negotiate judgments about Western systems of power and knowfedge
without plaang himsetF outside their jurisdiction, Foucauft wnstruds the writing subjed
within a power of relationships wtiose existence depends on mutüple points of
resistanœ. Sinœ he has discarded the repressive hypothesis with itç drama of radical
ruptures in the texture of history, he canstitutes the subjed within a plurality of
resistances that indude language and power relations.
I refer here to Barthes' essay. 7 h e Death of the Authof in Image Music Tewt in which
Barthes announces Wie birth of the reader' at the cost of the death of the author (148).
While I do not atternpt to read Gunnars' poetry via her critiasm. Ithink t interesting to
note her continued interest in and articulation of the structures of autobiography and
confession in this essay as in others. For example. in "The Hypothetical Text: Stephan
G.Stephansson's Autobiography' she reads the autobiography of the Icelandic
Canadian poet as an a d of resistance. The wriüng. she maintains. 'is never
confessional. not passionate. not poetic" (109). and therefore stnking in its
unseifwnsaousness, "it is a text that will not give up its real story, will not reffect on
itself (1 1O Gunnars' emphasis).
1' n an interview in Wnliamson's Sounding the Dflemnces, Gunnan expliMy addresses
the question as to why Carnive1 of Longing is flot confessional poetry: '[AJII these poems
acknowiedge that there may n d be anything to confess. Traditional confessional poetry
is I've got a secret [...] but the whole milieu where Carnival is coming from, theoretically
and creaüvely. supposes that the confession itsetf is andher lie (107).
Tambling speaks of the history of confession as one in which the powerful interrogator
at the centre induces people at the margins to internalize what is said about them, 70
accept that discourse and to live it, and thereby to live their oppression" (6).
The Seftlernent Poems are characteristic of Gunnars' poetic sensibility at this time
because they look inwards to describe old world traditions - cures, remedies. love
potions. and midwifery rather than. as in Atwood's Joumals of Susanna Moodie,
presenting the immigrant subjed as she looks outward to a new land and prepares to
daim it as her own.
The separate and possibly distinct daims of the love story and the long poem, as
genre and structure, are not the subjed of this chapter.
The reader is figured as the interpolator in a confessional discoune in the sense that
Tarnbling defines 'interpolationn as k i n g 'hailed, singled out by name' (Con&&on 2).
As such, the reader. at the end of this long poem, is haited as the receiver of the love
poern, the one to whom it is intended. rather than the lover to whom it is, apparently.
addressed.
A sirniiar moment occurs in Robert Kroelsch's lave poem 'Letters to Salonika.' The
narrator of this poem seltconsciously construds himself as lover. in the proces
emerging as M e r , the one who inscribes within himself as discursive site the body of
the absent, silent, other. And shce the letten are no longer private devotions but. in the
context of the book, public dedarations, he irnplicates the reader in this transaction,
inserüng himlher as third tem in a lover's discourse struaured as triangle.

'

-

The readeh position in these love letters is one of complicity. she is the other towards
whom (as much as the beloved) these letters are addressecl. and as such the reading
act is one of interrogation. As Other, the reader is mnstnided variously as confidant and
inteilocutor, the one bdh to whorn and against whom the lover confesses in his writing
of the beloved. The reader in Kmetsch's 'Letters to Salonikanocaipies an ambiguous
and intriguing position. She is the one to whom the lover addresses himself but she is
also the Other, the third tem in a trianguiar relation, the one in the presenœ of whorn
the lover's dismurse is enaded. In the self-constious transformation of these leîtets
from private to public artifads. she may even ask if it is possible to conshid the lover at
ail except in the scopic field of the o b s e ~ h g
other, the reader, the witness in the
presence of whom love is at once artificial and articulate. She is. in short. the other
woman.
'O Yellow Pages (1995) was published the year after her book of poatry, Connect aie
Dots (1994). 'No Goodbye, Just:' is induded in this poetry collection.
11
The lover ends the relationship by packing the nanator's possessions and having them
waiüng at the door for her (20). He proceeds to 'divide the aty" (21) into sedions.she
gets al1the old places in the same way th& she drives the old car. The lover's ability to
compartmentalize his life in the way that he divides up a &y or a love affair is contrasted
with the nanator's tendency to ovemow the boundaries of her narrative at the same time
that she packages her garbage for recyding.
in the long poem sequenœ 'He 8 [He]' in Connect the Dots, Markotic plays
l2~irnilaily.
with the idea of idenMy and naming in the way she uses square brackets to
simultaneously endose and uncover the pronoun 'he.' As a result of this formeüted [He]
she can avoid using the lovefs name, his proper noun, and so avoid 'hailingn him as
confesser,

Both -Tracking the Gamesand 'He 8 [He]' were initially published as chapbooks by
disonenfation Press and dog earpress respectively, white 'No Goodbye. Just:" first
appeared in a Second Wednesday chapbook anthology.
'3~ambling
criticizes Foucault's use of 'confessional pradicesnin The History of
Sexuality. He points out that Foumult's concept of confession nins the risk of
essentialisrn, irnplying that confession is a- or trans-histoncal, as though people are
consütuted by t heir wi.llingness to confess (2).

The words 'tissue" and 'text" corne from the same root, Marlatt points out
in the esçay cited above in which she at once fictionalizes autobiography and

locates self-representation in the context of 'a living tissue we [ive together with /
inw(205). Criücs have responded to Marlatt's textual tissue by emphasiùng its

'intricate networks' and 'labyrinthean structuresn(Godard 481)' by locating her
narratives as a 'textual field" intersected by various trajectories (Butling 167). and
by demonstrating her resistance to the grammatical sentence which demands
linearity and closure in favour of 'radiating meaning" (Green and LeBihan 440).

Marlatt herself perceives her writing as palimpsest, a structure that she favoum,
acairding to an early interview in Open Letter, because it presents 'al1 the layew

at once. al1 the levels at once" (43).'
The three dimensionality of the metaphors by which Marlatt's writing is
defined - as woven cloth, labyrinth, textual field - and by which she describes
her own poetics, indicates a revisionism that begins at the level of the sentence.

In a recent intervied in West Coast Line, Marîatt begins by defining the sentence
in the negative as, 'not a container ... not a quantity of thought or a quantity of
rhythm,' and concludes that it is the sentence's ability to 'break apart into pure

immediacf that best characterizes it as a transfomative deviœ (Castncano 50).
Her cntical writing, in essays such as 'musing with mothertongue." frequently

refuses metaphors of mntainment, or the image of the womb as vesse1 in favour
of a dual representation of the female body within landscape and a play of
lang~ages.~
~aniceWilliamson calls this effect one of 'erotic synaesthesia" (179)
in which long prose lines of polysemic linguistic associations rewver multiple

related meanings in a M n g strategy that avoids the one-track endof-the-line
trajectory for the slippage and play of reading between the lines, while Stan
Dragland likens Marlatt's line to a divining rod since it sensitively slips between

tenses and layers of time (156).
In her poem 'Month of Hungry GhostswMariatt begins by asking, "Mat
language, or what simctures of language can cany this being here?" (82) and it

seerns dear that the long supple 'breath-linesn4that she develops in poerns such
as How Hug a Stone and Touch to My Tongue, are one element of the structure

that carries being. Another is her construction of a fernale subjectivity that

insuibes itself within what Barbara Godard has called 'a poetics of excess of
signification' CBody 1" 481), in which Marlatt's writing transgresses boundarïes.
overfiows linguistic space and ovewhelms limits like those imposed by the
binaries of surface/depth, bodylwnüng, and readeriwriter.

Since meaning is rooted in cuvent usage which is, in tum. freighted with
patriarchal values, Marlatt uses word play to undemine singular meaning,
inventing new words and using etymology as a variant on meaning. Marlatt selfconsciously vvrites from the margins, claiming them as what Brenda Carr calls a
'wild zonenwhere the differences between women and other oppressed groups
resonate (105). In an interview with Cam, Mariatt has henelf claimed this n e

place-space as one in which a woman speaks out of her 'hitherto absent body,
absent desire, and muted voice within a public contefl (106).

In rny earlier discussion of Kristeva's essay Tales of Love, particularly her
selfconscious problematizing of language and signification in 'Stabat Mater,' I

address the problerns. since taken up by the Québec school of Bcritum ferninineP5

of wrîting the female body. Such writing tries to imagine the plenitude of the
female voice, body, writing, desire, outside patriarchal reference. When Marlatt.
in 'musing with mothertongue." describes a 'largely unverbalized, pre-syntactic.

postlexical field" (48), she invokes the Knstevan chon, the place of matemal
pleasure. Yet the chora that many critics of Kristeva have perceived as selfenclosed and womb-like, is, in Marlatt's reading, an openended network of
associations and language frequencies. In her essay 'Writing Our Way Through
the Labynnth,' for example, her central metaphor of the labyrinth is not

envisioned as an imprisoning enclosure but as a space that may be traverseci, a
folding and enfolding that nevertheless 'moves forward':
later as i began to write (compose) poetry, i leamed that Mting involves
reading or hearing al1 the language is saying that i am 'lost* in and writing
my way through. as if the labyrinth were itself an inner ear, a sensofy
organ
i feel my way by (sentence, sentire, to feel), keeping my feet by a
labyrinthine
sense of balance as the currents of various meaning, the "drift."swirl me
along. of course the labyrinth is filled with fiuid, as the membranous
labyrinth
of the inner ear is. (44-45)

Mariatt's conceît of the labyrinth as inner ear, her astonishing yoking together of

the written, the walked. end the heard, resoundingly demonstrates her ability to
imagine many and various venions on the theme of chore.

As the above excerpt makes dear, one reads Marlatt in a state of
expectancy, of surprise,a state that Majorie Perioff in The Poetics of
lndetemhacy has characterized as belonging to the poetry of undecidability.

where meaning is perpetualiy imminent (11). Marlatt's unraveling texture of words
at play, subjects (and subjectivity) in motion, and frames shifüng to
recontextualize meaning is a result, in part, of her delight in the porousness of
boundaries. What Dragland has called her 'muse of indefiniteness and
undependability" (164) plays the borders between fiction. poetry, criticism and

a~tobiograph~.~
between life sentence and lifewwiting. between sentence as
structure and sentence as verdict. Much of the tension and torque in her longer
poerns cornes ftom her choice of the prose poem form, which combines what

Pauline Butling has called 'the horizontal impetus of prosenwith the spatial range

of the poetic word ('From Radicaln172). At the same time, Marlatt is interested in
a poetics of translation rather than representation, in which rneaning emerges in
the synapses between texts (between her own texts and the writing of others) as

a wnsequence of what language brings into play beyond ongin or intentiom7

7.2 Conversations

Two minds tuming around each other, two (at feast) perspectives, two
(vanous) entries into language tuming over the words, testing thern,
trying them on for size in a mutual exchange that wanden from roorn
to r o m , takes breaks, remakes the linguistic bed, stirs diversion into
analysis.
Daphne Mariatt
'In Conversation"

In frequent interviews and in her critical M n g , Marlatt has ernphasized
the exploratory nature of conversation, a 'mutual listening and questioning," as a

tod of exegesis and a strategy for life writing Cln Conversation"7).As one of the
founding editors of the feminist collective Tessera, she wri-tes in the introduction
to the 1994 special issue, edited by Barbara Godard, of the 'converçational
matnx" of Tessera's inception, and refers to the way in which the journal is an

ongoing conversation between contributors, editors, and readen (Collaboration in
the Ferninine 13). Her own work has actively engaged the conversational both in

its discursive style and in the manner in which her texts interact with other
feminist writing. More reœntly, the poems in Touch to My Tongue (1984). written

'for Betsy." are a reply to and are replied to in the poems in Betsy Warland's book
Open is Broken, published the same year and inscribeci "for Daphne."
In Double Negative, a book of poetry published four years later (1988).
Warland and Martatt continue their conversational love affair in a cross-genre
collaboration that challenges the singular subject. the idea of author, and the
authority of the book. Double Negative, jointly written by Marlatt and Wariand
during a train joumey through the Australian desert, consists of a senes of

unsigned entries. a middle section in which the two vwiters discuss their desire to
break the frame of the lyric poem, and a final prose poetry section. in which the

wfiters quote from each other's work, using words and phrases from one textual
body as an entfy into the next In this last section, as in the first, the work is

'unsigned." In other words, while the reader knows that this is vmiting produced by
Marlatt and Warland, she cannot be sure which writer is the mauthot'of which

partiwlar poem. In an interview, Warland desctibes this as a process of writing
'beyond our own endingsn(Sounding the DIikmnces 196) sin-

her writing does

not end with the end of the book but spirals out in conversational orbit with

Mariatt's writing. Their collaborativework resists the patriarchal concept of
ownership which is called into question by these shared. unsigned texts.'

Such conversationally engendered writing questions the publishing
the borders of the
conventions of the literary institution sinœ these texts o v e ~ o w

page and the sequence of the book,and consciously break the frame. The
publication of Touch to My longue and Open is Bmken was amrnpanied by
public reading events by Marlatt and Warland acmss Canada. and the two books
were invariably reviewed together in feminist magazines and periodicals such as
Angles. Rites, Herizons, Bmadside, Fuse, and Body ~ o l i t c .In addition, the two
were frequently interviewed together about their ongoing conversation or shared

poetics. Recent critical practice has explored this interchange of ideas and
language, encouraging the notion that words lead to words and that subjectivity is
not singular, but composed of many voiœs, many languages and registers of
dis~ourse.'~

In her esay on Marlatt's poetics, 'Body 1," Barbara Godard catalogues this
polyphony of creative and critical voices. using the signature as a metaphor:

While many women poets use condensation, the paring away of seR to
give space to the other, Marlatt attempts to give birth to an exîended
self irnmersed in something vaster than the individual. For some poets,
implied silence unfixes the power of the signature. For Marfatt, the
presence of more than one signature has the same unsettling function.
(481

In resisting the dosure and enclosure of fixed rneaning by deliberately opening

her texts to other women, other Miters, and other readers, Marlatt invites

manifold interpretations of, and in, her texts. In a writing that seeks to question
hierarchy, the syrnbolic order, and patriarchal discourse, the reader is cajoled as
collaborator. a axxeator of meaning(s)."
Touch to My Tongue not only invites dialogue with contemporaneous texts
but, in its stniggle to articulate lesbian desire, it also refers to a tradition of lesbian
love poetry such as Phyllis Webb's Naked Poems and Adrienne Rich's 'Twenty-

one Love Poems.' W~lliamsonpoints out that the title Touch fo My Tongue refers
the reader to Luce Irigaray's discussion of ferninine sexuality in the essay 'When
Our Lips Speak Togethef in This Sex Which Is Not One ('(t gives men 174),
while Godard, appropriating the term from Roland Barthes, wlls the poern a 'text

of bliss." In Godard's reading. however, Madatt's poem partakes of a femininely
inscribed bliss, not 'two edges in sharp contactnbut 'a female sext, an infinite
circulation of desire from one (textual) body to another" ("Body 1" 484). In alluding

to, recalling. and invoking other poems, difFerent critical voices, and disparate
language ads, Marlatt's Touch to My Tongue 'converses' with and circulates

among a wide variety of texts and textual bodies, provoking acts of selfrepresentation in varied and multiple readings.

As if there were a self that existed beyond representation as some sort
of isolatable entity. And #en, for company's sake, your self-representation,
your self and your self-representation sitb'ng side by side or better yet,
coinciding.
Daphne Marlatt

'Self-Representation and Fictionalysis"

Touch to My Tongue consists of the text of Marlatt's fourteen love poems

inserted amongst a series of treated photographs by Cheryl Sourkes. Marlatt's

lyrical essay on poetics, 'rnusing with mothertongue," a glossary to the poems.

and an artist's statement by Sourkes. The volume explores different modes of
representation and signals to the reader that each text is not separate but
circulates amongst a varÏety of texts that. in turn, attempt to articulate the problem
of desire, and more speafically, the problernatics of lesbian desire.
In his biographical study of Marlatt and her work, Douglas Barbour makes

a statement that, at first, appears to be rhetorical but which. when examined,
offers tangential dues to the difficulties that many critics have had with her work.
'Marlatt has always been able to create works," Barbour asserts. 'which outstrip
the capacity of any critic to encapsulate h e f (249). Sinœ Marlatt's work
challenges the cultural and textual representations of women. and since the

poems in Touch to My Tongue explicitly address what has been erased or
excluded from literature - women's desire expressed in the language of presence

- Barbour's difficulties in 'encapsulatingn Marlatt are neither surprishg nor
singular.

Male critics typically express their diffidence in reading Marlatt's petry,"
while some female critics have expressed their sensitivity to identity politics by
defining themselves as not-lesbian. 'But how do 1, a heterosexual reader, read

these poems?" asks Pauline Butling, going on carefully to voice her anxieties with

regard to appropriation: 'If I conflate lesbian desire with any female desire (and
thereby identify with the 'i" of the poem) do I then appropriate the lesbian

expenenœ? IfI resist the identification, do I erase that experience?"('From
Radical" 169). In Tuuch to My Tongue, Marlatt provides a space for the lesbian
lover to write, and in our reading, our reply - even as male critics or heterosexual
women - we may provide an answering touch, a tonguing, that affinns
relationships between women as rnothers and daughters, as lovers, as writers
and as readers.
In an essay significantly entitled 'What Has Never Been,' Bonnie

Zirnmenan speaks of the 'unspeakable" lesbian expenenœ, defining the lesbian
text as 'the creation of language out of silence" (208). Brenda Carr similarly

portrays the artifacts of lesbian culture as a way of speaking 'out of the
unspeakable"(1OS), and Bertha Ham's defines 'lesbianismn itself as 'that which

has been unspeakable about womenn(7). The inability to speak the expefience of
lesbian desire allies itself to a more generalized inability, and one I addressed
earlier - that of the inexpressibility of amorous discourse.
Nevertheless, any reading of Touch must take into account the
particulanties of lesbian desire, since to erase differenœ - to equate the
relationship between mother and child, for example. with that between female
lovers - is problematic to Say the least. Like most of her writing, from the early

birth poems in Rings (1971) to the ambivalent fictive mother in Ana Historie
(1988) and the mother-quest of How Hug a Stone (1983), Mariatt's concem has

been with writing the absent mother story. Touch to My Tongue is no exception.

encoding as 1 does resonances of this narrative in the Derneter-Persephone
subtext. but it is important to differentiate between mothem and lovers in Touch,

s i n e not to do so woufd imply that lesbian desire is at once infantile and
essential,
The problem of erasing ditference in a reading of this text is far reaching

and fraught. Many critics have œlebrated Marlatt's writing for its 'holistic blumng

of boundaries' (Godard 481), yet, as Sarah Harasym points out. such criticism
fails to question the way in which certain feminist pradices rnay be marked by the
materiality of the Other, so that there is a tendency, in Harasym's words. to

'erase the problern of representation . . . into a unified notion of the web or text"
(111). '3 In refusing notions of IinearÏty and closure. in evading the singularity of

unified discourse through the creation of textual networks or webs, it seems
Marlatt cannat entirely evade charges of imperialism leveled at the very

structures she creates to evade these charges.
Touch to My Tongue explores the tidal movements of lesbian desire in

writing that undertakes an inquiry into the roots of the English language via Old

Norse, French, and Indo-European etymology. In a double narrative of love and
longing, the mythological separation of Demeter and Persephone echoes the
lover's joumeys, partings, and reunions, as they travel toward and away from

each other between the Prairies and the West Coast. Textual allusions to voice,
stories. rnythological nanatives and etymology create a polyphonie texture, while
the borders between past and present, mother and daughter, rnothen and loverç.

absence and presence. are constantly reconfigured.

Mariaes supple, sinuous sentences are composed as rhythmic units of
dislocated syntax and pliant metonymic associations.

Lines cany over into lines

or fold together over punctuation that altemately (simultaneously?) resists and
revitalites the flow of words. Her use of parentheses and ellipses disrupts the
paradigrnatic relation between subject, object, and verb, so that verbs, for
example, are altemately detacheâ from nouns and indistinguishable from them.
The breakdown of gramrnar, language, and syntax in Marlatt's love poetry is not.
however, symptomatic of the rnerging of identities as is often the case in

conventional love poetry, but of the overffow - exuberance, jubilance, jouissance

- of the loving, beloved bodies in Touch to My Tongue.
Terra l n a n i t a

Looking back, i think that most of my writing has been a vehicle
for entry into what was for me the new place, the new world.
Daphne Mariatt
'Entering In: The Immigrant Imagination"

Touch to My Tongue opens with the loven meeting at a plaœ carefully

balanced between ancestry and antecedent, a place, as the title indicates, that is
'full of contradictionw(19) and defined, at first, by a double negative, 'a confusion

of times if not of place, though you understood when i said no not the I Danish
Tearoorn

- the lndonesian or Indian' (19). In Yhat plaœ of w a m wallsn(19), the

lovers meet both accidentally and intentionally. There is 'CO-incidencek i n g

together" (19) yet their meeting is flush with foreknowledge, 'you know, you knew,
it was the one place / i meantn(19).

Place, in these poems. is a floating and

indeterminate signifier that indicates both the lover's mirroring one another, ' i see

I your face because i don't see minen(19), and the fatefulness of their
encounters: 'we meet in these far places we find in each other, it's Sappho i said,

on the radio, 1 always we meet original, bfind of direction, astonished' (19).
The poem 'houseless' anticipates the lover's separation, the condition of
k i n g houseless, in a place where 'there are no walV (20) - in contrast to the

'warm wallsnof the first poem - as an experience both of fear and of love. The

narrator is alone in her house, 'rny cave,' while the lover is 'on the other side of
the country, our I country of sea with the wind blowingn(20). The claustrophobie

space of the cave-like house opens abniptly with the lover's separation into an
expanse of blowing reeds and grasses under an 'unfathomed / sky" (20). From

this point the lovers are unhoused, 'houseless." They accupy an intenseiy
feminized landscape of 'unnamed female fol& of hill, soft I sage' (25). a fem
incognita of 'hidden ground," which, like the poem that takes this name. presages

both separation and reunion:
everything in me longs to turn
around, go back to you, to (that gap). afraid i'm lost, afraid i've driven out
of our territory
we found (we inhabit together), not t e m firme, not dry land, owned. along
the highway,
cleared for use, but that other, lowlying, moist and undefined, hidden
ground, wild and
ninning everywhere along the outer edges. (27)

The movement of separation and retum that the lovers enact is explored both in

the mythic invocation of Demeter and Persephone in this sequence. and in the

image of the child 'provoked, invoked" (27) in this poern: the child who is 'lost
daughter, other rnother and lovef (27).
The poems in Touch to My Tongue eschew metaphor with its one-way

direction. its tendency to promote one-twne correspondence drawing like to like,
for the multi-directional flow of metonymic associations. In 'houseless," the
narrator's final Iines are densely woven strands of allusion:
i can only be, no vessel but a rnovement mnning, out
in the open, out in the da& and n'sing tide, in risk, knowing who i am
with you
creatures of ecstasy. we have risen drenched from ouf wet grasses.
reeds, sea.
turned out. tumed inside out, beside ourselves. we are the tide swelling,
we are the
continent draining, deep and forever into each other. (20)

The lines resonate with the narrator's refusal to be housed, her resistance to the

repertoire of conventional love imagery where woman is figured as vessel. and
her celebration of a reciprocal and eroticized lesbian union of like selves. A union

in which neither lover is 'vessel" to the other, instead both are 'turned out. tumed
inside out," in a reversal that refuses the patriarchal mode1of sexuality as
penetration for a version of sexuality as play of surface and structure.
The narrator's response to her lover, 'a movement ninning, out / in the

open" is also an instruction for the reading of this prose poem as a series of
intercunnected strands or webs of word play, association, run-on lines. and
metonymic images that weave across the surface, crisscrossing at moments of

pleasure or pain. While a depth model of reading-as-penetraüon is not entirely
abandoned

- as evidenœd by Marlatt's joy in etymology - readers are wamed

against 'standing athwart" this te*

sinœ such possessiveness is 'obstructive'

and 'perverse,' an 'encroachment" that, like the husband's wedding ring. does
not allow the M e r to 'retain this small open space that was minen(21).

The most characteristic motion in Touch to My Tongue is this "movement
running" (20) toward the lover through the impediments that the world creates. In
'coming to you" the narrator struggles through a traffic jam, 'honking and off-

course, direction veering" (22). to the lover whose place is indeterminate. "you in
that place i never know, you alone I with yourself there' (22). The many
constructions of verbs as geninds in this poem - as well as in the sequence as a
whoie - indicate the headlong rush of the continuous present as lover hastens

towards lover. 'coming." "honking," 'veering," 'peering." and "bendingn(22).
In 'kore," the poem that follows, the narrator once again reverses the

inside I outside arrangement of the quotidian worid as she rushes towards her
lover whose yellow clothes are only the comparatively weak signifier of her
transfomative light:
no one wears yellow like you excessive and radiant storehouse of Sun,
skin smooth as
fruit but thin, leaking light. (iam climbing toward you out of the hidden.) no
one shines
like you, so that even your lashes fiicker light, amber over blue (amba.
arnorous Derneter,
you with the fire in your hand, i am coming to you) (23)

Marlatt's writîng, from Steveston on, has been conœmed with figures of
travel and placement. Laune Ricou describes ber poeiiy as a variation on the

travel journal fom (209) while Smam Karnboureli. refemng to the long poem
Steveston, defines her as the 'pet as pedestrianh(122). In Touch to My Tongue
Marlatt continues to articulate her fa=-nation with landscape as alternately a

In 'climbing the canyon even as" which is a poem of parting. a poem that
carries parting in its veins. the lover's separation is negotiated by the Fraser river,
the forward trajectory of the car, and the narratofs oscillating thoughts as she
moves away from her stationary lover:
the Fraser N

S ~ ~out
S to

sea and you. where you are i am. muddy with
hearifand silt
beside the river's outward push my car climbs steadily away frorn and
toward - where
we were each step we took, what you said. what i saw (sun in your hair
on the n'm of
your look), smell of love on our skin as we nished with the river's push
out, to the
mouth taking everything with us 1 and away. as i leave you there (where i
am still) (25)

-

Although the rivers mn in both directions and the road carries vehicles both
toward and away from the home place, the namtor has enveloped the lover in
her thoughts, "canying you with me" (25).
While 'unhoused," the poems in this collection are also constnicted as

wayward and provisional habitats, "just one of 1 the houses we pass through in

the endless constellation of our being, close, and away I from each other, tom
and apart" (30). As in Dionne Brand's poems, the landscape is the 'terra

incognita" that separates the lovers, but in whose embrace they occasionally find

surcease, as in the final lines of "in the dark of the coasr:
but i knew your eyes. blue. as soon as you came
around the small hill, knew your tongue. corne, you =id, we slid together
in the spnng.
blue, of a place we'd k e n , terra incognita known, geysa, gush, upwelling
in the hidden
Norse we found. we feel it t h ~ sas
t waters part for us, hot, through fern.
frost, volcanic
thnist. it's al1 there, love, we part each other corning to, geyser, spouting
pool, hidden
in and under separate skin we rnake for each other through. (30)

In this poem. the lovers meet after absence, and their reunion resonates with the
mythological parting of Derneter and Persephone, and the Biblical separation of
water and earth. 60th landscape - in the fom of an eroücized geography of
geysa and gush - and language - via the 'hidden" Norse - participate in their
torrential love-making, while Mariatt's use of wordplay, punning, and etymofogy
seem intended to split (separate, part) word from rneaning only to realign them in

ever increasing, if fractured, proximity.
At the same time, Marlatî does not naively make use of landçcape as a

fecund and feminized approximation of lesbian desire or the female body, an

identification that would encourage essentialist and binaried readings of nature I
culture. In an eartier poem, 'down the season's avenue." the precisely markad

times of sunrise and sunset divide the landscape into the days by which the
lovers must measure their separation:

sunrise 7:18, sunset 7:23:we are approaching that point when the pivot of
dawn and
the pivot of night balance the nartowing day. you in it far off on the coast
climbing
what tree over the sea to gaze east? everywhere i see light lean almg a

curved plain. (29)

In this landscape there are 'no intimate clefts of earth"(29) within which the lover
can find some configured image of her beloved or of the intricacies of their desire.
lnstead the land is a flat plain running beneath 'the eye of horizon. I that
boundary you are on the other side o r (29). The word 'plain" that, at first, marks

their separation through geographical feature and textual figure. 'that boundary
you are on the other side of." becomes. in the final line. an airplane, the vehicle

that hastens their reunion, delivering the absent beloved to her waiting lover.

'clear I as that point when the plane cornes in and you will be standing there. i'm
coming homen(29).
The transfomation of 'plain" (flat, stationary, geographical) into 'plane'

(angled, mobile, mechanical) is characteristic of Marlatt's translation poetics
where meaning is not representative and linear, but peripatetic and synaptic.
leaping across words and phrases, etymology and its roots. and foming in the
'clefts" between. In "coming up from the underground." a poem in which the

lover's recovery from sickness takes on the resonance of Persephone's bnght
and fertile regeneration, the eye itself becomes the porous membrane through
which the wodd both filten and is filtered, in this way taking on the attributes of

Marlatt's highly associative, supple language. I quote the poem in full:
out of the shadows of your being. so si& and still a shade under it, your
eye looks out
at me, grave and light at once, smiling recognition. draw dose, i am so
glad to see you.
bleak colour of your iris gone blue, that blue of a clear sky, beio, bright,
Beltane, 'brightfireSn
draw me in, Iight a new Bame after your sudden descent into the
dark, draw me

close so i see only light your eye a full moon rides. bleikr in the d d
tongue, shining,
white, ascent above horizon fringed with black reed, horsetail, primitive
flicker on the
rim of eons ascending this white channel we wander in, a plain of 'wild
beestes" fett
at the periphery of vision, fear and paranoia ready to spring beyond the
mind or out
of it they Say, though 'defended ... with apparent logic." in this landscape
we are
undefended in the white path of our king, lunar and pulled beyond
reason. bleikr,
shining white. radiant healing in various bright colours. blanda. to rningle
and blend:
the blaze of Iight we are, spiralling. (31)

-

As in William Carlos Williams' 'Red Wheelbarrow,' so much depends on
the eye that sees the world ananged before it as a play of light and shadow. In

Mariatt's poem, the lover's recovering eye (any allusion to the first person
pronoun is, of course,purely intentional) is blue as the clear sky. bright as a new

flame. and light as a full rnoon. Such a diverse range of associations does not
cancel out rneaning but accumulates resonance in much the sarne way that the
Old Norse word 'bleikf stands for both the bleakness of white colour and the

shining, flashing, buming of 'various bright colours." The vision of 'horizon fringed
with black reed' oombines an image of what the eye sees, with an image of the

eye seen. fringed by lashes and flickering across the nm of sight, the 'periphery

of vision.' At the same tirne. the 'white channelnthat the loven wander upon as if
on a 'plain of 'wild beestes'" is both the eye tumed outward to a predatory
landscape, and the eye tumed inward to the fear and paranoia 'beyond the mind
or out / of it."

In a sequence of poems that have concentrateci on the dynarnics of touch
and taste. that have demanded an 'answenng touch to [the] tonguen(30). this

poem invites the redprocal glanœ. As women in the landscape (or in language)
the lovers are 'undefendeci,' and 'pulled beyond reason." It is the recovering eye,
the eye recovering from the dullness of ill-health, that in tum. recovers a 'radiantn
landscape. a language anayed in 'bright colours," and the 'blaze of lightnthe
loverç corne to inhabit in their 'spiralling."
'healing.' the poem that follows, the final poem in the sequence. provides
the reader with yet another way of coming. traveling, travefsing landscape, this

time through the alliterative repetition of sound. In 'healing' the beloved is
recovenng from an operation and the lover lives through 'hours without touch,"
while 'waiting for the two lips of your incision to knit. waiting for our rnouths to

close lip to / other lipn(32).
This image of the mouth as wound or vaginal opening prepares the reader
for language constructed in this poem, both as violent utterance and healing
balm. In much the same manner, the word 'gall,"which Marlatt traces in her

'Notesn to its Indo-European, Teutonic. and Old English roots, means both bile.
connoting. as it does, melancholy, and gladness, bittemess and glee. What
follows is a shining glaze of 'g" sounds
'glazing"

- 'glee," 'glass," 'glisten," 'glareln

- what the narrator describes as 'bits of sound shining" (32). These

words, these 'lucid and articulate" sparks (32),spike her sentences,providing the
reader with yet another way of travening the landscape of the prose-poem

thmugh alliteration and tone-leading, the assonance of like sounds, and the

meanings that accumulate at the borders of sound and sense.

7.5 Double You

in a time when language has been approprïated by the Freudians as
intrinsically phallic, it seems crucial to redaim it through what we know
of ourseIves in relation to wnting. writing can scarcely be for women the
act of the phallic signifier, its daim to singulanty, the mark of the capital
I (was here).
Daphne Marlatt
'Writing Our Way Through the Labyrinthn

In her study of pronoun stnidures in the work of Phyllis Webb. Pauline
Butling demonstrates how contemporary poets - such as Webb and Marlatt have reconfigured power relations through shifting the traditional I/you grid of the

lyric (Seeing ln the Dark 75). Butling points out that since the Romantics, poetry
has centred around the sovereign 'InI receptive 'you" structure, but that this grid
has been challenged by writers who shift the dynamic to a collaborative I/we

configuration or a we/they identification of the individual with a group. While
Marlatt has certainly been an active pronoun shifter," Touch to My Tongue is a
love poem addressed, at times. to an absent other. and so negotiates the
contrary demands of the I/you configuration in the context of a feminist, wornan-

identified subjectivity. This is an intricate proœss and one that must take into
account what Marlatt in 'hidden ground" has called. "that tongue our / bodies
utter, woman tongue, speaking in and of and for each other" (27).

The phrase, Where you are i am" from the poem 'dimbing the canyon
even as" resonates through Marlatt's prose poems. urging the reader to imagine
an alliance of equals figured in the structure of her pronouns. In %orewthe
narrator defines herself as other, as lover, in the comparative safety afforded by

parentheses '(here I am / you)," yet the pronoun 'you" is taken up in a jubilant
ululation, a cry of 'excess" and Yniiting" (23),as the Indo-European word 'yu!'
becornes second penon pronoun, outcry of joy, and, in the poem that fdlows, an
affirmative, a 'yesn that goes d o m as easy as the kiwi fruit the narrator is eating.

her tongue 'extended with desire for you and you in mew(24). This last phrase
combines linguistic play with sexual playfulness and the lines that follow continue
to weave pronouns such as 'us.' 'we." 'ourselves,' "younand "yourselP in a poem

from which the sovereign "1" is noticeably absent (24).
Perhaps the most direct use of plural pronoun usage occurs in the poem

"wherewe went." In this marriage poem in which 'heaven and earthnare joined
'in a tropic embracen(28),the love= choose rings with which to symbolize their

union:
i didn't even catch your eye as we stepped through and she brought out
the rings for us
to look at, silver, moon metal engraved in the shape of wild eyes by
kwakiutl and haida
hands, raven and wolf and whale and unknown birds not seen in the light
city. creatures
of unorganized temitory we becorne, a physical impulse rnoving from me
to you (the
poem is), us dancing in animal skins in the unmapped part of Our world.
(28)

Although these lines begin with the first person pronoun (Witten with a srnall
letter, since Mariatt seeks to avoid the colonizing, patriarchal '1" of I was here) it
swiftly dissolves into the collective 'us' and 'wewof the raven. wolf, whale.

unknown birds. and the loves themselves, creatures of 'unorganized temtory."
Since their union is neither possessive nor territorial, the lovers inhabit a poem in
which the movement from 'me" to 'you" is an oscillating 'physical impulse," a

variant pulse. a vibration that is at once evocative of dancing and writing. In the
"Notesnto this poern, Marlatt quotes from the poet Alexandra Gnlikhes to the
effet that poetry is a physical impulse and the performance of poetry,

presumably the writing or the speaking of the poem. is the poem (36).

Far frorn being addressed by a sovereign "Into a receptive "you,"this
poem facilitates a progressive deconstruction of the 'Inthat speaks and the 'eyen
that sees. The 'stars' at the sea's edge give way to the 'stares' of the 'city that
houses eyes" (28). Although the lovers avoid each other's eyes as they choose
their rings, the rings themselves mimic 'the shape of wild eyes," of creatures who
are hidden and invisible, 'not seen in the light city," and in the last lines the

narrator imagines her lover's approach: 'i Wear wolf and drearn of your lean
breast descending, warm I and slow the fur that grows between your eyes" (28).
At the same time there is a corresponding dissemination of the first person

pronoun into a series of impulses between 'you" and "me," into. in fact, 'the
warmth / of you, double youw(28). The 'double you" that can be read as a
twn
i ned

consciwsness or as the letter 'w,' winds through the poem in a ventable

waterfall of W sounds, from the alliteraüve title 'where we went" to 'wolf," "wild."

%ter,'

and 'whale," to 'waterglaze,' 'walrus," uwamth,"and 'wood,' and to the

'world" by way of words. wornen, and writing.

And memory seems to operate like this, Iike a murmur in the flesh
one suddenly hears years later.
Daphne Marlatt
'When we change languagen

In 'musing wth
i

mothertongue,' the essay included in the volume of

poems. photographs and " e s ~ a ~ ithat
n ~make
~ ' ~ up Touch to My longue, Marlatt

writes of language as a living body of sounds the subject enters at birth and
which continues to sustain her. In many ways, the prose poems in this volume

provide an 'answering touch' that, like the skin of the lover, is 'fondant. font.
found, ail that melts, pours" (30). As well, the poems, circulating as they do within
a network of textual, intertextual and extra-textual conversations, provide an
'answenngn that can be heard in the variety of poetic deviœs utilking sound:
assonance, alliteration, tone-leading, intemal rhyme, punning and association.
'Sound will initiate thought by a process of association," Mariatt muses in

'mothertongue," continuing, 'words cal1 each other up, evoke each other, pmvoke

each other, nudge each other into utterance" (45).
Touch to My Tongue is a sequence of auditory or sound sensitive poems,

poems that listen for an answenng, straining to be heard, to hear. and to be

registered as acoustic, as heard text In homage to Mariatt's fondness for

synaesthesia, I want to end with an image of these listening words. In the poem
'corning to you." the narrator strains through the noise of traffic and her own
frantic thoughts to where the lover sits. not waiting for her but encioseci - 'raptn

and wrapped - in a worid of her own listening. Through this image of the lover
'with headphones on," the narrator leams what her readers must leam:

you in that place i never know. you alone
with yourself there, one leg on your knee, you with boots. h
w
ti
headphones on. grave,
rapt with inaudible music. the day surrounds you: you point where
everything Iistens.
and i slow dom. learning how to enter - implicate and unspoken (still)
heart-of-the-world. (22)

'ln an interview in CVll two yean earlier, Marlatt explores her abandonment of the short
poetic fine in lyric poetry such as that of her 1969 chapbook leafleaVs for the long,
supple prose line of her later work:
I felt too confined by the short line and by absolute attention at every step to the
word. so 1 decided to open up the line deliberately and tu use that extended line
which looks like prose left margin to right margin on the page ... I wanted to
move in larger units. in paragraphs. and I wanted larger rhythm than those
very short lines would allow. (Amason 29)
21 use the word 'interview" for convenience. but in fact. Marlatt seldom gives
conventional interviews since, 1 wouId assume, the structure of the question and answer
form is too restrictive and authontarian for her. In fact, the West Coast Line "interview" is
prasented as a 'wnversation* between two of the magazine's editors. Marlatt. and
Nicole Brossard. In a Special Issue of Tessera,entitled 'dialogue conversation une
6cnrUre a deux," the idea of dialogue and conversation between women writen and
critics is explored. In a d o n significantly entitled 'In Conversation' Marlatt speaks with
four other women about the appeal the word 'conversation" has for her as a wnter and a
woman:
On the dher hand, conversation elicits her participation, creates an opening
for her to speak: to beg the question if she so desires. to raword it, retum it.
transfomed by her own perspective. (7)
'ln 'musing with mothertongue.' Marlatt asks: 'how can the standard sentence structure
of English with its Iinear authority, subject through ver& to object, convey the wisdom of
endlessly repeating and not exadly repeated cycles her body k n ~ w s ?(47).
~ Marlatt
argues via Kristeva in this essay, who has rnaintained, since Revolufr'on in Poetic

-

-

-

Language, that desire is encodeci in language at a pre-symbdic levd in the tissue,
texture. and mythms of language, rather than in its meanings (Revolution 79).
'MadattSsinfiuenœ by the Black Mountain school of poets. induding Robert Creeley.
Robert Duncan. and Charles Olson. and her involvement with the 77sh cdledive,
resulted in what Fred Wah calls her 'proprioceptive prosody" (374). an interest in the biofeedback of the body in the act of cornposiüon. Marlatt's use of the breath-line as a
reflexive action in which the movernent of syntax reflects the movement of
~ o n ~ o u s n edeveloped
ss
from these influences.
This is not, stflctly speaking, a 'schoor but a group of influentialwomen Mers and
theorists. induding Nicole Brossard. Gail Scutt. Louky Bersianik. Louise Cotnoir, Louise
Dupré. and France Théoret, who have infiuenced a generation of feminist mers.
In her essay 'Self-Representaüion and Fctionalysis" Marlatt makes the case for crossgenre M n g, as follows:
Autobiography is not separable from poetcy for me on this ground i wouki cal1
fidiona1ysis:a self-analysis that plays fictively with the pnmary images of one's
life. a fidion that uncovers analytïcally that tenitory where fact and fiction
coinade. (204)
In an essay in Tessem (speaal issue on Translating Women') Mariatt discusses the
difficulües of translating a poem by Nicole Brossard:
Even though i begin with a text that is andhets. how i read that text or what
that text seems to me to be saying will ocwr in an indeterminate space
between its author's vision and my own: this is not the text i would have wntten
but 1 i
s the text that i am reading and, in a dubious sense, rewriting. (27)
Pamela Banting has detailed MartatYs theories of translation, both in her essay
'Translation A to 2:Notes on Daphne Marlatt's Ana Historie,' and in her critical work on
translation poetics. Body Inc. (Winnipeg: Tumstone Press. 1995).
Marîatt and Wariand continued to produce collaborative pieœs. which indude 'Reading
and Wriüng between the LinesmTessera 5 (1988). and Woids W& You (1993).
See reviews by Janice W[lliamson in Fuse (1985), Ellea Wright in Broadside (1985).
Betsy Nuse in Angles (1988). and Bmadside (1984). Joy Parks in Body Polioc (1985).
R ~ e (1
s 985). and HenZons (1985). and Brenda Carr in Tessera (1990).
'O The 1986 colledion of essays on Canadian wornen's wnting. A Mazing Space (eds.
Neuman and Kamboureli) indudes a numbar of crossgente essays that creatively
address the question of author/authority. Carolyn Hlus. for exampk. reads Touch to My
Tongue in tandem with Open is Broken as well es the works of Louky Bersianik, Nicde
Brossard, and Lola Lemire Toçtevin.
Il
For a performative account of the reader's entry into the f i e r ' s wnve~sation,see
Sherry Simon's analysis of Suzanne Lamy's d'elles, a text that discusses gossip as
interaction between two female h e r s (Tessem 1988). What follows is a quotation from
Simon's text:
The dyad of dialogue is broken; now there are three. The reader insinuates
herself into the space between the speakers, absorbed in the back and f o N
movernent between the two. Her fascination is siighüy f nted with the cufiosty of
the voyeur. She watches thought in the process of coming to We and wonden
how she will in tum begin her own dialogue with new readen. (43)
I2Stan Dragland, for example. in an essay on Touch to My Tongue in The Bees of the
hvisibte, presents his wnüng as the revision of an eadier review of the poem. and
expresses a certain amount of masculine anxiety. defining himself as 'Yhe marginalizer

'

'

-

-

- -

-

--

on edge" (157). White Laune Ricou subt'ies his essay on Marlatt's wnting, 'Journal
entries from a capaalist bourgeois patriarche1anglesaxon rnainstream aitic' (204).
'3 In her essay 'Each Move Made Here (me) Moves There (you).' Harasym addresses
some of the probkrnatic and colonking representations of ' F i M and "Third' Wodd
women within the writings and the criocal reeeption of Marlatt. She criticizes Godard.
among others. for failing to question in what way the rnatefialw of the "Third Wotld"
woman as Other could mark the lirnits of Marlatt's feminist p d c s . Harasym's argument
works partiailady well in the wntext of "travelotexts such as Zdcalo and 'Month of
Hungry Ghosts" and her evaluation of this cntical absence in much of the writing by and
about Mariatt is astute.
For a somewhat more positive evaluation of M a W s implicit colonialisrn see Body /m.,
in which Pamela Banting detaiis the ways in which Marlatt's postçdonial N n g
incorporates LYhe phantom limb of the colonial past" (181).
" Butling cites Salvages (1991) as an example of Me way in which Madatt establishes a
lesbian identity by shifting from a solitary 'lmto a gmup-identifieci lesbian 'Ive" based on
collaboration rather than domination.
l5In the contents page to this volume, Marlatt bi8s 'musing with rnothertongue"as an
'essaying,' in this way punning on the French verb essayer. meaning to atternpt or to
venture.

My involuntary relation to these texts is one of love. of passion and
obsession. of paranoid delusion, pehaps; but certainly not one of
mastery, of knowledge, of comprehension.
Steven Shaviro (183)

What draws these writers together is not their similarity but my
having fallen in love with their work.
Stan Dragland (9)

I began obliquely and can end no less sa Discourses of desire, maintains

'

Kauftnan, are always a tissu de greffes, a fabric of grafts in which 'something is

always added on. borrowed from something else, embroidered" (304). Or
altemately lost, left behind, eroded, avoided, evaded, substituted by metaphor,

deferred through rnetonymy. What we are lefl with is the event of love. an
impossible. inescapable and absolutely ambiguous event which exceeds al1

categories of expression and signification while. at the same tirne, atternpting
ceaselessly, recklessly, repeatedly, to articulate itselfThe desire that suffuses these texts is not fulfilled or surfe'rted, yet neither

can 1 be sirnplistically defined as a lack that awaits fulfillment or a production
machine that exceeds it. The gap between the desiring subject and the object of
desire is impossible and therefore unrepresentable. The relationship between the
two falters between consumption and the failure of consumpüon. And while
psychoanalysis opens us to this failure, there is no dosure, since desire
approaches but can never meet its object Desire desires its own impossibility, its
failure to close the gap between lover and beloved, its refusal to unite itself with
what it desires. And hile, as Blanchot has made clear, it is the very violence of

sensation and passion apropos 'the event* that allows us to think beyond the

canons of coherence and tnith, the event itself escapes representation. exists
only as a past tense recapitulation, a trace or fragment. a ~

i offered
c
in the place

of what cannot be represented or perhaps even remernbered (The Wding of the

Oisaster 3).
It is for this reason that it is not possible to narrate a history of passion. to
trace its genealogy in linear time. Instead, what I have attempted in these
achronological essais is a series of excursions into the various moments of
jubilance, melancholy, plenitude, and abjection that surround the event and which
are, in tum, translated into amorous discourse. In this case desire neither
transcends nor unifies the text, but exists as a rupture, as a constellation of

diçcrete points of disturbance in which the lover experiences but never contains,

wrtails. or inhabits the fullness of the beloved's presence.
In their writings, Demda and Blanchot admit to having betrayed passion to
the extent that they transfomi it into a project capable of fulfillrnent. My own
project is no leu fraught with the aintradictory impulses to define. illuminate, and
exhaust the subject, and the equally imperative need to allow the subject to
gracefully escape the passionless contrivances of the reader. It has been my

intention to present myself as unrequited reader and writing subject, yet I am

forced to wonder to what extent I have offered rny critical narrative as fait
accompli, to what extent I have betrayed these highly self-conscious love poems
with my own failures of self-knowledge and rhetoric? 'ln the end," says Bataille,

'the articulate man confesses his own impotencen(Emfism 276). Can the
articulate woman do any less?

Barthes points out that no modem system of thought accounts for love.
The Judeo-Christian ethic exhorts the lover to repress and sublimate,
psychoanalysis cornrnits him to give up the beloved as lost. while Maniist and
Socialist discourse remains stoically silent on the subject The lover emerges as a
figure of philosophical solitude (A Lover's Discourse 245). How much more
'solitude" then, surrounds the female lover for whom representation is always a

precarious enterprise? At times in the history of representation, the female lover

seems not to exist except as a fantasy of the courtly or the mystic tradition, an
object of desire rather than a desiring subject. In this 'history," desire is the desire

of the subject, and the subject is. traditionally, male, the body represented almost

always as female.
At these times, in these texts,' female subjectivity is expressed as a desire
for representation without the wrresponding power to represent. The question

arises: is woman then pure representation? As I have tned to show, theorists
such as Kristeva write eloquently and creatively of the impossibility of

representation perse, and, in 'Stabat Mater" for example, of the possibility of
witing about matemal love and female representation that takes into account
both identification and differenœ. In this narrative, the woman refuses to take the

place she has been assigned, the place of the Other. Her subjectivity exists as a
fold in the text, the place where the reading and the M i n g subjects intersect. As

for desire, the very word, as George Bowering comments, seerns to implicate 'the
disappearanœ of the patrîarchnin contemporary texts, since it names yet fails to

embraœ its object (Imaginary Hand 108).
As diffrcult as 'desirewhas been to define and position in the poetic texts 1
have read, words such as passion, melancholy, and abjection - words used

repeatedly in the critical texts examined and referred to in the poems

- provide

no easy entry into the subject. Nevertheless such words and the meaning they
have accumulated in my readings have been helpful as what Lacan calls tesserae
(Speech and Language 13). Melancholy as textual remnant, as the trace of
sornething lost, as what is left over when the symbol no longer consoles, provides

a focus for the ennui and despair of Gunnars' The Pmwie~where the narrator
proœeds (prowls) through the narrative via intervals of despair where the= is no

recourse to symbolization. Smart's By Grand Central Station explicitiy offers the
reader the problem of abjection, an emotion, like love. which presents itself as a
state that can only be perfomed, not described3And. like love, abjedon
involves considerations of structure; the abject only exists in relation to something
above it. the abject subject, Iike the lover. looks up to the m e r .

As for passion, I have chosen in these readings to ainsider it as an
adjective in the absence of a noun, an immoderate modifier that does not quantify

or qualify its substrate but which is nevertheless free-floating and transfomative.

Neither expression nor action. passion is writing, writing that does not admit of
articulation or resolution and in which the subject - love, the loved body. the
beloved - transgresses the Iimls of textual dewrum.
In choosing to cunsider passion as a question of structure I set myself the
problem of considering a divenity of poetic forms. from the shuffle-text of The
Prowler, through Smart's rhapsodie experiments with form, Brand's epigrams,

Livesay's lyric poems, Gunnars' long poem, Markotic's pmse poems, and

Marlatt's long-lined woven strands. Although I maintain that passion is a structural
category, there is clearly no particular f o n to which it inheres and wnsequently

no fonn frorn which it can be exdudeci. In the end, a discourse becomes a

discourse of love when it is addressed to an Other.
The problem with my last statement is, of course, ih tendency to

generalization. If any discourse addressed to another is arnatory. then the
boundaries of the lover's discourse have been significantly extended. and texts -

al1 te*

- are merely the mirron in which we as readers find Our own image as in

the eyes of the beloved. In the same way. the problerns of representation

- as I

have found in the process of wriüng. are not confined to the lovets discoune but
to religious. erotic, and passionate texts in general. and the idea of
'unrepresentability" that first caught rny imagination in Kristeva's Tales of Love
equally well describes the abject state, the emotion of melancholy, or the

passionate body. In such a reading, such diverse constructs as Lacanian

jouissance. Kristevan abjection, the Lyotardian sublime, end even the Freudian
unconscious, seern dangerously comparable in that al! involve notions of

unrepresentability and the breakdown of borders.' ln my reading of the poetic
texts. I have privileged love as the unrepresentable affect par excehnce, but it
seems necessary at this moment to admit to a concise if entirely idiosyncratic

passion for the subject on my part. It is as if. to be penitted an analogy, desire
circulates in these texts like the unopened letter in Poe's short story, 'The
Purloined Letter*"

In a passionate discourse, analogies do not break d o m . Instead they
replicate, recreate themselves. reproduce. Love is a glove, a garden, a galaxy.

love is. In order to Mite herself out of the lover's discourse, out of love and her

nostalgia for metaphysical presence, the lover must evade the particularities of
metaphor by partaking in ail metaphoncal systems. induding ail discursive sites.
The predicament of love is that everything means something else. every gaze is a

deffecüon. Love effiœs the meaning of the object: the lover's body. the writefs
body no longer exist Both are obscured by the body of the reader.

There is. in these amatory texts, a frantic attempt to find adequate extemal

symbols for the life M i n , to find an objective correlative, a landscape that
matches an unrepresentable desire, that cures an originary wound. There is the
desire, nowhere more apparent than in the lover's discourse, to maintain a limit

so that it can be trançgressed and retransgressed. The necessity mnstantly to

reinscribe

limits in order to ex-

them perpetually exists because the beloved is

'unctassifiable,' of a "ceaselessly unforeseen originality' (A Lover3 Discourse
34). The place from which she speaks is without site, yet the narrator-lover, to

provide perhaps the illusion of agency, must find a familiar discursive site or

metaphoncal system from wtiich to speak the beloved. What the lover learns in
this process is that it is she who is unique, exclusive, chosen. it is she who is the

object of the gaze.
I want to retum to Poe's story where desire circulates like an unopened

letter between the lovers inside the text and the loverç outside - the reader. the
writer. Like Poe's letter, love is a means of situating the subject in the signfying

chain. In wn-ting of the signifier that has been diverted from its course, the letter

'under sufferancetnLacan names the letter as the tnie subject of the tale, as that
which - like love - prolongs discourse in its circulation between subjects within

and without the text (64). In addressing her poems to an Other, the lover, or the

reader, these writers

- Barthes, Brand, Demda, Gunnam, Kristeva, Livesay,

Markotic, Marbtt, Srnart - have put into circulation (rnailed) their love letters.
And sinœ. as Lacan has made dear, a letter aiways reaches its

destination, my reply has been couched in the fonn of a love letter which, of

neœssity, recapitulates the amatory structure and the limits of its representation
in language. Like the adored and invented body of the lover, rny passion for these
poerns. for this writing, is unrepresentable except through allusion. metaphor,

analogy. and the promise of a secret that opens up the word to the desire of
signifiers.

' This phrase is appropriatedfrom Derrida's use of P in Disseminafion. Again. in
Positons, Derrida speaks of a %sue of diffenncesa(33). a textuari composed of
weavings and unravelings, a text that is both texture and textile.
1 am k i n g purposeîy vague here, because the representati-onof the female subject is
not merely a problem of pre-twentieth century texts or a produd of a chronological
reading of 'body history.' Many contemporary readingshiüngs of the female body fail to
take into account the problems and limitations of r e p r e ~ e n t ~ onot
n , only of the female
subject but of subjedivity as a category. Such narratives, by failing to be self-conscious
in their constructions of subjectivity and representation, perpetuate the noms they
perhaps intend to overthmw.
Interesüngly, in Powers of Homr, Kristeva teases the reader with the possibilities of
defining abjedion mile carefully avoiding doing so.
' ln his wnsideraüon of memory and history in Heidegger and 'Wejews" Lyotard wntes
of what he has elsewhere named le differirnd,as excess and rernnant, that which suffers
from the wrong of not being articulated (5). In his consideration of what it means to wdte
so that linearity loseç its privilege, so that wriüng exceeds representation, Lyotard
asserts that it is aiways both too soon and too late to grasp presentation.
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